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Abstract

This thesis focuses on the influence of volcanism on the compositions of the aerosols in the upper troposphere (UT) and lowermost stratosphere (LMS), and their direct and indirect impact on climate. Aerosol data were obtained by aircraft-borne sampling, using the CARIBIC (Civil Aircraft for the Regular Investigation of the Atmosphere Based on an Instrument Container) platform, and laboratory-based ion beam analysis of aerosol samples at the Lund Ion Beam Analysis Facility (LIBAF). Aerosol composition data were compared to particle size distributions obtained from onboard optical particle counter (OPC) measurements, demonstrating good agreement between the two analysis systems. The impact on climate was investigated using satellite observations of aerosol and optical properties of cirrus clouds. These were provided by the CALIOP and MODIS instruments onboard the NASA satellites CALIPSO, Terra and Aqua.

The aerosol load in the LMS has varied considerably since 2000, mainly due to volcanic injections of particles and particle-forming gases. Tropical volcanoes affect the LMS for up to two years after eruption, through transport within the Brewer-Dobson circulation. In contrast, extra-tropical volcanoes inject aerosols directly into the LMS, which subside to the UT within months. The eruption of Kasatochi in August 2008 increased the aerosol load in the northern hemisphere LMS by a factor of ~10. Apart from sulfate and ash, both fresh and aged volcanic aerosols contain surprisingly large amounts of carbonaceous aerosols, and the value of the oxygen:carbon ratio (O/C) of ~2 indicates an organic origin. Entrainment of the organic aerosol present in the tropospheric background within volcanic jets and plumes was suggested to be the cause.

Using CALIOP data, it was shown that the stratospheric aerosol at altitudes below 15 km constitutes a significant part of the volcanic forcing. During the period from 2008 to the middle of 2012, volcanic forcing in the LMS constituted 30% of that in the rest of the stratosphere. In addition, volcanism was found to have a significant influence on aerosol concentrations in the UT of the northern hemisphere. Comparison with cirrus reflectance (CR) data obtained using the MODIS instrument revealed a strong anti-correlation between the CR and particulate sulfur mass concentration, suggesting that the volcanic aerosol affected midlatitude cirrus clouds. In 2011, the CR was 8% lower than in 2001. Since cirrus clouds warm the Earth, this decrease is associated with regional cooling.

The results of these studies show that previous estimates of the impact of volcanism on climate have been underestimated. The investigations of the direct and indirect radiative effects of volcanism on the UT and LMS presented here provide new information on the effect of volcanism on the Earth’s climate. This will allow more realistic estimates of the impact of volcanism on climate variability, and improve climate models providing more realistic projections of future global temperatures.
Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning


Ett flygplan, tre satelliter och en partikelaccelerator


Aerosolpartiklarnas sammansättning

Vulkaniska aerosolpartiklar och deras klimatpåverkan


Vulkanutbrott kan transportera stora mängder partiklar och partikelbildande gaser till hög höjd. När det vulkaniska molnet stratosfären blir partiklarnas kylande effekt långvarig. Efter vulkanen Pinatubos kraftiga utbrott i Filipinerna år 1991 sjönk Jordens medeltemperatur med cirka 0,5°C under det efterföljande året.
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## Abbreviations and Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AOD</td>
<td>Aerosol optical depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD</td>
<td>Brewer-Dobson (refers to the meridional transport in the stratosphere)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALIOP</td>
<td>Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARIBIC</td>
<td>Civil Aircraft for the Regular Investigation of the Atmosphere Based on an Instrument Container</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Cirrus reflectance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENSO</td>
<td>El Niño southern oscillation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG</td>
<td>Greenhouse gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBA</td>
<td>Ion beam analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>Ice nuclei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPCC</td>
<td>Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIBAF</td>
<td>Lund Ion Beam Analysis Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMS</td>
<td>Lowermost stratosphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODIS</td>
<td>Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>Northern hemisphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS</td>
<td>Carbonyl sulfide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPC</td>
<td>Optical particle counter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDO</td>
<td>Pacific decadal oscillation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PESA</td>
<td>Particle elastic scattering analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIXE</td>
<td>Particle-induced X-ray emission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>Potential vorticity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QI</td>
<td>Quality indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>Radiative forcing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/PV$_{\text{LMS}}$</td>
<td>S$_{\text{LMS}}$ to PV ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH</td>
<td>Southern hemisphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S$_{\text{LMS}}$</td>
<td>Particulate sulfur concentration in the LMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STP</td>
<td>Standard temperature (273.15 K) and pressure (1013.25 hPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S$_{\text{UT}}$</td>
<td>Particulate sulfur concentration in the UT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTL</td>
<td>Tropical transition layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>Upper troposphere</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. Background

1.1. Volcanism and climate

Atmospheric aerosol particles affect the radiation budget of the Earth both directly, via absorption and scattering of solar radiation, and indirectly, through their influence on clouds. The effect of aerosols on climate depends on many factors, such as particle shape, composition, size, and morphology, as well as their residence time in the atmosphere. Typically, tropospheric aerosol particles are deposited on the ground within days or weeks, whereas aerosol particles in the stratosphere can remain suspended in the air for years. The volcanic eruption of Mount Pinatubo (in the Philippines) in 1991 perturbed the stratospheric aerosol load for several years, and it was estimated that it resulted in a temperature decrease of 0.5°C in the following year. The stratospheric aerosol load then decreased, reaching background levels at the end of the 20th century.

The stratospheric aerosol load has varied considerably during the first decade of the present millennium, mainly due to a number of large volcanic eruptions. Concurrent with these events, observations of the global temperature indicated a ~15-20 year period without global warming, often referred to as the ‘hiatus’. This has attracted much attention in recent years, and factors such as changes in vertical heat distribution in the oceans, solar forcing and the impact of volcanism on the stratospheric aerosol load, have been suggested as possible drivers. However, evidence presented during 2015 indicates that the global warming seen in the late 1900s has continued into the 21st century.

1.2. Aircraft- and satellite-borne observations

Most aerosol particle measurements are carried out in the lowest layer of the troposphere, the so-called atmospheric boundary layer. In situ measurements of particles at higher altitudes are rare. The aerosol data used in the work presented in this thesis were obtained via aircraft sampling and measurements, and satellite observations of the tropical troposphere, the extra-tropical upper troposphere (UT) and the overlying stratosphere.
The CARIBIC (Civil Aircraft for the Regular Investigation of the Atmosphere Based on an Instrument Container) project provides a platform for in situ sampling of aerosol particles and trace gases, using commercial intercontinental aircraft. Aerosol samples have been collected on monthly flights since 1999, and particle elemental concentrations are measured using ion beam techniques to obtain detailed information on the chemical composition of the aerosol. CARIBIC also provides particle size distributions using an optical particle counter (OPC). Satellite observations using the CALIOP (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization) instrument provided spatial and temporal distributions of the global aerosol load. In addition, observations of cirrus cloud reflectance using the MODIS (Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) instrument were used to investigate possible particle-associated perturbations of midlatitude cirrus clouds.

1.3. Aims of this work

The first objective of the studies presented in this thesis was to investigate the influence of air dynamics on aerosol concentrations in the lowermost stratosphere (LMS) and upper troposphere. Since the stratosphere was perturbed by volcanic aerosols during much of the period studied, the second objective was to explore the influence of volcanism on variations in aerosol concentrations in the LMS.

Recent volcanic perturbations of the stratosphere have masked the global warming effects of greenhouse gases (GHGs). Previous estimates of the effects of volcanic eruptions on climate have neglected the impact of aerosols in the LMS. In addition, the stratospheric aerosol eventually subsides into the extra-tropical UT, where it may influence cirrus clouds, inducing further perturbation of the Earth’s radiative balance. Two further aims of this work were, therefore, to investigate the direct effects of volcanism in the LMS, in order to estimate the associated radiative forcing in absolute terms, as well as in relation to that of the stratospheric portion above the LMS; and to investigate possible indirect effects of volcanism in the UT through changes in the optical properties of cirrus clouds. Aerosol composition data from aircraft-borne sampling were compared with data from satellite observations (CALIOP), extending the studies to a near-global scale. Regarding indirect effects, the influence of the subsidence of aerosol from the stratosphere was established, so that the volcanic impact on the UT aerosol could be compared to changes in the reflectance of midlatitude cirrus clouds.
2. Introduction

The atmosphere contains suspended particles, and although they constitute only a very small proportion of the atmospheric mass, these so-called aerosol particles affect the Earth’s climate in many ways. They play an important role in the radiative balance by scattering solar radiation back into space, and through particle-cloud interactions. Hence, changes in the amount of atmospheric aerosol particles will affect our climate. One example of this is volcanic eruptions, which generate large amounts of aerosol particles that occasionally perturb the aerosol load for many years. Blocking of sunlight by volcanic particles has caused significant cooling throughout history, as well as in the modern era.

The studies in this thesis focus on aerosol particles in the tropical middle troposphere, the extra-tropical upper troposphere and the overlying stratosphere. The vertical motion of air in the troposphere is mainly driven by convection, induced by solar heating of the Earth’s surface. The temperature in the troposphere decreases with altitude by, on average, 6.5 K km\(^{-1}\), while the temperature increases above the tropopause (i.e. the boundary between the troposphere and the stratosphere) through the stratosphere, due to heating by UV absorption in the O\(_3\) layer (Figure 2.1). The difference in lapse rates (temperature gradients) results in different dynamics in the two air masses, leading to very limited and slow vertical air motion in the stratosphere, which limits the mixing and transport across the tropopause. Therefore, the compositions of these air masses differ significantly.

![Figure 2.1.](image)
The vertical temperature structure of the Earth’s atmosphere. [after Bennett, 2006].
The troposphere contains, on average, 90% of the atmosphere’s mass [Appenzeller et al., 1996], more than 99% of its water, and most of the aerosol particles. Also, most of the weather systems are formed in the troposphere. The stratosphere extends up to an altitude of ~50 km, but contains much less mass than the troposphere, and water concentrations of only ppm. In the middle stratosphere, O₃ is produced by UV radiation, forming the O₃ layer, located at an altitude of ~20-30 km. Subsidence of stratospheric air brings O₃ rich air to the tropopause region, where it mixes with tropospheric air.

2.1. The tropopause

The tropopause acts as an upper boundary for adiabatically driven air motion, limiting the transport of air between the troposphere and the stratosphere. The altitude of the tropopause depends on the average temperature of the atmosphere below the tropopause, and is therefore located at a higher altitude in the tropics (17 km) than in polar regions (8 km). The World Meteorological Organization defines the (thermal) tropopause as the lowest level at which the temperature decrease is 2 K km⁻¹ or less, given that the average decrease from that level to any higher level within 2 km is less than 2 K km⁻¹. The tropopause can also be defined by its chemistry; preferably by atmospheric trace gases that are more abundant in either the troposphere or the stratosphere. For example, gradients of O₃, CO and water are used to define the chemical tropopause [Zahn and Brenninkmeijer, 2003]. Since the troposphere and stratosphere differ in their dynamics (e.g. their lapse rates), the dynamic properties of the air can also be used to determine the altitude of the tropopause [Hoerling et al., 1991; Hoinka, 1997]. The dynamical tropopause was used in the studies described in Papers I, II, III and V, based on modeling of the air dynamics, while in Paper IV, the thermal tropopause was employed, based on satellite observations.

2.2. Stratospheric dynamics

Aerosol particles are removed from the troposphere by sedimentation and wet deposition (removal through precipitation). Submicron aerosol particles can remain suspended in the air for several years, owing to the absence of wet deposition in the stratosphere and their low settling rates. Therefore, the transport of air is of major importance for understanding the variability in concentrations of particulate matter in the stratosphere.
While the extra-tropical tropopause acts as a barrier to transport, slowly ascending air in the tropical transition layer (TTL), located at an altitude of 15-17 km \cite{SPARC,2015}, reaches the stratosphere on time scales of months, allowing sufficient time for particles to sediment. During ascent, the temperature falls causing freeze-drying of air entering the stratosphere, which results in the low stratospheric water concentrations. Aerosol particles are also scavenged from the TTL, as they act as seeds for droplet and ice crystal formation. Thus, the sedimentation of large ice crystals acts as a sink for aerosol particles (in-cloud scavenging), and coagulation on settling ice crystals provides a further sink (below-cloud scavenging).

In the tropical stratosphere, upwelling air is incorporated in a meridional transport mechanism called the Brewer-Dobson (BD) circulation \cite{Brewer,1949,Dobson,1956}, bringing air from the tropics to midlatitudes and polar regions, in a deep branch and shallow branches (Figure 2.2). The shallow branches transport air at low stratospheric altitudes, while the deep branch extends into the overlying mesosphere. Whereas the shallow branches have weak seasonality, the strength of the deep branch varies considerably with season, being stronger in the winter hemisphere. These paths transport air on very different time scales. In the deep branch, transport from the tropics to midlatitudes takes years, starting with slow ascent in the tropical stratosphere. In contrast, the shallow branches can transport air from the tropics to midlatitudes in a matter of weeks \cite{Bourassa et al.,2012}.

![Figure 2.2.](image)

The stratospheric circulation and stratosphere-troposphere exchange during northern hemispheric winter. Solid line marks the tropopause, the dashed lines the 290-380 K isentropes, and the dark shaded volume the LMS. The black arrows indicate cross-tropopause mixing. The deep and shallow branches of the BD circulation are indicated by the white arrows. [based on Birner and Bönisch, 2011; Holton et al., 1995]

In the extratropics, air downwells to the troposphere, passing through the LMS. The LMS constitutes the stratospheric air mass below the 380 K isentrope (potential temperature level, ~15 km altitude at midlatitudes), containing >40% of the stratospheric mass \cite{Appenzeller et al.,1996}. The air exchange between the
troposphere and stratosphere varies with season. In the northern hemisphere (NH), subsidence across the 380 K isentrope peaks in midwinter (January), but it takes months for the downwelling air to reach the tropopause. As a result, the net transport across the tropopause peaks in May. In addition, the mass of the LMS varies with season, by a factor of ~30% at northern midlatitudes [Appenzeller et al., 1996]. In spring and summer (fall), the tropopause ascends (descends) due to warming (cooling) of the underlying troposphere, while the upper limit of the LMS (the 380 K isentrope) remains at a more constant altitude. Air transport in the southern hemisphere (SH) is shifted by six months, compared with that in the NH, and the variation in the LMS mass and transport is smaller.

The composition of the LMS depends on transport. In the LMS, tropospheric air mixes with downwelling stratospheric air, inducing concentration gradients of trace gases [Zahn et al., 2002] and particulate matter [Martinsson et al., 2005]. In contrast to the overlying part of the stratosphere, the LMS has isentropes that cross the tropopause causing bidirectional transport, allowing rapid local cross-tropopause mixing. Closest to the tropopause, such mixing forms a ~2-3 km layer [Gettelman et al., 2011], with steep concentration gradients of, for example, CO, O₃, water and particulate matter. A large fraction of the aerosol samples analyzed in the present work were sampled in this so-called extra-tropical transition layer. Non-local, cross-tropopause transport occurs from the TTL, in the vicinity of the subtropical jet. Weakening of the jet results in higher transport during summer [Sprenger and Wernli, 2003], bringing large amounts of tropospheric air into the midlatitude LMS. This phenomenon is referred to as the flushing of the LMS [Hoor et al., 2002], as it greatly reduces the proportion of stratospheric air.

The combined effect of seasonally varying strengths of the many transport paths is seasonally varying amounts of stratospheric and tropospheric air in the LMS. Bönisch et al. [2009] described this as a seasonally varying mean age of LMS air, decreasing from spring to fall; the age being a measure of the time since the air was transported from the troposphere. Finally, the stratospheric air enters the UT, contributing O₃ [Roelofs and Lelieveld, 1997] and stratospheric aerosol [Friberg et al., 2015] to the tropospheric background.

### 2.3. Atmospheric aerosol particles

An aerosol is defined as a collection of solid or liquid particles suspended in a gas. The size of aerosol particles ranges from ~1 nm-100 μm; the upper limit being roughly the maximum size of a particle that can remain suspended, and the lower the minimum size for the formation of stable molecular clusters. The particles are formed either by the disintegration of solids or liquids (primary particle production), or via the conversion of gases to particles (secondary particle production). Vapor can interact
with, and add mass to, existing particles, or form nm-sized clusters, creating new particles that may grow by vapor condensation and coagulation. Primary particles are generally super-micron sized.

Atmospheric aerosol particles are produced by a vast number of sources, both natural and anthropogenic. Agriculture and combustion processes emit large quantities of particles and particle-forming vapors. For example, combustion generates not only soot, but also a large number of gases, such as SO₂, NOₓ and VOCs. Some typical natural sources of particles are: upwelling dust, sea spray, volcanic and biogenic particle-forming compounds, pollen and particulates from forest fires.

Aerosol particles vary greatly in their chemical composition, size, shape and density. Liquid particles are generally spherical, while solid particles often have irregular shapes. Therefore, equivalent diameters, based on particle properties or behavior (e.g. aerodynamic or optical diameters), are frequently used to describe a particle, or a collection of particles. Furthermore, atmospheric aerosols are polydisperse; their size distribution often being close to a log-normal distribution [Seinfeld and Pandis, 2012]. Hence, the physical properties of particles are conveniently described by particle size distributions, in terms of number, surface or volume.

2.4. Stratospheric and UT aerosols

2.4.1. The sulfurous aerosol

The sulfurous aerosol constitutes the largest component of the stratospheric aerosol [Deshler, 2008]. Using a combination of balloon-borne and aircraft-borne measurements, Junge et al. [1961] found a layer of stratospheric aerosol located at an altitude of 20 km, later named the 'Junge layer'. Later studies on the composition indicated particulate mixtures of sulfuric acid and water [Rosen, 1971], and it was subsequently suggested that these were formed from carbonyl sulfide (OCS) [Crutzen, 1976] and SO₂. Large amounts of OCS are emitted from the oceans [Brühl et al., 2012; Kremser et al., 2015], as the surface water is often supersaturated with OCS. OCS is also produced from other sulfurous trace gases, such as dimethyl sulfide and CS₂, with some anthropogenic contribution. OCS is relatively inert in the troposphere. However, OCS transported in the deep BD branch is photo-oxidized to SO₂ by the intense UV radiation in the tropical stratosphere. In contrast to OCS, SO₂ is oxidized also in the shallow BD branches. In the LMS, downwelling sulfur-rich stratospheric air mixes with air from the UT, inducing a concentration gradient of sulfurous aerosol throughout the LMS.
2.4.2. The carbonaceous aerosol

In the 1990s, a carbonaceous component was identified in the LMS aerosol [Murphy et al., 1998], often occurring together with the sulfurous aerosol. Morphology studies showed LMS particles to be composed of branched frameworks of carbonaceous matter surrounded by the sulfurous component [Nguyen et al., 2008].

Large forest fires sometimes entrain smoke to high altitudes [Guan et al., 2010; Jost et al., 2004], carrying soot and particle-forming organic trace gases. In 2001, a massive firestorm in Alberta Canada, called the Chisholm fire, formed pyro-cumulonimbus that penetrated the extra-tropical tropopause. This episode was estimated to have increased the aerosol load of the NH lower stratosphere by >5% [Fromm et al., 2010]. However, such events are rare. Guan et al. [2010] estimated that, on average, less than 5 events per year reach altitudes exceeding 5 km. Furthermore, biomass burning effluents contain particulate K. K was undetected in a majority of the carbonaceous UT [Murphy et al., 2006] and LMS [Murphy et al., 2014] particles, suggesting biomass burning to be a minor source of carbonaceous aerosol in the UT and LMS.

Furthermore, a number of authors [Carn et al., 2011; Martinsson et al., 2009; Schmale et al., 2010] have recently reported the presence of carbonaceous aerosol in volcanic clouds in the UT/LMS, with organic fractions on the order of 20-50%, suggesting that volcanism is an important source of carbonaceous aerosol in the UT/LMS.

2.4.3. Volcanic impact

Volcanic eruptions penetrating the tropopause provides the largest source of variability in the stratospheric aerosol concentrations [Robock, 2000], adding ash and particle-forming gases such as SO₂. A single volcanic eruption in the tropics can perturb the stratospheric aerosol concentrations of both hemispheres for several years. In the 20th century, several large volcanic eruptions induced periods of stratospheric perturbations lasting for a year or more. The years after the eruption of the tropical volcano Mount Pinatubo in 1991 is probably the single most-studied such period. The Pinatubo cloud reached an altitude of at least 30 km [GVP, 2015], injecting ~10 Tg of S into the tropical stratosphere, increasing its aerosol load by a factor of over 100. Subsequent transport by the BD circulation eventually brought the sulfurous aerosol to midlatitudes. In the aftermath of Pinatubo, the stratospheric aerosol concentrations decreased over a period of several years.

During the first decade of this millennium, the aerosol load in the NH stratosphere increased again [Hofmann et al., 2009], mainly as a result of three eruptions in the tropics in 2005 and 2006 (Manam and Rabaul in Papua New Guinea, and Soufrière Hills, Monserrat) [Vanhellemont et al., 2010; Vernier et al., 2011]. Ground-based lidar measurements of the aerosol load showed that the volcanic aerosol had spread to both the NH [Bazhenov et al., 2012; Hofmann et al., 2009] and the SH [Nagai et al.,
2010]. While super-micron ash particles are deposited quickly, the sulfurous aerosol injected into the tropical stratosphere is transported together with the air in the BD circulation. Part of the aerosol was incorporated into the deep branch, perturbing the stratosphere for several years. The volcanic aerosol was subsequently removed by downwelling through the LMS, where it caused the sulfurous aerosol concentrations to increase by a factor of \(-2\), before reaching the UT [Friberg et al., 2014].

Volcanism at mid- and high-latitudes generally affects the stratosphere on shorter time scales. The aerosol injected into the extra-tropical stratosphere is ventilated to the UT within a few months to more than half a year, depending on the altitude distribution of the injection [e.g. Andersson et al., 2015]. While cross-hemispheric transport is slow, the aerosol spreads latitudinally within a hemisphere. In recent years, several extra-tropical eruptions have injected aerosols and precursor gases into the LMS, starting with the eruption of Kasatochi (Alaska) in August 2008, followed by the eruptions of Redoubt (Alaska) and Sarychev (Kuril Islands, Russia) in 2009, and Grimsvötn (Iceland) and Puyehue-Cordón Caulle (Chile) in 2011.

### 2.5. Climate impact of aerosol particles

Aerosol particles affect the radiative balance of the Earth directly, via scattering and absorption, and indirectly, by altering the occurrence and properties of clouds. Thus, perturbations in the atmospheric aerosol load may affect the Earth’s radiative budget. In the latest assessment report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [IPCC, 2013], anthropogenic interference was identified as the main cause of perturbations in the Earth’s radiative budget since the beginning of the industrial era. Figure 2.3 illustrates the relative importance of the major factors contributing to global warming (expressed in terms of radiative forcing (RF)), where aerosol particles are estimated to have a cooling effect on climate.

RF is often used to indicate the impact of a single factor or combinations of multiple factors on climate, where positive forcing indicates warming, and *vice versa*. For a given perturbation of the atmospheric radiation budget, the RF (in units of Wm\(^{-2}\)) is the corresponding net change in the difference between the incoming and outgoing radiative fluxes that would occur if the temperature were unchanged. Thus, a reference period is needed for comparison, preferably a time when the anthropogenic impact was negligible (or small). The year 1750 is often used as the reference (as in Figure 2.3). Estimates of RF are usually globally averaged values, where the upper boundary is defined as the tropopause or sometimes the ‘top of the atmosphere’. Besides RF, the corresponding climate impact eventually depends on feedback systems.
RF estimates in 2011 relative to 1750 and aggregated uncertainties for the main drivers of climate change. Values are global average RF, partitioned according to the emitted compounds or processes that result in a combination of drivers. The best estimates of the net RF are shown as black diamonds with corresponding uncertainty intervals; the numerical values are provided on the right of the figure, together with the confidence level in the net forcing (VH – very high, H – high, M – medium, L – low, VL – very low). Albedo forcing due to black carbon on snow and ice is included in the black carbon aerosol bar. Small forcings due to contrails (0.05 W m\(^{-2}\), including contrail induced cirrus), and HFCs, PFCs and SF\(_6\) (total 0.03 W m\(^{-2}\)) are not shown. Concentration-based RFs for gases can be obtained by summing the like-coloured bars. Volcanic forcing is not included as its episodic nature makes it difficult to compare to other forcing mechanisms. Total anthropogenic RF is provided for three different years relative to 1750. [IPCC, 2013].

It is evident from Figure 2.3 that the uncertainty in the estimated impact of aerosol particles is greater than in any other component. The large uncertainties in both the direct and indirect effects of aerosol particles lead to a large error in the estimated total anthropogenic forcing. These uncertainties will naturally affect the prediction of future temperature evolution.

To avoid dangerous impacts of climate change, the aim of mitigation strategies has been to restrict global warming to below 2°C (or recently 1.5°C, compared to that of the preindustrial era), by decreasing GHG emissions. Cooling by aerosols has probably masked a large part of the committed warming [Ramanathan and Feng, 2008]. Thus, future temperatures will to a large degree depend not only on the
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**Figure 2.3.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emitted compound</th>
<th>Resulting atmospheric drivers</th>
<th>Radiative forcing by emissions and drivers</th>
<th>Level of confidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO(_2)</td>
<td>CO(_2)</td>
<td>1.66 (1.33 to 2.00)</td>
<td>VH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH(_4)</td>
<td>CO(_2), CH(_4), CH(_3)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.74 to 1.10)</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halo-carbons</td>
<td>O(_3), CFCs, HFCs</td>
<td>0.18 (0.01 to 0.25)</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(_2)O</td>
<td>N(_2)O</td>
<td>0.17 (0.13 to 0.21)</td>
<td>VH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropogenic</td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>0.23 (0.16 to 0.30)</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N(_2)O</td>
<td>0.10 (0.05 to 0.15)</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NO(_2)</td>
<td>-0.15 (-0.24 to 0.02)</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerosols and precursors</td>
<td>Sulfate, Nitrate, Organic carbon, Elasic</td>
<td>-0.27 (-0.77 to 0.23)</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud adjustments due to aerosols</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.05 (-1.33 to 0.06)</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural inputs</td>
<td>Changes in solar irradiance</td>
<td>0.05 (0.02 to 0.18)</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total anthropogenic RF relative to 1750

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Radiative forcing relative to 1750 (W m(^{-2}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2.20 (1.13 to 3.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1.25 (0.64 to 1.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>0.57 (0.29 to 0.83)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GHGs’, but also on aerosol particles. Since combustion produces both components (GHGs and aerosols), reducing the usage of fossil-fuels might result in short-term accelerated warming. Hence, more knowledge is required on aerosol forcing to be able to make better predictions of the climatic consequences of human exploitation of the planet.

2.5.1. The direct radiative effect and geo-engineering

All aerosol particles scatter radiation, while only some absorb it. Backscattering of incoming solar radiation cools the Earth’s surface, while other particles, such as soot, which absorb it, lead to warming of the surrounding air. The direct effect of the anthropogenically emitted aerosol is estimated to be greater on shortwave than on longwave radiation [Myhre et al., 2013], leading to a net cooling of the Earth’s surface. The cooling effect depends on the amount and residence time of the emitted aerosol.

The injection of volcanic aerosol into the stratosphere can have a considerable impact on surface temperature; tropical eruptions generally perturbing the stratosphere for longer periods than extra-tropical ones (as explained above). The eruption of Mount Tambora (Indonesia) in 1815 caused a considerable decrease in temperature in the following year, with concomitant crop failure and food shortages. 1816 was thereafter called ‘the year without a summer’. The volcanic SO$_4$ from the Pinatubo eruption in 1991, one of the largest eruptions of the 20$^{th}$ century, is estimated to have reduced the global temperature by ~0.5°C in the following year [McCormick et al., 1995]. While an eruption of this magnitude has not occurred since 1991, there has been an increase in the stratospheric aerosol load resulting from a number of smaller tropical eruptions in the last decade. It has been estimated that these have induced a negative RF of 0.1 Wm$^{-2}$ [Solomon et al., 2011]. Extra-tropical volcanism [Andersson et al., 2015] added further cooling.

The observed cooling effect of volcanic aerosol has resulted in discussions on the potential of deliberately injecting sulfur into the stratosphere to counteract anthropogenic warming [e.g. Crutzen, 2006]. This controversial ‘geo-engineering’ strategy appears to be a relatively cheap and easy solution, and many imaginative techniques have been proposed [e.g. Vaughan and Lenton, 2011]. However, apart from the ethical aspects of tampering with the climate, questions regarding feasibility and possible side effects of geo-engineering must be addressed. In the meantime, volcanic eruptions provide a means of studying stratospheric aerosol forcing.
2.5.2. The indirect radiative effect: cirrus clouds in the UT

Clouds reflect shortwave solar radiation, but also absorb longwave radiation emitted by the Earth. The RF associated with these have been estimated to be \(-50\) Wm\(^{-2}\) (shortwave) and \(-30\) Wm\(^{-2}\) (longwave), leading to a net cooling effect of \(-20\) Wm\(^{-2}\) [Boucher et al., 2013].

Cirrus clouds are the most relevant to the work presented in this thesis. These clouds consist of ice crystals, and are formed at altitudes ranging from about 5 km to the tropopause. Cirrus ice crystal formation is generally divided into two categories depending on cloud microphysics:

- **homogeneous freezing**, i.e., freezing of supercooled solution droplets
- **heterogeneous freezing**, crystallization of water directly on existing ice nuclei (IN).

Homogeneous freezing requires temperatures below 236 K [Rosenfeld and Woodley, 2000]. IN lower the supersaturation required for ice crystal formation, thus heterogeneous freezing also occurs at higher temperatures. Homogeneous (heterogeneous) freezing is characterized by high (low) number concentrations and small (large) ice crystals.

Cirrus cloud ‘seeding’, by deliberately adding IN, has been proposed as a means of counteracting the anthropogenic warming of the planet. However, such a technique may not have the desired effect [Storelumo et al., 2013]. The outcome depends on which mechanism dominates ice crystal formation. Adding IN to a homogeneously dominated freezing regime may alter ice crystal formation to the heterogeneous regime, resulting in fewer, larger ice crystals. Hence, seeding could cause optical thinning of cirrus clouds, leading to a cooling effect. In contrast, seeding in a heterogeneous freezing regime would provide more IN, increasing the available surface area. This would result in smaller ice crystals and higher number concentrations, giving optically thicker clouds, and increased warming.

It is still not known which mechanism dominates cirrus cloud formation on a global scale. Campaign-based results presented by Cziczo et al. [2013] suggest that heterogeneous freezing dominates over Central and North America, where crustal and metallic particles were found to be major constituents of sampled ice residuals. In contrast, modeling has indicated that homogeneous freezing is dominant over most parts of the globe, apart from some continental regions [Barahona et al., 2014].

Soot and volcanic ash can also act as IN [Campbell et al., 2012; Schumann et al., 2013; Shibata et al., 2012]. For example, ash from Eyjafjallajökull (Iceland) was observed to induce ice crystal formation in all clouds below \(-15^\circ\)C [Seifert et al., 2011]. Similarly, aircraft engine soot emitted in flight corridors may alter the dominant freezing mechanism from homogeneous to heterogeneous [Zhou and Penner, 2014], inducing a cooling effect.
2.5.3. Volcanism and decreased warming

Observations of global surface temperatures have indicated a decrease or lack in global warming since the end of the 1990s, termed the ‘hiatus’. Since a hiatus was not predicted by climate models, much effort has been devoted to explaining it. The CMIP5 models used by the IPCC seemed to overestimate the observed temperature evolution of the past ~15-20 years. Factors such as internal variability (e.g. changes in ocean heat sequestration), errors in model response, or inaccurate estimates of RF (e.g. solar forcing and volcanism) [Flato et al., 2013; Fyfe et al., 2013], have been discussed as possible causes. Santer et al. [2014] suggested volcanism to be an important factor behind the discrepancy. The existence of a hiatus has recently been called into question, where authors conclude that there likely neither been a hiatus [Karl et al., 2015], nor a slowdown of the global temperature increase [Rajaratnam et al., 2015]. However, several cooling factors have been identified in the search for potential drivers of a hiatus.

During volcanically quiescent periods, the stratospheric aerosol accounts for a minor fraction of the aerosol forcing [Solomon et al., 2011]. However, the increased stratospheric aerosol burden during the 21st century, suggests that volcanism has had a masking effect on the ongoing tropospheric warming [Andersson et al., 2015; Ridley et al., 2014].
3. Methodology

3.1. The CARIBIC platform

CARIBIC is a collaborative project involving 11 research groups in 5 European countries, with the aim of studying the tropopause region. In the period 1997-2002, 76 intercontinental flights were conducted with the first-generation (Phase 1) instrument container [Brenninkmeijer et al., 2007] using a Boeing 767-300 ER run by the German company LTU International Airways. In May 2005, a second-generation (Phase 2) sampling system was installed in a Lufthansa Airbus 340-600 [Brenninkmeijer et al., 2007]. The sampling system consists of a permanently mounted, multiple probe inlet, connected to a 1.6 ton instrument container loaded in the cargo bay, sampling at an altitude of 9-12 km. It provides in situ measurements of aerosol particles and trace gases (CO, NO/NO\textsubscript{y}, O\textsubscript{3}, VOCs, gaseous and condensed water), and air and aerosol samples for laboratory analysis (GHGs, hydro- and halocarbons [Baker et al., 2010; Brenninkmeijer et al., 2007; Oram et al., 2012; Schuck et al., 2009], and aerosol particle composition [Martinsson et al., 2014]).

3.2. Aerosol sampling

3.2.1. The impactors

The aerosol inlet is mounted in the lower aircraft fuselage in front of the engines, well outside the aircraft’s boundary layer [Brenninkmeijer et al., 2007]. This arrangement prevents sampling of aircraft exhaust and ensures that the samples are representative of the atmospheric conditions. Steel tubing connects the inlet to a cyclone, where large particles are deposited. The remaining aerosol is sampled on thin polymer films for later analysis at the Lund Ion Beam Analysis Facility (LIBAF). Sampling is terminated when the pressure exceeds 350 hPa.

Aerosol particles were sampled using different inlet systems for the CARIBIC Phase 1 and 2. Phase 1 used an inlet system with 90% sampling efficiency for particles of 0.1-1 \textmu m [Hermann et al., 2001]. The presently used system (Phase 2) has penetrations of 60% for 5 \textmu m particles and over 90% for submicron particles [Martinsson et al.,
The cyclone has almost 100% penetration for submicron particles [Nguyen et al., 2006], and a cut-off size of 2 μm is used to minimize the transmission of larger particles.

The aerosol passing through the cyclone is sampled with an automated impactor system [Nguyen et al., 2006]. The Phase 2 system was developed based on a previous impactor system used during Phase 1, and has very similar sampling characteristics. In the Phase 1 device, a single orifice was used to create one well defined deposition spot [Papaspiropoulos et al., 1999]. In the Phase 2 device, particles are deposited in four spots (forming a square pattern) to meet analytical requirements [Nguyen et al., 2006] (see Section 3.3). The Phase 1 (Phase 2) system collects particles with aerodynamic diameters of 0.07-2 (0.08-2) μm using 12 (14) impactors for sequential sampling, and 2 (2) for integral sampling. Integral samples are used as a safety measure to detect contamination. Sequential samples are collected over a period of 150 (100) minutes, corresponding to a flight distance of 2200 (1500) km and a sampling volume of 0.09 (0.25) m³ at STP (standard temperature: 273.15 K, and pressure: 1013.25 hPa).

### 3.2.2. The optical particle counter

In 2010, the CARIBIC platform was equipped with an OPC, measuring particle size distributions, using a diode laser of 830 nm wavelength. The OPC generates reliable data for particles larger than 130 nm, in 16 size bins, with an upper limit of 1-1.3 μm, depending on the particle refractive index and calibration curve [Martinsson et al., 2014; Rauthe-Schöch et al., 2012]. In the study described in Paper III, a refractive index of 1.479-0.0143i was applied to the entire size range, computed from literature values of UT aerosol composition (44% sulfuric acid, 44% ammonium sulfate, 10% organic carbon and 2% soot) and mixing rules.

### 3.3. Composition analysis

The elemental constituents of the aerosol particles were identified using a combination of two ion beam analysis (IBA) techniques: PIXE (particle-induced X-ray emission) [Johansson and Campbell, 1988] and PESA (particle elastic scattering analysis) [Nguyen and Martinsson, 2007], at the LIBAF. In IBA, samples are bombarded by charged particles accelerated in an electric field. In the current study, the substrates were irradiated by protons with an energy of 2.55 MeV.

PIXE is similar to the electron microscopy technique XEDS (X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy). A fraction of the irradiating protons interacts with the electrons in the thin substrates, leading to the ejection of electrons, most likely from inner shells, resulting in vacancies. When these vacancies are filled by outer-shell electrons,
photons are emitted with energies in the keV range that are characteristic of each element. The X-ray spectrum also contains a background consisting mainly of bremsstrahlung. The composition of the substrate is then determined by comparison with standards, i.e. specimens with known compositions. X-rays can be detected over a broad energy range using energy-dispersive spectroscopy, allowing many elements to be analyzed simultaneously. Integration of the peaks in the spectrum yields the concentrations of the detected elements.

The possibility of detecting an element is highly dependent on the background in the spectrum. The advantage of PIXE over electron microscopy is that less bremsstrahlung is generated with heavier projectiles, resulting in lower detection limits for PIXE. Thin samples are desirable as they not only minimize bremsstrahlung, but thick-target corrections, such as self-absorption and changes in ionization cross-section due to slowing down of the projectile in the target, can be avoided. It is also important that the substrate backing has as little contamination as possible. The thin polymer films used in the CARIBIC project (AP1, 0.2 μm) are well suited in both these respects.

The UT/LMS aerosol consists mainly of sulfurous and carbonaceous aerosols \cite{Friberg et al., 2014; Murphy et al., 2007}. S is generally easily detected in PIXE spectra, while C is difficult to detect as the lower X-ray energies emitted by C are mostly absorbed before reaching the detector. Therefore PIXE is often combined with other measurement methods.

PESA uses the scattering of impinging protons for element or isotope analysis. A fraction of the protons in the impinging beam interacts with atomic nuclei in the substrates, causing them to be scattered and lose energy. The amount of energy lost depends on the mass of the target nucleus, the mass of the projectile and the scattering angle. The energy and number of protons scattered by the target can be measured using a particle detector. The separation between the peaks in the spectrum is largest for low mass numbers. Hence, this method is best suited for the lightest elements. The PESA technique was introduced into the CARIBIC project in 2005 \cite{Nguyen and Martinsson, 2007}, to obtain knowledge on the amount and composition of the carbonaceous aerosol in the UT/LMS.

The aerosol samples were analyzed using a combination of PIXE and PESA. Quantitative PIXE measurements were performed using a 5.5 mm collimator to allow all four aerosol deposit spots to be analyzed together, with a current of typically 150-180 nA, and a charge of 30 μC. This provides absolute concentrations of elements with atomic numbers higher than 15. The analysis of lighter elements, e.g. Al and Si, is often not possible with PIXE due to interference from the tail of the large S peak.

The second method employed relative PIXE and PESA analysis. C, N and O concentrations were measured with a particle detector positioned at an angle of 165 degrees from the beam, i.e. to analyze backscattered protons, while protons scattered by H nuclei are measured with a particle detector in the forward direction. In contrast
to PIXE, PESA suffers from high background resulting from the specimen backing, i.e. the polymer film. To reduce the background, a smaller collimator (1 mm) is employed in the PIXE measurements so only one of the four aerosol deposit spots is analyzed. The smaller beam width requires less charge and current (3 μC and 15-18 nA, respectively). Furthermore, a background correction is applied based on the irradiation of two regions of blank backing, 4 mm from the center of the deposition area, on opposite sides of the aerosol deposit centre [Nguyen and Martinsson, 2007]. Finally, H, C, N and O are quantified based on a comparison of the S peaks in the X-ray spectra from the quantitative and relative PIXE measurements. When combined in this way, these IBA methods yield absolute concentrations of the major and minor UT/LMS aerosol constituents. Typical detection limits for the most commonly detected elements (in units of ng m⁻³ at STP) are: 1 (H), 15 (C), 3 (N), 7 (O), 2 (S), 0.2 (K) and 0.1 (Fe).

3.4. Tracing stratospheric air

As stated in Section 2.1, the stratosphere and troposphere differ in both their air dynamics and chemical composition, leading to gradients, for example, in water, O₃, and sulfuric acid particles. In the current studies, two stratospheric tracers were used: the in situ measured O₃ concentrations, and the modeled dynamic parameter, potential vorticity (PV).

The presently used O₃ instrument combines two techniques: a dual-beam UV photometer for high accuracy, serving as a calibrated standard, and a solid state chemiluminescence detector with high measurement frequency. The total uncertainty in 10 Hz measurements is estimated to be 2% [Breninkmeijer et al., 2007; Zahn et al., 2012]. In the Phase 1 system, UV absorption measurements had an uncertainty of 4% or 4 ppbv, whichever was largest [Zahn et al., 2002]. In the current studies, O₃ data were integrated over the corresponding aerosol sampling times.

PV increases from the tropopause into the stratosphere. The dynamical tropopause is generally considered to lie in the PV range of 1.5-3.5 PVU (potential vorticity units: 1 PVU = 10⁻⁶ K m² kg⁻¹ s⁻¹) [Hoerling et al., 1991; Hoinka, 1997], and this was the range used in these studies. The PV values were calculated by the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute from archived ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) analyses with a horizontal resolution of 1×1 degrees at 91 vertical hybrid sigma-pressure model levels. The derived PV values were interpolated linearly in latitude, longitude, log pressure and time to fit the position of the aircraft, and averaged over the duration of sampling.
3.5. Sampling artefacts

The sampling efficiency of an impactor depends on the properties of the particles and the mass deposited. When calibrated with liquid particles, the aerosol sampler showed excellent qualities [Nguyen et al., 2006]. However, several factors may result in underestimation of the sampled aerosol mass.

*Bounce-off:* Solid particles may bounce off the samples, resulting in particle loss or secondary deposition somewhere else on the substrate.

*Blow-off:* Solid particles could be blown off the specimen, if it is overloaded.

*Wetting:* When sampling liquid aerosols with high concentrations, the large amount of deposited mass wetting the surface may cause migration on the substrate.

The effects listed above can all cause deposition of particulate matter outside the area irradiated by the ion beam (5.5 mm), resulting in underestimation of the sampled aerosol mass. Paper III describes a thorough study of such effects based on photographs of 106 samples, collected in the period April 2011-March 2012. Figure 3.1 illustrates typical appearances of the four types of deposition patterns identified: ideal appearance (a), samples with radial filament structures resulting from wetting (b), secondary deposition located between the four primary aerosol deposit spots (c), and very small deposition spots outside the deposition area (d). A quality indicator (QI) was introduced as a means of qualitatively describing the problem with particle losses: no significant losses (QI = 0), discernible losses (QI = 1), and, serious losses (QI = 2).

![Photographic images of aerosol deposits from the CARIBIC aerosol sampler, where particles are collected from four impactor orifices. (a) Ideal appearance; four spots. (b) Thin filaments of liquid aerosol radiating out from the main deposit. (c) Secondary deposition between the four main spots. (d) Several very small spots outside the main deposition area. The ellipse in (b) illustrates the beam size which is 5.5 mm vertically and 5.5/cos(23°) mm horizontally.](image-url)
The artefacts described above occurred at different frequencies in the UT and LMS samples, due to the different particle compositions in these air masses. The high concentrations of sulfurous aerosol in the stratosphere resulted in a higher frequency of wetting in LMS samples, while higher concentrations of crustal particles in the UT resulted in more frequent bounce-off. In addition, some of the UT samples were found to be affected by Ni particles generated in the sampling inlet while flying in ice clouds (see Section 3.5.1).

The amount of aerosol deposited outside the four main spots was estimated using S concentrations from the irradiation of blank areas of the film 4 mm from the center of the deposition area. It can be seen from Figure 3.2 that undetected mass usually constituted a few percent of the total mass deposited.

![Figure 3.2](image)

Figure 3.2.
Scatter plot of the ratio of the estimated particulate mass of S outside the analytical beam area (m_{undet}) to the detected mass (m_{det}) as a function of the atmospheric particulate S concentration. Particulate S was detected in the analytical area of all samples. Open symbols indicate cases where S was also detected outside the analytical area, whereas the small, closed symbols denote samples where S was undetected outside the analytical area.

### 3.5.1. The cloud-generated ‘Ni-ice’ defect

Impaction of large particles on the Ni-plated aerosol inlet of the aerosol sampler can cause the release of submicron Ni particles. Evidence of artefactual Ni was observed specifically when cruising through ice clouds, accompanied by higher concentrations of particles larger than those normally observed by the OPC in the UT/LMS [Martinsson et al., 2014]. The Ni-ice defect is illustrated in Figure 3.3. The ten samples in the upper right corner were identified as being significantly affected by ice clouds. Of these ten samples, four showed signs of losses, and four of secondary
deposition, both being typical bounce-off patterns of the solid Ni particles. Occasional tropopause crossing sometimes results in combined samples being taken from both the UT and LMS. However, in this 1-year study only one sample taken above the UT (i.e. >1.5 PVU) suffered from this Ni-ice defect.

Figure 3.3.
Correlation of the ratio of Ni in the sample (C_{Ni}) to the total mass (C_{m}) obtained from IBA measurements, with the average cloud ice concentration during the sampling period for each sample. Note, in order to display zero cloud ice concentration on the logarithmic scale, 10^{-3} ppmv was added to each data point.

3.6. Comparison of impactor and OPC

Mass concentrations determined by applying the combined PIXE/PESA method to impactor samples were compared to particle size distributions obtained from the OPC, over the 1-year period mentioned above (April 2011-March 2012) (Paper III). Particle volume concentrations (C_v) were computed by integration of the size distributions (over the size interval 130-900 nm) and compared to mass concentrations (C_m) from the impactor samples (80-2000 nm size interval). Out of the 106 samples, 89 were within a C_v/C_m range of 0.55-1.55 cm^3 g^{-1} (Figure 3.4), showing good correlation over a size range of a factor of approximately 50, despite the fundamentally different measurement methods (optical vs. aerodynamic diameters).

Deviations were identified as being caused by a mismatch in the size range of the two measurement methods, deviation of particle refractive index from the calibration, or aerosol sampling defects. Sampling of crustal particles suffers from all these problems,
leading to elevated $C_v/C_m$. Low $C_v/C_m$ were associated with large fractions of carbonaceous aerosol, probably of organic origin [Friberg et al., 2014], with size distributions indicating large amounts of small particles, probably not fully resolved by the OPC.

Figure 3.4.
Particle volume concentration obtained from the OPC as a function of mass concentration determined from aerosol samples collected at three PV levels in the stratosphere, the tropopause, the extra-tropical UT and the middle troposphere of the tropics. The colors of the symbols indicates the sampling location, and the shape the QI of the samples.

The apparent particle density for the samples shown in Figure 3.4 was estimated to be 1.08 g cm$^{-3}$. Excluding samples subject to defects increased the apparent density to 1.15 g cm$^{-3}$. This is a rather low value compared to typical densities of atmospheric particles. For example, particle densities for compounds containing the major constituent S are: 1.84 (sulfuric acid), 1.77 (ammonium sulfate), and 1.78 g cm$^{-3}$ (ammonium bisulfate). The presence of organic compounds will probably decrease the particle density somewhat. Studies on submicron aerosol particles at an urban [Hu et al., 2012] and remote [Kannosto et al., 2008; Saarikoski et al., 2005] locations have revealed particle densities of approximately 1.5 g cm$^{-3}$. The lower estimates obtained in this work are within the combined uncertainties of the OPC and aerosol sampler.
3.7. Satellite-based observations

3.7.1. MODIS: cirrus reflectance

A MODIS instrument is installed on each of the satellites Terra and Aqua, which were launched in December 1999 and May 2002, respectively. The cirrus reflectance (CR) obtained with this instrument was used in a comparison of aerosol data and cirrus cloud properties in the northern midlatitudes (30-60°N). NASA provides MODIS data in several formats, with different spatial and time resolutions. MODIS level 3 monthly averages, with a global coverage of 1×1° horizontal resolution were used in the present work.

MODIS uses 36 spectral bands in the wavelength range 0.415-14.235 μm [King et al., 2003; Platnick et al., 2003]. The band centered at 1.38 μm is used to determine CR, since the solar radiation measured at this wavelength is scattered by cirrus clouds or completely absorbed by the humid underlying atmosphere. The 1.38 μm signal is somewhat attenuated by water vapor located above the cirrus clouds. The attenuation is quantified from the slope of a scatter plot of the reflectance from the 1.38 μm and 0.66 μm channels, and a correction factor is computed. In too dry an atmosphere, part of the 1.38 μm radiation is reflected by underlying clouds or, in some cases, the Earth’s surface. A lower limit of the atmospheric water vapor product from MODIS was used to exclude such pixels, minimizing the bias in the CR product. After recommendations from B. C. Gao (personal communication), and investigations of the atmospheric water vapor data, this limit was set to 0.4 cm water (i.e. the resulting column height if all atmospheric water was condensed). The method resulted in the exclusion of pixels mostly over the North American and Asian continents, as can be seen in Figure 3.5.
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The geographical areas included in the calculations of the cirrus reflectance, shaded in green, for the satellites Terra (a) and Aqua (b).
3.7.2. CALIOP: scattering ratios and aerosol optical depth

The influence of volcanic eruptions on the stratosphere was investigated using a combination of CARIBIC aerosol composition data and night-time aerosol light-scattering data obtained from the CALIOP instrument onboard the CALIPSO satellite. CALIPSO has provided data since June 2006.

CALIOP uses pulsed polarized laser beams with wavelengths of 1064 and 532 nm. The beam is directed towards the Earth’s surface and is attenuated not only by scattering from aerosol particles and clouds, but also by air molecules. Vertical profiles of an aerosol can be generated using the ratio of the measured scattering to modeled scattering of the air molecules. The computation employs a modeled reference molecular scattering (air and O\textsubscript{3}) from a particle-free part of the atmosphere. For the level 1 data from NASA Langley Research Center, an altitude band of 30-34 km is used, regarded to contain low aerosol concentrations. This approach was found to generate an underestimation of the scattering in the tropics by 6% [Vernier et al., 2009], as the tropical aerosol extends to an altitude of 35 km. Therefore, the data used in the study presented in Paper IV were generated by recalibration of the scattering ratio using the 36-39 km altitude band. Furthermore, to obtain the clear-sky conditions, the influence of ice clouds was removed by applying a cloud mask excluding depolarization ratios greater than 5%. The cloud mask was expanded downwards to the lowest altitudes used (4 km) and upwards 360 m (2 pixels) to avoid bias from attenuated signals or misclassification of cloud tops. Finally, the aerosol optical depth (AOD) was computed [Andersson et al., 2015] based on the aerosol scattering, using a conversion factor (which depends on particle size distribution [Jäger and Deshler, 2002]) of 50 [Jäger and Deshler, 2003], and integration over the stratospheric depth. Number size distributions obtained with the OPC following the eruptions of Grimsvötn and Nabro were similar to observations of stratospheric background [Jäger and Deshler, 2002], and values prior to these eruptions [Andersson et al., 2015], confirming the validity of the procedure described above.
4. Results and Discussion

The LMS contains a mixture of tropospheric and stratospheric air. Since the aerosol concentrations in the UT are far lower than those in the stratosphere, the LMS aerosol concentrations depend to a large degree on those in the stratosphere. In periods of perturbed stratospheric aerosol load, subsidence of stratospheric air is expected to generate steeper S gradients in the LMS than during background conditions. Thus, stratospheric aerosol concentrations are to various degrees reflected in the LMS aerosol as the air passes through it during subsidence to the troposphere. Since CARIBIC started to provide data on the UT/LMS aerosol composition (1999), the stratospheric aerosol load has varied considerably. Investigating the causes and implications of these variations was a central part of the work presented in this thesis. In this chapter the composition, distribution and sources of the LMS and UT aerosol, as well as implications for the climate, will be discussed, based on the findings presented in Papers I, II, IV and V.

4.1. Composition of aerosol in the UT and LMS

4.1.1. The sulfurous aerosol

The concentration of the sulfurous component varies considerably with geographical location. Figure 4.1a illustrates the geographical distribution of particulate S concentrations at cruise altitudes (9-12 km), in the periods 1999-2002 and 2005-2013. A strong latitudinal gradient is evident, with higher concentrations being seen at northern midlatitudes than in the subtropics and tropics. Based on CARIBIC data from 1999-2002, Martinsson et al. [2005] found a gradient of S in the LMS, caused by downwelling of stratospheric aerosol. The PV can be used as a measure of the distance from the tropopause. Comparison of the S concentration with the PV distribution (Figure 4.1b) shows good agreement with their finding, indicating that the aerosol was of stratospheric origin.
During the 15 years from 1999 to 2013, the concentration of the sulfurous component varied by a factor of over 100. A large part of this variation was attributed to the S gradient in the LMS. Together with stratospheric O3, the deep BD branch carries S formed from OCS that induces gradients of S and O3 in the LMS through subsidence and mixing with tropospheric air. During background conditions, the S and O3 therefore correlates in the LMS, and the S/O3 ratio is rather stable. In order to compensate for the S gradient in the LMS, the S concentrations were divided by the O3 mixing ratios. Thus, perturbations in the LMS aerosol concentrations are easily identified as positive deviations of the S/O3 from that during background conditions (Figure 4.2).

The period 1999-2002, known to be volcanically quiescent, shows the lowest S/O3 ratio. Due to the low volcanic influence during this period, it was used to represent the 'background concentrations' of S in the LMS and also of that in the UT. Figure 4.2 illustrates the temporal trend of the S/O3 ratio normalized to the average for the period 1999-2002, revealing the deviations of S/O3 from the background levels. In the years following 2002, most of the data are found above the average for that period, indicating perturbation of the LMS aerosol.
Identification of volcanic aerosol components in the LMS in the NH showing values of the S/O₃ ratio (ng m⁻³ STP ppbv⁻¹) normalized to the average S/O₃ ratio during the period 1999-2002 (a period of low volcanic activity). The larger tick marks indicate January 1 in each year. The measurements were made at altitudes of 9-12 km, and the color indicates the latitude band of aerosol sampling. The full line indicates the geometric average and the dashed lines the minimum and maximum S/O₃ ratio during the period 1999-2002, normalized to the geometric average for that period. The starting dates of tropical (gray) and NH extra-tropical (black) eruptions that affected the stratosphere of the NH are denoted by vertical lines. The eruptions are: Ul (Ulawun), Sh (Sheveluch), Ru (Ruang), Ra (Reventador), At (Anatahan), Ma (Manam), Si (Sierra Negra), So (Soufrière Hills), Rb (Rabaul), Je (Jebel at Tair), Ok (Okmok), Ka (Kasatochi), Re (Redoubt), Sa (Sarychev), Ey (Eyjafjallajökull), Me (Merapi), Gr (Grimsvötn) and Na (Nabro). (See Table 4.1 for details of the eruptions.)

The largest peaks in the S/O₃ ratio are clearly related to volcanic eruptions penetrating the tropopause (vertical lines in Figure 4.2, from Table 4.1). These deviations were mainly caused by the addition of volcanic aerosol, either injected into the LMS by extra-tropical eruptions, or by subsidence of aerosol transported from the tropical stratosphere.

The Kasatochi eruption in August 2008 injected 1.7 Tg SO₂ into the NH extra-tropical stratosphere, increasing the S/O₃ ratio by up to 10 times. In the following year, two strong eruptions (Redoubt in March, and Sarychev in June) occurred, which prolonged the period of significant volcanic perturbations, until reaching close to background conditions at the end of 2010. In May 2011, the extra-tropical volcano Grimsvötn erupted causing a short, intense peak in the S/O₃ ratio, and in June the same year the tropical volcano Nabro erupted. In contrast to the extra-tropical eruptions, SO₂ from Nabro was injected into the tropical stratosphere. Subsequent transport and oxidation brought high concentrations of S in the shallow BD branches to the northern midlatitudes [Bourassa et al., 2012], increasing the S/O₃ ratio by a factor of 5 to 10.
Table 4.1.
Volcanic eruptions in the 21st century that affected (or had the potential to affect) the stratospheric aerosol load [from Andersson et al., 2015].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volcano</th>
<th>Eruption date</th>
<th>Long. (°E)</th>
<th>Lat. (°N)</th>
<th>SO₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ulawun</td>
<td>Sep. 29, 2000</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheveluch</td>
<td>May 22, 2001</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruang</td>
<td>Sep. 25, 2002</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.03^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reventador</td>
<td>Nov. 3, 2002</td>
<td>-78</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.07^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anatahan</td>
<td>May 10, 2003</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.03^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manam</td>
<td>Jan. 27, 2005</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>0.09^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Negra</td>
<td>Oct. 22, 2005</td>
<td>-91</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soufrière Hills</td>
<td>May 20, 2006</td>
<td>-62</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.2^b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabaul</td>
<td>Oct. 7, 2006</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>0.2^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jebel at Tair</td>
<td>Sep. 30, 2007</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.08^c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaitén</td>
<td>May 2, 2008</td>
<td>-73</td>
<td>-43</td>
<td>0.01^d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okmok</td>
<td>Jul. 12, 2008</td>
<td>-168</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0.1^c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kasatochi</td>
<td>Aug. 7, 2008</td>
<td>-176</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1.7^c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redoubt</td>
<td>Mar. 23, 2009</td>
<td>-153</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.01^e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarychev</td>
<td>Jun. 12, 2009</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1.2^f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyjafjallajökull</td>
<td>Apr. 14, 2010</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merapi</td>
<td>Nov. 5, 2010</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>0.4^g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimsvötn</td>
<td>May 21, 2011</td>
<td>-17</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.4^h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puyehue-Cordón Caulle</td>
<td>Jun. 6, 2011</td>
<td>-72</td>
<td>-41</td>
<td>0.3^h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nabro</td>
<td>Jun. 12, 2011</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.5^h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a Prata and Bernardo [2007], ^b Carn and Prata [2010], ^c Thomas et al. [2011], ^d Prata et al. [2008], ^e Lopez et al. [2013], ^f Haywood et al. [2010], ^g Surono et al. [2012], and ^h Clarisse et al. [2012].

The \( S/O_3 \) ratio is higher than the background level during the period May 2005-August 2008, and for most of the time between the strong peaks. These high values have been attributed to subsidence of volcanic aerosol transported from the tropics [Friberg et al., 2014]. The eruptions of Manam (January 2005), Soufrière Hills (May 2006) and Rabaul (October 2006) perturbed the aerosol load of the stratosphere for several years [Vanhellemont et al., 2010; Vernier et al., 2011], while the transport of the Nabro aerosol in the deep BD branch increased the \( S/O_3 \) ratio slightly in 2013. In addition to the eruptions discussed here, a number of additional volcanic eruptions occurred (see Table 4.1) that could have made minor contributions to the variation in the \( S/O_3 \) ratio in the NH LMS presented in Figure 4.2. Volcanic perturbations in the stratosphere and UT are discussed further below.

4.1.2. The carbonaceous aerosol

Besides the sulfurous component, large amounts of carbonaceous aerosol are found in the CARIBIC samples. Schwarz et al. [2010] reported black carbon concentrations of
0.1-4 ng m\(^{-3}\) in the LMS, which is about one to two orders of magnitude lower than particulate C in the CARIBIC samples. In other studies [Murphy et al., 1998; Schmale et al., 2010] it has been found that a fraction of the UT/LMS aerosol is organic, suggesting that organic C accounts for the discrepancy. Although IBA allows detailed elemental analysis, the chemical composition cannot be determined directly. However, organic aerosol contains more oxygen than soot. Hence, the oxygen content in the carbonaceous fraction provides information on the nature of the C in the UT/LMS. In Paper II, the average O/C ratio was computed, using stoichiometric relations. The method was based on a scatter plot of the O/S ratio vs. the C/S ratio (Figure 4.3). Most of the data scatter at O/S values >4 (the dotted line in the figure, representing sulfate), indicating that the carbonaceous aerosol is organic. Linear regression revealed the O/C ratio to be ~0.2.
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**Figure 4.3.**
O/S vs. C/S molar ratios. The dashed line represents O/S = 4 (the ratio in sulfate), and the curve shows the best fit to the data, i.e. O/S = 4 + 0.2 C/S. The O contribution from crustal elements was subtracted based on the average crust composition [Rudnick and Fountain, 1995] and the Fe concentrations obtained using PIXE. (See Paper II for further details.)

### 4.1.3. Composition and evolution of volcanic aerosol

The composition and evolution of volcanic aerosol were investigated based on aerosol composition measurements and satellite observations of aerosol from the eruptions of Kasatochi (August 2008), Sarychev (June 2009) and Eyjafjallajökull (April 2010) (Paper I). The eruption of Eyjafjallajökull emitted large amounts of ash, mainly to the free troposphere and the UT. Some ash components, such as silicates, can damage aircraft jet engines, and large regions of European airspace were closed to regular passenger flights during April 15-21 as a safety measure. However, dedicated CARIBIC flights were made over northern Europe, at altitudes of 4-12 km, to obtain
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measurements in fresh volcanic clouds. The Eyjafjallajökull aerosol was found to be dominated by sulfate and ash, in contrast to aerosol from Kasatochi and Sarychev, which consisted mainly of SO$_4$ and C (Figure 4.4).

Several authors have reported large amounts of carbonaceous matter in volcanic aerosols [Carn et al., 2011; Martinsson et al., 2009; Schmale et al., 2010]. Explosive volcanoes, such as those studied in Paper I, generally do not emit CO$_3$. Low values of the O/C ratio also indicated that there were other sources of the sampled particulate C. Furthermore, low amounts of K in the carbonaceous fraction indicated that biomass burning could not explain the volcanically associated C. The source of the C was instead suggested to be entrainment of air from low tropospheric altitudes containing particulate C and organic trace gases (that could form particulate matter) [Andersson et al., 2013]. In the boundary layer, organic concentrations range from hundreds to tens of thousands of ng m$^{-3}$, i.e. up to several orders of magnitude higher than in the tropopause-region. Entrained organic trace gases could have formed additional particulate C.

Figure 4.4.
Major components of aerosol samples collected following eruptions of Eyjafjallajökull, Sarychev and Kasatochi. Aerosol collected 1.5, 6 and 11 weeks after the eruption of Sarychev are shown as averages of 3, 6 and 2 samples, respectively. The composition of aerosol samples collected 18 weeks after the Kasatochi eruption is an average of 3 samples. The remaining aerosol compositions are each represented by one sample only. The carbonaceous fraction is averaged over all samples of the aerosol from Sarychev. (See Paper I for further details.)
Following extra-tropical eruptions, $\text{SO}_2$ in the LMS is oxidized to $\text{SO}_4$. Thus, after the Kasatochi, Sarychev and Eyjafjallajökull eruptions, the sulfurous mass increased, resulting in increasing aerosol load in the LMS, and decreasing ash/sulfate ratios (Fe was used as a proxy for ash, Figure 4.4). Estimates indicated that differences in particle sizes of $\text{SO}_4$ and ash (potentially causing differences in coagulation and deposition rates), had negligible influence on composition [Andersson et al., 2013]. Hence, the change in composition was driven by the conversion of $\text{SO}_2$. Based on the declining Fe/S ratio (Figure 4.5), the conversion rate was estimated to be $45\pm22$ days, which is within the broad range (9 to 62 days) of previous estimates of $\text{SO}_2$ emitted by Kasatochi [Jurkat et al., 2010; Karagulian et al., 2010; Krotkov et al., 2010].

**Figure 4.5.**
Mass ratio of Fe to S in aerosol samples influenced by three volcanoes (indicated by different symbols) vs. time since the start of the eruptions. The solid line shows a fit to the Fe/S ratio for the samples influenced by the Sarychev and Kasatochi eruptions. Samples denoted by open symbols were excluded from the fit.

4.1.4. **Cross-tropopause transport of volcanic aerosol**

CALIPSO lidar images show that the Kasatochi eruption in August 2008 injected $\text{SO}_2$ and ash into the stratosphere, forming two layers (Figure 4.6), the lower located in the LMS, and the upper at altitudes above 15 km. While the lower cloud was confined to latitudes higher than $45^\circ$N, the upper cloud also spread to the equator. Subsequent oxidation of $\text{SO}_2$ produced increasing aerosol load. Thereafter, the aerosol load in the LMS decreased by cross-tropopause transport.
Figure 4.6.
Distributions of the Kasatochi volcanic aerosol with latitude and altitude based on CALIPSO lidar measurements. Results are monthly and zonally averaged scattering ratios \((\text{measured total scattering})/(\text{modeled air molecular scattering})\) from July 2008 to February 2009. (For Feb. 2009, only 2 weeks of data were available.) The feature in the tropics at an altitude of 25 km, which is enhanced in the scattering ratio due to the weak scattering from air molecules at high altitudes, is already present before the eruption of Kasatochi, and is probably related to tropical upwelling and particle formation. High-latitude data are missing in the two upper panels due to the limited latitudinal extent of the CALIPSO night-time data during the summer season. The white line indicates an altitude of 15 km.

Figure 4.6 indeed illustrates the impact of Kasatochi’s eruption on the stratospheric aerosol concentrations, but it also provides the possibility to study transport patterns and transport times. Figure 4.7 provides further insight into the removal rate of aerosol in the tropopause-region, in this case during fall. The lower layer obviously affected the LMS for a period of ~2.5 months, which is also observed in the temporal trend of S/O₃ (Figure 4.2). Concurrent downwelling of the upper cloud, resulted in a second peak in the aerosol load and the S/O₃ ratio in the LMS (December in Figure 4.2), which extended the volcanic influence of the Kasatochi eruption throughout the winter.
In the previous section, it was shown that the Kasatochi eruption mostly affected the LMS (Figures 4.6 and 4.7). However, the IPCC estimate of RF due to volcanism (-0.15 to -0.08 Wm\(^{-2}\)) does not include altitudes below the 380 K isentrope, i.e. the upper cloud was only partly included, while the lower one was completely excluded. Similarly, the influence of volcanic aerosol injected by tropical volcanism is underestimated by the IPCC method, since transport through the LMS is excluded. In a recent study, the aerosol at stratospheric altitudes below 15 km (basically the LMS), was estimated to constitute ~30-70% of the total stratospheric AOD [Ridley et al., 2014].

In the present work (Paper IV), the LMS contribution to the total volcanic forcing was estimated based on lidar data from CALIPSO. Figure 4.8a illustrates the global AOD during the period 2008 to mid-2012, in the altitude ranges 15-35 km (thin lines) and tropopause-35 km (heavy lines). It is evident that the LMS constituted a large fraction of the stratospheric AOD during that period (Figure 4.8b). Furthermore, large variations in AOD, coupled to volcanic eruptions, were observed in the NH. After the northern midlatitude eruptions of Kasatochi and Sarychev, and the tropical Nabro eruption, the fraction of the stratospheric AOD in the NH LMS peaked at approximately 60%, 50%, and 45%, respectively. The corresponding aerosol forcing below 15 km (Figure 4.8d) was 56% (Kasatochi), 44% (Sarychev), and 23% (Nabro). In contrast, periods of low volcanic impact such as the year 2010,
Volcanic influence on global and regional aerosol radiative parameters. (a) Global AOD at 532 nm calculated using integrated CALIPSO aerosol scattering from 15 to 35 km altitude (thin line), and from the tropopause to 35 km (heavy line). Major tick marks indicate January 1. The dates of volcanic eruptions are indicated by vertical lines, color-coded according to latitude. The eruptions are: Ch (Chaitén), Ok (Okmok), Ka (Kasatochi), Re (Redoubt), Sa (Sarychev), Ey (Eyjafjallajökull), Me (Merapi), Gr (Grimsvötn), Pu (Puyehue-Cordón Caulle) and Na (Nabro) (see Table 4.1 for details). The horizontal gray lines indicate the estimated background AOD during the period 2008 to mid-2012, and the shading indicates the total integrated volcanic AOD from the Kasatochi, Sarychev and Nabro eruptions. (b) The fraction of total AOD from the LMS. (c) AOD in the LMS from CALIPSO data (lines) and S/O₃ in the NH from CARIBIC data (circles). (d) As in (a), but net RF calculated from the AOD shown in (a). (e) Stratospheric net RF in three regions equal in surface area.

Figure 4.8.

indicate that the LMS constitute ~20% of the stratospheric AOD during background conditions. These eruptions affected the radiation budget mostly in the NH, where the total stratospheric aerosol forcing varied between ~-0.2 and -1 Wm⁻² (Figure 4.8e). Including the LMS (altitudes below 15 km) increased the global stratospheric RF (AOD) by more than 30% (45%). This is in the lower part of the range presented by Ridley et al. [2014] (30-70%), who computed the RF based on sun photometer data from the AERONET network. However, the AERONET AOD is not vertically resolved. Instead, their stratospheric AOD estimate is based on modeling of the vertical distribution of the aerosol in the troposphere. Also, the time resolution is limited, i.e. the impact of the AOD of individual volcanic eruptions is not clearly resolved. Thus, the CALIOP data are expected to provide a more realistic estimate of
the stratospheric AOD due to their vertical resolution and superior time resolution [Andersson et al., 2015]. Nevertheless, the LMS constitutes a large fraction of the total volcanically induced direct RF that was excluded in previous estimates of volcanically associated RF.

In conclusion, the CALIOP and CARIBIC data mostly showed good agreement (Figure 4.8c). However, one exception is the peak in CARIBIC aerosol data after the Grimsvötn eruption. CALIOP night-time data are not available for the higher latitudes during the summer (see uppermost left panel in Figure 4.6). Most of the aerosol samples were taken at latitudes above 55°N in June, i.e. the CARIBIC samples were taken outside the reach of CALIOP. Also, the CARIBIC data were collected from relatively fresh aerosol during patchy conditions, while the averaging of the CALIOP data suppressed the signal of the Grimsvötn aerosol. Therefore, patchiness in aerosol concentrations was taken into account in later analyses (Sections 4.4 and 4.5) by allowing ample time (30 days) for dilution of the volcanic aerosol with the LMS background. After dealing with the large perturbations in the LMS, the smaller ones will be discussed in the following sections.

4.3. Tropical volcanic impact on the LMS

The tendency of increased particulate S concentrations in the LMS ($S_{LMS}$) in the period May 2005-July 2008, as shown in Figure 4.2, was investigated (Paper II). Subsidence of air from the overlying stratosphere induces O$_3$ and S gradients in the LMS by mixing with air from the troposphere. The concentrations of O$_3$ and particulate S in the LMS vary with season, as a result of their long lifetimes and seasonally dependent transport. The mass fluxes of both stratospheric and tropospheric air into and out of the LMS vary with season, as does the strength of the subsidence via the deep BD branch carrying O$_3$. In a first attempt to illustrate the increase above background levels, differences in the S concentrations between the periods 2005-2008 (denoted 05-08) and 1999-2002 (denoted 99-02) were investigated using scatter plots of S vs. O$_3$ (Figure 4.9) for each season separately. The S gradients were indeed steeper in the later period. To highlight the difference between the 99-02 and 05-08 data, a linear fit of the 99-02 data, was employed based on all seasons (to increase the statistical significance). More than 90% of the 05-08 data are found above the fit to the 99-02 data. The 05-08 S gradient is strongest in winter, after which it decreases in strength, in spring and summer, to almost vanish in the fall. Together with the low O$_3$ levels, this shows that the influence of the stratosphere is weaker in fall than in the other seasons. Hence, in fall, a larger fraction of the LMS air originates from the troposphere.
4.3.1. Temporal trends of particulate matter and O$_3$

The relation between S and O$_3$ was further investigated using temporal trends of the ratios of S and O$_3$ to PV, as illustrated in Figure 4.10. C was also included in the analysis, providing additional information on the aerosol. An advantage of this method is the possibility to compare seasonal variations between the trace gas and particulate components. A sinus function was fitted to the O$_3$/PV ratio, showing an annually repeating trend, with a maximum in May, for both the 99-02 and 05-08 data. The ratio of the maximum and minimum values is 1.9. In comparison, the concentration at the 380 K isentrope shows a maximum (minimum) in March (September), and a seasonal variation of a factor of ~2 [Fortuin and Kelder, 1998; Martinsson et al., 2005]. Hence, the seasonality in O$_3$ concentrations at the tropopause is similar to that at the upper boarder of the LMS, with a phase shift of
two months, illustrating that subsidence of stratospheric air is the main driver in the LMS seasonal O₃ cycle.

Similarly, the S concentrations observed in the LMS depend on the S concentrations in the downwelling air (i.e., above the 380 K isentrope). While SO₄ is formed via photo-oxidation of OCS in the deep BD branch, it can also be formed from SO₂ at lower altitudes, i.e. particulate S produced from SO₂ can be carried in the shallow BD branches. In order to differentiate between the influence of the deep and shallow branches, and to resolve any dissimilarities between the 99-02 and 05-08 data, separate sine functions were fitted to the data for the two periods, using the same relative amplitude and phase as for the O₃/PV fit (in Figure 4.10a). In the period 99-02, the S/PV ratio shows good agreement with the O₃/PV ratio, confirming that during background conditions S is carried by the deep BD branch. In contrast, large deviations from the fit were observed for some of the 05-08 data, indicating that additional S formation occurred in the shallow branches.

The same method was applied to the C data for the period 05-08 (Figure 4.10c). The C/PV ratios showed poor agreement with the fit to the O₃/PV ratio, indicating that photo-oxidation deep in the stratosphere is less important, in relative terms, for the formation of C than for S. (Unfortunately, no C data are available for the period 99-02.)

![Figure 4.10.](image)

Figure 4.10. Temporal trends of ratios of C, S and O₃ to PV. (a) O₃/PV (ppbv PVU⁻¹), (b) S/PV (ng m⁻³ STP PVU⁻¹) and (c) C/PV (ng m⁻³ STP PVU⁻¹). Sine functions, based on the O₃/PV ratio in (a) are shown in (b) and (c) to highlight any deviations from transport in the deep BD branch.
4.3.2. Influence of the shallow BD branches

The importance of the shallow BD branches was further investigated in a comparison of the seasonal variation of the S/O\textsubscript{3} ratio for the two periods (99-02 and 05-08) (Figure 4.11). While there is a weak seasonal variation in the period 99-02, a large increase can be seen at the end of the year in the period 05-08, which cannot be caused by subsidence via the deep BD branch. It can be seen from the temporal trend of the S/O\textsubscript{3} ratio in Figure 4.12a that these high values occur at the end of 2006 and 2007. Thus, the source of S causing (i) higher S/O\textsubscript{3} ratios in 05-08 than in 99-02, and (ii) the deviations in the S/O\textsubscript{3} ratio during the period 05-08, affects the aerosol load rather sporadically. This sporadic behavior is also evident in the temporal trend of the S/PV ratio presented in Figure 4.10b.

![Figure 4.11. Ratios of particulate S to O\textsubscript{3} (units: ng m\textsuperscript{-3} STP ppbv\textsuperscript{-1}) for the periods 1999-2002 and 2005-2008, expressed as monthly geometric averages (black and pale purple symbols). The horizontal dark purple lines denote averages in the period 1999-2002 for the months of January, March-May, June-August and November-December. Error bars represent standard errors.](image)

4.3.3. Identification of tropical volcanic aerosol in midlatitudes

In the period 2005-2008, the stratospheric aerosol load increased due to injection of S into the tropical stratosphere by one eruption in 2005 (Manam), and two in 2006 (Soufrière Hills and Rabaul) [Vanhellemont et al., 2010; Vernier et al., 2011]. Rapid transport and transformation of SO\textsubscript{2} in the shallow BD branches probably caused the rapid increase at the end of 2006. Satellite-based observations show that the aerosol was ascending in the tropics in the fall of 2006 and winter of 2007, at a rate of ~0.6 km per month [Vernier et al., 2009]. Thus, in 2007, the volcanic aerosol was located at higher altitudes than during 2006, resulting in a later increase in S at the end of that year.
Part of the volcanic aerosol was transported to high altitudes within the deep BD branch, prolonging the influence of volcanism on the stratospheric aerosol load. Satellite observations showed the Junge layer to be heavily perturbed in 2007, both in the tropics and the midlatitudes [Vanhellemont et al., 2010]. Subsequent subsidence increased the $S_{\text{LMS}}$ during 2008, causing higher $S/O_3$ ratios during 2008 than in preceding years (Figure 4.12a). A comparison of the $S_{\text{LMS}}$ during the season of large subsidence in the stratosphere (February-August) revealed a trend of increasing $S_{\text{LMS}}$, with approximately a doubling compared to the background conditions.

The $C/O_3$ ratio shows a similar pattern as the $S/O_3$ ratio, e.g. the peaks at the end of 2006 and 2007, and the higher values in 2008, indicating that the concentration of C in the LMS was also influenced by volcanism. Entrainment within volcanic jets and plumes, bringing low tropospheric air containing C and organic trace gases into the stratosphere, was proposed as the cause of these observations [Andersson et al., 2013]. The resulting increases from 2006 to 2008 were 23% and 70% for $S/O_3$ and $C/O_3$, respectively.

The stronger inter-annual trend of $C/O_3$ than $S/O_3$ indicates that C is less abundant in the stratospheric background than S. While the $S/O_3$ ratio increases gradually, a large step is observed in the $C/O_3$ ratio from 2007 to 2008. Investigating the $C/S$ ratio revealed a significant difference between these years. The eruption of Soufrière Hills reached a higher altitude (>20 km) than the eruption of Rabaul (<18 km, just above the tropical tropopause). Therefore, the Rabaul aerosol was mostly transported in the shallow branches, influencing the LMS mainly at the end of 2006 and during the beginning of 2007. In contrast, the Soufrière Hills aerosol chiefly impacted the LMS in 2008, indicating that the Soufrière Hills eruption transported aerosol with a higher $C/S$ ratio than the Rabaul eruption did. Interestingly, the concentrations of
organics in the aerosol have been reported to be higher in the vicinity of Soufrière Hills than around Rabaul [Spracklen et al., 2008; Stramska, 2009].

In summary, volcanic aerosol that was injected into the tropical stratosphere, transported to midlatitudes and subsequently downwelling to the LMS, doubled the S load compared with background conditions. Once transported across the tropopause, this volcanically induced doubling could potentially affect aerosol concentrations in the UT.

4.4. S in the UT coupled to subsidence

The Nabro eruption injected about an order of magnitude more SO₂ into the stratosphere than any of the tropical eruptions in the previous decade. In the evaluation of the influence of stratosphere-troposphere transport on the S concentrations in the UT (Sₚ), periods of data with similar concentration levels were combined, to avoid interfering with the high S concentrations resulting from the eruption of Nabro (for details see Paper V). The analysis included three periods: one with background levels (1999-2002), one intermediate influenced by volcanism (2005 to July 2008 and 2013; denoted the period 05-08/13), and a period strongly influenced by volcanism (most of the period from August 2008 to 2012).

4.4.1. Volcanic influence on northern midlatitude Sₚ

Figure 4.13 shows a considerable difference between the Sₚ in the two periods 05-08/13 and 99-02. In the period 99-02, a latitudinal correlation is observed with, on average, higher values of Sₚ in northern midlatitudes than in the subtropics and tropics. A similar, but stronger, trend was observed in the period 05-08/13. A direct comparison of these periods (Figure 4.13c) reveals that the difference between them is greatest at the midlatitudes. At 45°N, the value of Sₚ approximately doubled from the earlier to the later period, indicating volcanic perturbation of the UT aerosol concentrations. Interestingly however, no significant difference was observed south of 30°N.
4.4.2. Coupling of the $S_{\text{UT}}$ to the LMS and volcanism

A scatter plot of the $S_{\text{UT}}$, and the ratio of $S_{\text{LMS}}$ to PV ($S/PV_{\text{LMS}}$), further illustrates the coupling of the aerosol concentrations (Figure 4.14). Division by PV was employed in this case as a means of normalizing to the strong S gradient through the LMS. To highlight the connection, data from the season with large influence from the stratosphere (spring/summer), for the period with background levels (99-02) and the period intermittently affected by tropical volcanism (05-08/13), were used (dark yellow diamonds). To improve the statistics in this analysis, years with similar $S/PV_{\text{LMS}}$ values were combined to form averages.

Data from the fall during the period of strong volcanic influence were used for comparison. Linear regression was applied to the two data sets, resulting in values of $R^2$ of 0.73 and 0.95, with significance levels of 85% and >99%, for the spring/summer and fall data, respectively.

The steeper slope in spring/summer is the result of greater stratosphere-troposphere transport than in the fall. The influence of the stratosphere on the $S_{\text{UT}}$ in the season of greatest subsidence (spring/summer) appears to be 4 times stronger than in the fall.

Eventually, the LMS aerosol was transported across the tropopause to the UT, which differs vastly in composition compared to the overlying stratosphere. Until recently, neither the LMS aerosol forcing [Andersson et al., 2015] nor the $S_{\text{UT}}$ forcing [Friberg et al., 2015] were included in discussions or estimates of the climatic response to volcanism.
4.5. Subsidence of volcanic SO$_4$ could influence cirrus

Unlike the LMS and the overlying stratosphere, the UT contains large amounts of water. Both the UT aerosol particles and water are involved in the formation of cirrus cloud ice crystals. It is therefore logical to investigate whether the volcanically influenced increase in S$_{UT}$ could affect the radiative properties of cirrus clouds.

4.5.1. Coupling of S$_{UT}$ to midlatitude cirrus clouds

The possible influence of the increase in S$_{UT}$ on cirrus clouds was investigated using CR data obtained by MODIS, from northern midlatitudes (Figure 4.15). The effect was expected to be most prominent during the season of large subsidence from the stratosphere, i.e. the March-July data. However, there were too few S$_{UT}$ data for such a comparison. Therefore, S$_{LMS}$ data (taken at average PV values <5 PVU) were used as a proxy for S$_{UT}$. The CR data from the two satellites (Terra and Aqua) showed similar temporal trends (with ~20% higher CR from Aqua, as explained in Section 3.7.1), and an anti-correlation was observed between S$_{UT}$ and CR (note the reversed scale of
S/PV\textsubscript{LMS} in Figure 4.15a). Direct comparison of the CR from Terra to the S/PV\textsubscript{LMS} ratio resulted in a rather good anti-correlation ($R^2 = 0.63$) and high significance level (99%). In the period 2001-2011, the CR decreased by 8%, while S/PV\textsubscript{LMS} increased by a factor of 3-4.

Figure 4.15.
(a) Time series of the geometric average of the S/PV (ng m\textsuperscript{-3} STP PVU\textsuperscript{-1}) (note the reversed scale), and the arithmetic average of the cirrus reflectance obtained from MODIS measurements using the satellites Aqua and Terra, for samples taken in the LMS below 5 PVU in the spring/summer (March-July). (b) A plot of CR obtained from Terra vs. values of S/PV\textsubscript{LMS}, as in (a), fitted by linear regression (dotted line).

Figure 4.16a and b illustrate the geographical distribution of the CR in the northern midlatitudes, in the periods 2001-2002 and 2011-2012, respectively. The CR was obviously higher in regions with much convection, i.e. the North American continent, and the eastern parts of the oceans (where warm water is transported northwards inducing convection). Figure 4.16c shows the difference in CR between these two periods. The most pronounced decrease was seen over North America, Europe, and the north Atlantic Ocean. Excluding regions with persistent convection further increased the value of $R^2$ for the Terra S/PV\textsubscript{LMS} comparison in Figure 4.15b (not shown here). Thus, the anti-correlation in Figure 4.15b was not caused by a change in convective activity.
Aerosol particles can influence clouds in many ways. In the investigation presented in Paper V, several mechanisms were discussed as potential causes of the coupling of the S concentration to the cirrus cloud properties.

4.5.2. Cause of cirrus perturbations and resultant climate impact

Modelling suggests that geo-engineering the stratosphere with S would result in increased temperatures in the tropopause-region, decreasing the vertical velocities [Kuebbeler et al., 2012]. Hence, ice crystal formation rates would decrease, causing optical thinning of cirrus clouds. The cloud microphysics could also be affected by increased $S_{UT}$. Ammonium sulfate could act as IN, i.e. if sulfuric acid becomes neutralized by ammonia it can act as IN [Abbatt et al., 2006; Hoose and Möhler, 2012]. Thus, an increase in $S_{UT}$ could increase the IN concentration in the UT, possibly shifting freezing from a homogeneously dominated regime to a heterogeneous one.

On the other hand, sulfuric acid could reduce the nucleation ability of IN. Hence, in a heterogeneous nucleation regime, increased $S_{UT}$, through downwelling from the
stratosphere, could reduce the number concentration of IN in the UT. This would cause optical thinning of cirrus clouds. A major part of the aviation soot emitted in the northern Atlantic flight corridor is spread to North America, the Atlantic Ocean, and Europe [Zhou and Penner, 2014], making deactivation of soot IN a viable explanation of the observed decrease in CR over these regions.

Optical thinning of cirrus clouds results in less warming. Thinner clouds absorb less longwave radiation and reflect less shortwave solar radiation; the influence being greater in the longwave interactions [Storelvmo et al., 2013]. For thin clouds, CR is proportional to the COT (cloud optical thickness) [Meyer et al., 2007]. In a geo-engineering modeling study, Cirisan et al. [2013] estimated the sensitivity of RF to changes in COT. Based on their findings, a decrease in CR of 8% would correspond to a net RF of $-2 \text{ Wm}^{-2}$ in the northern midlatitudes.

4.6. Volcanic aerosol and climate cooling

In recent years, much effort has been devoted to the hypothesized global warming hiatus. However, recent studies indicate a slowing down, rather than a cessation of warming. The term hiatus is therefore somewhat misleading. Also, the year in which the hiatus is supposed to have started is often given as 1998, after which the ENSO (El Niño Southern Oscillation) shifted phase, leading to cooling of the climate. Decadal variability in surface water temperatures in the Pacific Ocean has been found to strongly affect climate [Clement and DiNezio, 2014]. During the negative phase of the so-called ‘Pacific Decadal Oscillation’ (PDO), large amounts of heat are sequestered in the deep ocean. This probably led to cooling during the period 1998-2013. Furthermore, the inter-annual variability in global temperatures is large, and the observation of a hiatus is probably not statistically significant [Rajaratnam et al., 2015]. In addition, Karl et al. [2015] found biases in the temperature records that masked some of the recent warming. Their reevaluation suggests greater 21st century warming than reported in previous studies.

Attempts to explain the hypothesized hiatus have resulted in improved insight into the factors causing decadal and inter-decadal cooling of the atmosphere. One of these is volcanism. Early estimates [Solomon et al., 2011] suggested that volcanism had only a minor influence on the observed temperature trend, and that other factors were responsible for masking the inevitable temperature rise due to anthropogenic GHG emissions. In this context, the findings presented in Papers IV and V in this thesis provide new insights into one of the potential drivers of periods of climate cooling. During the period 2008-2012, most of the impact of volcanic eruptions in the northern extratropics was found to be below an altitude of 15 km, i.e. in the LMS. Excluding the LMS results in underestimation of the volcanic impact on climate of more than 30%. Furthermore, the impact of volcanism on the UT has been
disregarded. The impact of volcanic sulfate on the optical properties of cirrus clouds could cause further cooling in midlatitudes, which may regionally be of a size comparable to the direct radiative effect. The comparatively large value of RF (~2 W m\(^{-2}\)) suggests that volcanism can cause significant perturbations in the cirrus cloud RF. Thus, when considering the impact of volcanism on climate, it is important to include the direct radiative effect in the LMS and indirect effects in the UT. Further studies are needed to elucidate the impact of volcanism on the surface temperature of the Earth. The new perspectives presented in this thesis can lead to a broader understanding of the natural variations in temperature, and provide additional insights into the potential of geo-engineering of the stratosphere.

When external forcing (including volcanism) and internal variability associated with the ENSO are taken into account in the CMIP5 models, the predicted temperatures are much closer to the observed [Schmidt et al., 2014]. Hence, including the full impact of volcanism on climate will improve current models, and likely result in more similar temperature trends as the observed.

In 2013/2014, the PDO shifted to its positive phase, releasing heat from the deep ocean [e.g. Trenberth, 2015]. At the same time, the volcanic aerosol load in the stratosphere was declining, and the stratospheric aerosol load is currently (2015) close to its background level. However, while the ocean circulation changes on a decadal to inter-decadal scale, volcanic eruptions perturb the stratospheric aerosol load sporadically, for periods lasting from months to a few years. It is therefore impossible to predict the future impact of volcanism on climate. Single or repeated tropopause penetration by volcanic plumes could result in small perturbations masking future global warming due to GHG, or even cooling climate.
Conclusions

The sulfurous component generally constitutes the major fraction of the UT and LMS aerosol. In addition, large amounts of carbonaceous aerosol are present. The concentrations of carbonaceous aerosol in the LMS were at least one order of magnitude higher than the soot concentrations in the UT/LMS reported in the literature. Furthermore, the stoichiometric relation of O/C $\sim$0.2 suggest that the carbonaceous aerosol is of organic origin.

Regarding the sulfurous fraction, the SO$_2$ conversion rate in the LMS was estimated to be 45±22 days, based on samples of fresh and aged volcanic aerosol following extra-tropical eruptions. In addition to the commonly known volcanic aerosol components (sulfurous particles and ash), high concentrations of particulate C were found in both the fresh and aged volcanic aerosol. Entrainment of organic aerosol and particle-forming trace gases within volcanic jets and plumes, was proposed as likely cause.

Since roughly 2000, the aerosol concentrations in the UT/LMS have varied by a factor of over 100. This was mainly attributed to volcanic eruptions. The largest perturbations in aerosol concentrations were found to be related to extra-tropical volcanic eruptions with plumes penetrating the tropopause, as well as rapid transport in the shallow BD branches after the eruption of the tropical volcano Nabro in June 2011. Concurrent subsidence resulted in decreasing concentrations in the ensuing months.

Smaller, yet significant, perturbations associated with tropical volcanism were found in the period May 2005-July 2008. As a result of the slow transport in the deep BD branch, volcanic perturbations of the tropical stratospheric aerosol load induced perturbations in midlatitudes that lasted for years. Thus, the combination of tropical and extra-tropical volcanic eruptions was responsible for the perturbations observed in the stratospheric aerosol during most parts of the period 2005-2013.

The radiative impact of the volcanic aerosol in the LMS (altitudes <15 km) was estimated based on CALIOP observations. When including the effects of the volcanic aerosol in the LMS, the global stratospheric aerosol RF increased by $>$30% for the period 2008 to mid-2012. Hence, the LMS needs to be included in estimates of the effect of volcanism on climate.

The particulate S concentrations in the UT were found to be coupled to those in the LMS. Thus, subsidence of air from a volcanically perturbed stratosphere results in
perturbations in the UT, seen as increased S concentration, which could affect the properties of cirrus clouds.

The volcanic influence on the optical properties of cirrus clouds was investigated by comparing the S concentrations with satellite observations of the CR from the MODIS instrument. Interestingly, the CR was anti-correlated with the S concentration, suggesting volcanism to be affecting the optical properties of cirrus clouds, with an associated negative RF. The largest decreases in CR were observed over Europe, the northern Atlantic Ocean, and eastern parts of North America, i.e. areas with considerable air traffic. Deactivation of aircraft soot IN was proposed as an explanation. On average, the CR in northern midlatitudes decreased by 8% over the period 2001-2011, concomitant with an increase in particulate S of a factor of 3-4.

Negative RF resulted from the volcanically induced perturbations of the stratospheric aerosol load, and from changes in radiative properties of cirrus clouds. Neither the direct nor the indirect radiative effects in the UT/LMS have been included in previous estimates of the impact of volcanism on climate. Including these effects will provide more accurate estimates of the impact of volcanism on the Earth’s climate, and better predictions of future surface temperatures.
While the CARIBIC aerosol samples are well suited for studying the long-term and global trends of the UT/LMS aerosol concentrations, rapid changes or regional variations are more difficult to capture. A third-generation aerosol sampler and ion beam analysis system with 10 times higher time resolution is being developed by the Lund Aerosol Group. This device will significantly increase the amount of aerosol data from this little-studied part of the atmosphere. This will improve our possibility to study the UT/LMS in more detail, and allow the investigation of tropospheric sources and transport from low tropospheric altitudes. An interesting subject in this context is the transport of anthropogenic sources to the UT/LMS, and their contribution to the so-called Asian Tropopause Aerosol Layer (ATAL). Satellite data indicate that the ATAL appeared for the first time in 1998 [Thomason and Vernier, 2013], suggesting that the cause of the phenomenon is anthropogenic. Another interesting topic is the origin and transport of crustal material found in the UT/LMS. Future CARIBIC-based studies might also shed light on the impact of the crustal component on the climate, perhaps including possible crust-associated cloud seeding.

Further and more thorough studies are needed to elucidate the causes and implications of the findings reported in Paper V, i.e. the volcanically associated 8\% decrease in the CR; specifically, regarding the mechanisms behind the decrease in CR, and its effect on climate. Combinations of aircraft-borne sampling, satellite observations and modeling are suggested to gain a better understanding of the influence of stratospheric aerosols on midlatitude cirrus clouds. Satellite observations of cirrus clouds, for example from CALIOP, are desirable to determine the horizontal and vertical distributions and the temporal trends of cirrus. These can be combined with data with improved time resolution from the next-generation CARIBIC sampling and analysis system.

Data from CALIOP, covering a period of 4½ years (2008 to mid-2012) were used to describe the radiative impact of the volcanic aerosol (Paper IV). Extending the period studied would probably provide a better understanding of the influence of the LMS on the Earth’s radiative balance. Although CALIOP will soon have provided data for a decade, satellite-based aerosol data from other instruments cover other and, in some cases, longer time spans. Thus, the combination of data from several satellite-based instruments could provide valuable insight into the effect of volcanism on the LMS preceding the CALIOP data.
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Abstract. Large volcanic eruptions impact significantly on climate and lead to ozone depletion due to injection of particles and gases into the stratosphere where their residence times are long. In this the composition of volcanic aerosol is an important but inadequately studied factor. Samples of volcanically influenced aerosol were collected following the Kasatochi (Alaska), Sarychev (Russia) and also during the Eyjafjallajökull (Iceland) eruptions in the period 2008–2010. Sampling was conducted by the CARIBIC platform during regular flights at an altitude of 10–12 km as well as during dedicated flights through the volcanic clouds from the eruption of Eyjafjallajökull in spring 2010. Elemental concentrations of the collected aerosol were obtained by accelerator-based analysis. Aerosol from the Eyjafjallajökull volcanic clouds was identified by high concentrations of sulphur and elements pointing to crustal origin, and confirmed by trajectory analysis. Signatures of volcanic influence were also used to detect volcanic aerosol in stratospheric samples collected following the Sarychev and Kasatochi eruptions. In total it was possible to identify 17 relevant samples collected between 1 and more than 100 days following the eruptions studied. The volcanically influenced aerosol mainly consisted of ash, sulphate and included a carbonaceous component. Samples collected in the volcanic cloud from Eyjafjallajökull were dominated by the ash and sulphate component (~45 % each) while samples collected in the tropopause region and LMS mainly consisted of sulphate (50–77 %) and carbon (21–43 %). These fractions were increasing/decreasing with the age of the aerosol. Because of the long observation period, it was possible to analyze the evolution of the relationship between the ash and sulphate components of the volcanic aerosol. From this analysis the residence time (1/e) of sulphur dioxide in the studied volcanic cloud was estimated to be 45 ± 22 days.

1 Introduction

Despite its modest size, the eruption of Eyjafjallajökull volcano in the spring of 2010 caused considerable disruption of European air traffic due to the ash and sulphate aerosol it produced. In particular ash particles are hazardous, since they can damage jet engines and disrupt avionics and navigation systems (Casadevall, 1994), whereas sulphate aerosol have been reported to cause crazing of aircraft windows (Carn et al., 2009). Above all the complex effects of volcanoes on atmospheric chemistry and physics are also of concern for climate (Ammann et al., 2003). Not only the amount of ejected material, the location of the volcano and the force of the eruption, but also the properties of volcanic aerosol play a considerable role in these contexts. Unfortunately, our present understanding of the composition of volcanically influenced
atmospheric aerosol is limited since quantitative measurements in the free troposphere and in the stratosphere are scarce. To improve this situation, we report here on the investigation of the elemental composition of volcanic aerosol sampled directly in the volcanic cloud from the Eyjafjallajökull eruption in 2010, and moreover sampled in the upper troposphere/lowermost stratosphere (UT/LMS) following eruptions of the volcanoes Kasatochi (Alaska, 2008) and Sarychev (Russia, 2009).

The scattering and absorbing properties of volcanic aerosol affect the Earth’s radiation budget and thus result in temperature gradients that perturb circulation patterns and impact climate (IPCC, 2007). After the eruption of Mount Pinatubo in 1991, with a large Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI) (Newhall and Self, 1982) of 6, the global, tropospheric temperature was estimated to have been 0.5 °C lower than the climatological average temperature. Another large eruption in Tambora (1815, VEI 7) caused an estimated drop in global mean temperature of 0.4 to 0.7 °C (McCormick et al., 1995). Stratospheric aerosols also act as surfaces for heterogeneous reactions that affect the distribution of ozone and other trace gases (IPCC, 2007). Not only massive eruptions such as those mentioned above are of importance to the stratospheric aerosol load. A study by Vernier et al. (2011) based on satellite observations shows that eruptions of lower explosivity are also an important source of stratospheric aerosol. Their effect is visible in the increase of the stratospheric aerosol layer that has occurred since 2002 after a period with little volcanic influence. This increase in the stratospheric aerosol load has also been observed in other data sets, however, anthropogenic influence cannot be ruled out (Hofmann et al., 2009; Solomon et al., 2011).

In the absence of volcanic eruptions, stratospheric aerosol is mainly found at altitudes of 20–30 km (Junge et al., 1961). This aerosol layer, referred to as the Junge layer, mainly consists of sulphate aerosol that is chiefly formed by sulphur dioxide (SO$_2$) produced from photo-dissociation of carbonyl sulphide (OCS) transported from the troposphere (Crutzen, 1976). However studies indicate that OCS is not enough to explain the observed aerosol load (Chin and Davis, 1995), and direct transport of SO$_2$ or sulphate aerosol have been suggested as important contributions to stratospheric aerosol (Pitari et al., 2002; Myhre et al., 2004). Volcanic injections however makes it difficult to determine the background state of the stratospheric aerosol layer (Solomon et al., 2011), and thereby the importance of different sources for its production. A carbonaceous component of the UT/LMS aerosol was identified by Murphy et al. (1998), which was subsequently found to be a large fraction of the aerosol (Nguyen et al., 2008; Murphy et al., 2007). Martinsson et al. (2009) found that volcanic aerosol contains a large carbonaceous component. Additional sources contributing to the aerosol load in the UT/LMS, include air traffic (Ferry et al., 1999; Kjellström et al., 1999), meteorites (Ciccizo et al., 2001) and boundary layer aerosol and precursor gases transported across the tropopause (Papaspiropoulos et al., 2002; Köppe et al., 2009). Especially aerosol from forest fires can be brought to high altitudes by extreme convection, however, the frequency and global contribution of such events is poorly understood (Fromm et al., 2004, 2008). Guan et al. (2010) estimated that on average about six such events per year lead to injection of particles to altitudes above 8 km. With a frequency of one or a few events per year, volcanic eruptions contribute to stratospheric aerosol mass of similar magnitude as OCS does (Vernier et al., 2011), and in a few events per century volcanism is by far the strongest source of stratospheric aerosol (Ammann et al., 2003).

Volcanic eruptions inject large quantities of ash and gases into the atmosphere. Sulphur dioxide is the third most abundant gas in volcanic emissions, after water vapor and carbon dioxide (von Glasow et al., 2009). It is oxidized in the atmosphere thus leading to sulphate aerosol. Enhanced concentrations of stratospheric aerosol following the eruptions of El Chichón (1982) and Pinatubo (1991) had a residence time (1/e) of 10.3 and 12.0 months respectively (Jäger, 2005; Deshler, 2008). Especially the number concentration of particles larger than 1 µm in diameter was observed to increase substantially following the Pinatubo eruption (Deshler, 2008). The directly emitted ash particles exhibit a size of 2 mm or less (by definition) (Heiken and Wohletz, 1985), and show a large span in size with particle diameters down to less than 1 µm (Rose and Durant, 2009; Mather et al., 2003). Large particles sediment quickly while very fine ash particles (<15 µm) have been found to have a residence time of days to weeks in the UT/LMS (Rose and Durant, 2009; Niemeier et al., 2009). During the first 24 h after an eruption a rapid decrease of the fine ash (<25 µm) content of the volcanic cloud have been observed, likely caused by aggregation into larger particles with higher settling velocities (Rose et al., 2001). After this initial phase, ash concentrations decrease more slowly together with concentrations of SO$_2$. Ash and SO$_2$ clouds can either be travelling collocated or separated in the atmosphere. Vertical separation occurs due to the eruption style or by different sedimentation velocity of ash and SO$_2$ and horizontal separation due to wind shear (Thomas and Prata, 2011). Although research has shown that fine ash particles are spread and deposited over large areas (Rose and Durant, 2009), we know little about the atmospheric fate (change in composition, lifetime) of volcanic particles in the micrometer size range.

Most research into atmospheric influence of volcanic eruptions is based on remote sensing from the surface or from satellite to follow the dispersal of volcanic SO$_2$ clouds or to investigate the influence of eruptions on the stratospheric aerosol load. The actual composition of volcanic aerosol has been investigated by aircraft-based measurements by Martinsson et al. (2009) and Schmale et al. (2010) following the Kasatochi eruption in 2008 and recently by Schumann et al. (2011) in the volcanic cloud from Eyjafjallajökull. However these studies only consider aerosol composition from
single eruptive events and do not address evolution of the composition of volcanic aerosol in the atmosphere. In the study by Martinsson et al. (2009) a subset of the data presented in this study was used to investigate the development of the sulphurous and carbonaceous components of the volcanically influenced aerosol.

Here we present and discuss the multi elemental composition of aerosol from three eruptions with VEI 4. The volcanic aerosol was collected between one and over 100 days after the eruptions, which provides a unique opportunity to investigate the evolution of the aerosol. Aerosol sampling and measurements of trace gases were performed by the CARIBIC (Civil Aircraft for Regular Investigation of the atmosphere Based on an Instrument Container) platform operating on a passenger aircraft (Brenninkmeijer et al., 2007; www.caribic-atmospheric.com).

2 Experimental methods

Samples of volcanic aerosol particles were obtained from the CARIBIC platform during regular long-distance passenger flights in the UT/LMS following large eruptions of the Kasatochi (2008) and Sarychev (2009) volcanoes, as well as the CARIBIC (Civil Aircraft for Regular Investigation of the atmosphere Based on an Instrument Container) platform operating on a passenger aircraft (Brenninkmeijer et al., 2007; www.caribic-atmospheric.com).

Aerosol particles of 0.08–2 µm aerodynamic diameter were collected in a multi-channel aerosol sampler on 0.2 µm thick polyimide foils (Nguyen et al., 2006) by impaction. The upper size limit is determined by a cyclone separator placed between the aerosol inlet and the sampler, and the lower limit by the cutoff diameter of the aerosol sampler. The sampler has 16 sampling channels with 14 for sequential collection and 2 for integral samples used to monitor contamination by the cutoff diameter of the aerosol sampler. The sampler has 16 sampling channels with 14 for sequential collection and 2 for integral samples used to monitor contamination by impact. The sampling time for each sequential sample is typically 100 min, corresponding to a flight distance of approximately 1500 km at cruising speed, and a sampling volume of approximately 0.25 m³ STP (Standard Temperature (273 K) and Pressure (1013 hPa)). Sampling is suspended when the outside pressure is above 350 hPa. However, during the special flights through the Eyjafjallajökull volcanic cloud, collection of aerosol at lower altitudes was allowed and the sampling time was reduced to 50 min.

Aerosol samples were analyzed by accelerator-based techniques at the Lund ion beam analysis facility using two methods to obtain elemental concentrations: PIXE (Particle-Induced X-ray Emission) and PESA (Particle Elastic Scattering Analysis). In both methods the samples were mounted in a high vacuum chamber and irradiated with a beam of 2.55 MeV protons. Concentrations of elements with atomic numbers of 16 (S) or more were obtained by PIXE (Johansson and Campbell, 1988), and concentrations of hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen by PESA (Nguyen and Martinsson, 2007). PESA was implemented for analysis of samples collected after 2005. Detection limits reached from several down to 0.1 ng m⁻³ STP, depending on element. The accuracy for elemental determination by both methods is estimated to be 10% (Nguyen and Martinsson, 2007). The PIXE technique can also detect silicon (Si) when the concentrations are high, such as in aerosol samples which are dominated by aerosol particles from volcanic eruptions. In samples with low concentrations of Si problems arise due to interference with sulphur, which is often dominant. In samples with a S/Si ratio below a critical value, these effects have been corrected for, but for larger S/Si ratios corrections were not possible and the measured Si concentrations were excluded from the results. Elements that usually are below the detection limit (Sr, Zr) were detectable in samples collected in the Eyjafjallajökull volcanic clouds, using longer than usual analysis times.

We further use data from ozone measurements performed by two instruments on the CARIBIC platform. A UV-photometer is used for accurate determination of the ozone concentration by absorption of UV light and also serves as a standard for a fast chemiluminescence detector which enables ozone detection with high temporal resolution. The accuracy is estimated to be 0.3–1% at typical mixing ratios at a measurement frequency of 10 Hz (Zahn et al., 2012).

Also measurements of SO₂ concentrations and particle size distributions during the flights in the volcanic cloud from Eyjafjallajökull were used in this study. Concentrations of SO₂ are obtained from the CARIBIC DOAS (Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy) instrument (Dix et al., 2009), detecting NO₂, HCHO, HONO, BrO, OClO, O₃, SO₂ and O₃ simultaneously by measuring scattered or reflected sunlight, collected with three telescopes pointing to −82°, −10° and +10° relative to the horizon, with a temporal resolution of 8 s. During the volcanic flights the instrument was only functioning properly on May 16, measuring in the −82° and −10° directions (Heute et al., 2011). Particle size distributions are measured with an integrated OPC (Optical Particle Counter), which measures particles with a diameter in the
Fig. 1. Ratio of particulate sulphur to ozone concentration in aerosol samples collected in the tropopause region (grey circles) and the lowermost stratosphere (black triangles). The dotted line indicates the geometrical mean of samples collected before the eruption of Kasatochi in August 2008. The occasions of major eruptions are marked by vertical lines.

range of approximately 0.1–1µm. OPC measurements from the volcanic flight on 19 May were used in this study (Heue et al., 2011; Rauthe-Schöch et al., 2012). A time resolution of 3 min was used to calculate the OPC size distributions during this flight.

Potential vorticity (PV) at the location of the aircraft was used to determine whether collected particles were of tropospheric or stratospheric origin, the tropopause region was defined as the region between 1.5–3 PVU (Potential Vorticity Unit; 1 PVU = 10^{-6} K m^2 kg^{-1} s^{-1}). PV was derived from archived ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecast) analyses with a resolution of 1 × 1 degree in the horizontal direction and 91 vertical hybrid sigma-pressure model levels. To obtain PV at the aircraft position the PV values were interpolated linearly in latitude, longitude, log pressure and time for each sample.

The recent history of probed air was investigated by means of 5-days backward air mass trajectories, calculated every third minute along the flight route using the trajectory model TRAJKS (Scheele et al., 1996) and the horizontal and vertical wind fields provided by ECMWF.

Complementary to trajectory analysis, lidar measurements from the CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations) satellite were used. The lidar is equipped with a Nd:YAG laser producing highly polarized co-aligned beams with wavelengths of 532 and 1064 nm. Clouds and different types of aerosol particles can be identified since the shape and size of particles and droplets cause different scattering properties at these wavelengths (Winker et al., 2009).

3 Results

3.1 Identification of volcanic aerosol

A first indication of volcanic influence on CARIBIC UT/LMS aerosol samples is high concentrations of sulphur. These concentrations correspond to sulphate aerosol produced from SO_2 emitted during eruptions. Such influence is mainly seen in stratospheric samples, where the residence time of aerosol particles is long compared to the troposphere. In Fig. 1 the ratio of S/O_3 is used as an indicator of volcanic influence on stratospheric aerosol. Concentrations of S and O_3 show a correlation in absence of volcanic influence, since both sulphate and ozone are produced in the stratosphere with the aid of shortwave radiation. Consequently, high concentrations of sulphur are usually observed in association with downward transport in the stratosphere, together with elevated O_3 levels (Martinsson et al., 2009). Explosive volcanic eruptions disturb this ratio by injecting large amounts of additional sulphur. In Fig. 1, volcanic influence is indicated by elevated S/O_3 ratios following major eruptions (VEI 4) of the Kasatochi (52.18° N, 175.51° W, August, 2008), Redoubt (60.49° N, 152.74° W, March/April, 2009) and Sarychev (48.09° N, 153.20° E, June, 2009) volcanoes. The sulphurous and carbonaceous components of the aerosol related to the Kasatochi eruption were discussed in detail in the study by Martinsson et al. (2009). Fig. 1 shows that elevated S/O_3 ratios prevailed for at least four months after the Kasatochi eruption and were just reaching background levels when elevated concentrations of sulphur again were observed after the Redoubt and Sarychev eruptions in 2008. The small effects of the Eyjafjallajökull (63.63° N, 19.62° W) eruption in April/May 2010 can be explained by the fact that the emissions were poor in SO_2 and that only a small fraction of the plume reached the stratosphere (BGVN, 2010; Thomas and Prata, 2011). However,
very high concentrations of crustal elements were found in three aerosol samples collected during the special flights on 16 May and 19 May 2010, strongly indicating volcanic influence. These samples were collected in the troposphere and are thus not included in Fig. 1, which only shows samples collected in the stratosphere or the tropopause region.

Further connection to the eruptions was established by using 5-days, and in one case 8-days, backward trajectory analysis for samples following the Kasatochi (Martinsson et al., 2009), Sarychev and Eyjafjallajökull eruptions. The first samples following the eruption of Redoubt were collected more than a month after the first explosion; hence trajectory analysis could not be used to verify volcanic origin. In addition, these samples show less elevation in their S/O₃ ratio than the samples following Sarychev and Kasatochi. The eruptions of Sarychev and Kasatochi emitted approximately 1.2 Tg (Haywood et al., 2010) and 2 Tg (Yang et al., 2010) of SO₂, respectively, into the atmosphere which can be compared to only 0.08 Tg by the eruption of Redoubt (Lopez et al., 2009). It is thus unlikely that the sulphate aerosol produced by the Redoubt eruption had large enough influence for a clear identification in sampled aerosol. It is possible that the elevated concentrations in the samples instead are due to downward transport of an upper branch of the aerosol produced in the preceding eruption of Kasatochi. The volcanically influenced aerosol also contains a crustal component, which will be further discussed in Sect. 3.2. Stratospheric concentrations of crustal elements such as potassium (K) and iron (Fe) show a seasonal dependence with high concentrations in spring (March to June) that seem to be connected with transport across the tropopause from the troposphere (Martinsson et al., 2005). The samples collected following the Redoubt eruption were collected at this time of the year; therefore it cannot be excluded that the crustal component of the aerosol has been transported from the boundary layer rather than been injected by the eruption. Due to the uncertainty of the source of the aerosol following the Redoubt eruption, these samples are excluded from further consideration.

Trajectory analysis performed for each of the three samples with large crustal components from the Eyjafjallajökull volcanic clouds showed that the sampled air had passed over the volcano. The transport time from the volcano to the aircraft position, and thus the age of the aerosol, was estimated to have been about 40 and 45 h for the samples collected May 16 and about 25 h for the sample collected May 19. The time for sampling within the volcanic cloud, and thereby the most likely transport path, was determined from peaks in the SO₂ and particle mass concentrations obtained from the CARIBIC DOAS and OPC instruments (Heue et al., 2011; Rauthe-Schöch et al., 2012).

Trajectory analysis conducted for samples following the Sarychev eruption was combined with lidar measurements from CALIPSO (Fig. 2). The large amount of sulphate produced during this eruption made it possible to follow the volcanic aerosol in the lidar measurements up to more than a month after the eruption. Aerosol layers detected by CALIPSO at an altitude between 10 and 13 km were identified, and this information was put together with the path of calculated air mass trajectories. By this method aerosol produced in the eruption earlier than the 5 days backward time span of the trajectories could be linked to the eruption, by investigating if the trajectories intersected these aerosol layers. Three samples collected during the first flight after the Sarychev eruption, taking place 12 days after the start of the eruption, had trajectories that clearly traversed aerosol layers.

Fig. 2. Air-mass back-trajectories (thin black lines) calculated for one sample collected during the first CARIBIC flight from Frankfurt to Caracas at 23 June 2009 (orange dotted line) following the eruption of Sarychev, combined with volcanic aerosol (VA) layers at 10–13 km altitude (colored lines) obtained from CALIPSO lidar measurements at 21 June 2009. Green circles indicate where trajectories and aerosol layers intersect horizontally and vertically.
Also Zr was found in enhanced concentrations in deposits from a volcanic plume compared to the magma (Moune et al., 2005), indicating that also this element could have been abundant in the gas phase and condensed onto the ash particles.

The oxygen content (corrected for the amount of oxygen assumed bound to sulphurous aerosol in the form of sulphate) is also high compared to that of the fallout sample. The amount of oxygen in the fallout sample was not measured (indicated by grey symbols in Fig. 3), but are expressed as generalized oxygen proportions to the corresponding elements. It should however represent the approximate oxygen content, indicating that there is more oxygen in the aerosol samples. A likely explanation for the extra oxygen is that part of it is bound to the carbonaceous fraction of the aerosol (see Sect. 3.3).

The ash component of the Eyjafjallajökull aerosol is also similar to Earth’s crustal composition (Rudnic and Fountain, 1995). Although analysis of rare elements such as the chalcophile metals (Bi, Cd, Cu, In, Pb and Tl), found in volcanic plumes from degassing of silicate melts (Hinkley et al., 1994), would be necessary to distinguish volcanic ash from this type of source, the high concentrations of crustal elements together with elevated sulphur concentrations in the aerosol samples are strong evidence of volcanic origin. On a final note, all of the elements, except manganese (Mn), in these three samples have the highest concentrations noted in the entire CARIBIC data set taken over a 10 years period. Therefore the composition of crustal elements in the Eyjafjallajökull aerosol samples (Fig. 3) is used here to define the ash component of volcanic aerosol.

The ash component of the sampled aerosol caused by the Kasatochi and Sarychev eruptions was identified by comparing it to the ash composition of the Eyjafjallajökull samples, as no fallout samples were available from these eruptions. Since this composition cannot be clearly distinguished from Earth’s crustal composition, it was used as an indicator of volcanic ash in those samples with elevated S/O$_3$ levels, and for early collected samples, where trajectory analysis indicate volcanic origin. In addition the identified samples from the Kasatochi and Sarychev eruptions were collected in the summer to winter period when little influence of crustal particles in the LMS is seen (Martinsson et al., 2005). Only the three first samples following the Sarychev eruption were collected in spring when concentrations are usually elevated. For these samples however there is strong evidence of volcanic influence from the trajectory analysis and aerosol composition. Also meteoritic material can contribute to elements indicative of crustal material. Samples which are mainly influenced by meteorites can be identified by their Fe/Ni ratio (Kopp, 1997), which was used to exclude them from this study.

In Fig. 4 we include all samples having a crustal component classified to be of volcanic origin. These samples have a geometric residual sum of squares (RSS) in their elemental iron ratios of less than two compared to the geometric mean.
Fig. 4. Elemental ratio to iron in aerosol samples collected following eruptions of Sarychev and Kasatochi vs. geometric mean of volcanic aerosol collected in the volcanic cloud from Eyjafjallajökull. The dashed line indicates equal ratio. Samples with a Residual Sum of Squares (RSS) of less than two are included in the figures. Samples collected less than two weeks after the start of the eruptions are marked by dark circles.

of the Eyjafjallajökull aerosol samples (shown in Fig. 3). A minimum limit of at least three detected elements was applied to be able to examine the composition. Also the detection limit of undetected elements in relation to the iron content was taken into account. Samples were excluded if more than one of the elements K, Ca, Ti or Mn were missing even though they were expected to have had a concentration above the detection limit in relation to the content of Fe in the samples. One missing element was accepted to account for the risk of contamination due to mixing in the atmosphere and since it is likely that the composition of ash from different eruptions is not exactly the same. The ash composition depends on the magma type as well as on the absorption of volatiles onto the ash particles which is controlled by a number of factors such as eruption type, concentration of gases and particles and particle size (Witham et al., 2005). As can be seen from Fig. 4, Si is only represented in a few samples which is due to problems with interference with S as described in Sect. 2. Also Mn is represented only in a few samples since its concentrations in ash is low hence falling below the detection limit in samples of low ash content.

The composition of samples collected 8 days after the Kasatochi eruption and 12 days after the Sarychev eruption (indicated by dark circles in Fig. 4) show good agreement with the composition of the Eyjafjallajökull sample, except for lower concentrations of K in the sample from the Kasatochi eruption. Also samples collected one month or more after the eruptions are similar in their composition but ratios show more scatter. The larger deviations in composition in these samples indicate that the aerosols are more mixed and influenced by other sources. In addition changed emissions during the eruptions can cause variations in the composition of ash. The identified samples, classified as volcanic aerosol both by elevated S/O ratios and composition of the crustal (ash) component, range in age between 8 to 128 days and 12 to 77 days from the start of the explosive phase of the Kasatochi and Sarychev eruptions, respectively. The length of these eruptions adds an uncertainty to these age estimates (1 and 5 days of explosive eruptions in the case of Kasatochi and Sarychev, respectively, BGVN, 2009; Waythomas et al., 2010).

3.3 Carbonaceous aerosol in volcanic clouds

The aerosol in volcanic clouds studied here contains a large fraction of carbonaceous aerosol. This has earlier been observed following the eruption of Kasatochi (Martinsson et al., 2009; Schmale et al., 2010) and in fresh volcanic clouds (Carn et al., 2011). A carbonaceous aerosol component has been observed in volcanic clouds from several volcanoes despite the fact that only for few volcanos lava can interact with carbonates in the crust prior to eruption. The volcanoes considered here do not belong to this category. This is corroborated by the measurements because the stoichiometric relations between carbon, oxygen, sulphur and ash elements in the sampled aerosol do not permit such an oxygen-rich form of carbon. Therefore explanations other than direct volcanic emissions need to be considered. One common source of carbonaceous material is combustion. Pyro-convection during forest fires can inject particles into the UT/LMS. However such events are not frequent and none one of the events identified in Guan et al. (2010) coincides with the eruptions studied here. Also no clearly elevated concentrations of K in excess of the ash concentration are seen in the samples, which would be expected from fires (Andreae et al., 1998).
alternative explanation is the carbon content of the air that is entrained into the volcanic jet and lifted with the volcanic effluents. Mixing with air creates the buoyancy needed for the formation of a volcanic plume that can reach the stratosphere (Suzuki and Koyaguchi, 2010).

To obtain an estimate on the organic aerosol concentration in the region of the volcanoes studied, we consider the conditions in the boundary layer, where large numbers of observations are available. Boundary layer air contains high concentrations of carbonaceous aerosol from anthropogenic and from natural sources. Jimenez et al. (2009) report average urban organic aerosol concentrations up to 30 000 ng m$^{-3}$ (Beijing, China) and, even at remote sites like Hyytiala, Finland the organic concentration exceeds one thousand ng m$^{-3}$. In a study focusing on the USA, urban regions average concentrations of several thousand ng m$^{-3}$ were found and in rural areas the organic concentration was of the order 1000 ng m$^{-3}$ (Hand et al., 2012). Interestingly, the Alaskan rural average organic aerosol concentration peaks in August, the month of the Kasatochi eruption, at approximately 3000 ng m$^{-3}$. Organic aerosol sources extend also to the oceans. Regional and seasonal variation in oceanic biological activity can be derived from SeaWiFS sensor on the OrbView2 satellite. The activity shows strong geographical and seasonal variations (Stramska, 2009). Measurements in Maze Head (Ireland) show organic aerosol concentration of several hundred ng m$^{-3}$ connected with biologic activity in the ocean during spring to autumn (O’Dowd et al., 2004; Yoon et al., 2007). All three volcanoes studied here erupted in the biologically active part of the year. Modelling of the global distribution of yearly average organic aerosol with the ocean source included indicate high, to a large degree ocean-derived, organic aerosol concentration over the ocean surrounding island volcanoes Sarychev, Kasatochi and Eyjafjallajökull. For Sarychev a concentration of approximately 1000 ng m$^{-3}$ was obtained, the same or somewhat lower for Kasatochi and a few hundred ng m$^{-3}$ for Eyjafjallajökull (Spracklen et al., 2008). Additional organic material can be derived from gaseous precursors. Influence of volcanic halogen emissions on organic chemistry is important in the often OH poor volcanic clouds (von Glasow et al., 2009). In the volcanic cloud of Eyjafjallajökull chlorine radicals rapidly depleted organic trace gases to levels well below background concentrations (Baker et al., 2011). Such processes can further add particulate carbon to the volcanic cloud. The LMS particulate carbon concentration measured by CARIBIC outside directly injected volcanic clouds is approximately 100 ng m$^{-3}$ at STP. In volcanic clouds the concentration typically is a few hundred ng m$^{-3}$ STP, reaching more than one thousand ng m$^{-3}$ STP in three observations of the volcanic cloud from Sarychev. The regional average particulate carbon concentrations in the boundary layer around the volcanoes studied here are thus comparable to the observations at high altitude (free troposphere, UT and LMS) in this study. Although sources in direct connection to the

Fig. 5. Major components of aerosol samples collected following eruptions in Eyjafjallajökull, Sarychev and Kasatochi. Aerosol collected 1.5, 6 and 11 weeks after the eruption in Sarychev are shown as averages of 3, 6 and 2 samples respectively. The composition of aerosol collected 18 weeks after the Kasatochi eruption is an average of 3 samples. The remaining aerosol compositions are each represented by only one sample. The carbonaceous fraction is averaged over all samples of the aerosol from Sarychev, see text for further details.

3.4 Major components

The main components of the samples classified as volcanic aerosol are carbon, sulphate and ash (Fig. 5). Samples influenced by Kasatochi and Sarychev are grouped with respect to age, where the compositions of aerosol collected at approximately the same time from the eruptions (i.e. from the same CARIBIC flight sequence) are presented as mean values. The carbonaceous component is presented as the mass of the measured carbon concentrations, since the stoichiometry of the carbon aerosol is unknown. The mass of sulphate ($SO_4$) was calculated by adding the amount of oxygen corresponding to the measured mass of sulphur, assuming that all sulphur is in the form of $SO_4$. In a similar manner the mass of the ash components in the Eyjafjallajökull samples were obtained by adding the mass of oxygen according to the fallout

volcano, such as burning vegetation and sedimentary layers, also could contribute to carbonaceous aerosol, we hypothesize that organic material in entrained air constitutes a significant fraction of the particulate carbon observed in volcanic clouds.
sample presented in the table by Sigmundsson et al. (2010). Elements found in ash that could not be detected, primarily sodium (Na), magnesium (Mg), aluminum (Al) and phosphorus (P), were calculated according to the composition of the fallout sample using the relation to the iron content. The entire ash components of samples influenced by the Sarychev and Kasatochi eruptions were estimated based on their Fe content since many of the elements were below their detection limits. In these samples the mass of Fe, S and C was corrected for stratospheric background concentrations calculated as averages of samples with concentrations below the 95 percentile collected during the period from 1999 to the eruption of Kasatochi in August 2008. For S and C this correction was done with respect to the O$_3$ mixing ratios measured during the sampling time since they show a correlation with O$_3$. For Fe, the background correction was done with respect to season, divided into December–February, June–August and September–November (no samples were obtained in the period March–May). Since the samples from the Eyjafjallajökull eruption originate in lower altitudes than the CARIBIC platform usually measures, no such correction was made for them. Therefore C and S components should be considered to represent maximum estimates. However the concentrations were very high so the background influence must likely was small.

Figure 5 reveals that the samples collected following Eyjafjallajökull’s eruption show little variation in their compositions, they mainly consist of ash and sulphate in about equal amounts. In contrast samples influenced by the eruptions of Kasatochi and Sarychev to a large extent consist of sulphate and carbon, while the ash component is well below 10 %. Even though the carbon and sulphate components comprise a smaller part of the mass in the Eyjafjallajökull samples compared to those influenced by the other two volcanoes, the respective concentrations are of similar magnitude as in the Kasatochi and Sarychev samples, while the ash component is approximately a factor of 10 higher in the Eyjafjallajökull samples.

The aerosol from Sarychev shows a strong dependence of the carbon-to-sulphur ratio on latitude, with increasing C/S ratio with increasing latitude, while the iron-to-sulphur ratio shows no such dependence (not shown). Possibly changing properties of the eruptions that persisted for several days and/or differences in carbonaceous aerosol precursor gases combined with transport patterns from the source could explain this latitudinal dependence. The time evolution of C can thus not be given. Instead the average C/S over the volcanically influenced samples taken from June to October 2009 was used to obtain the C component for Sarychev in Fig. 5. A decreasing fraction of ash with time is observed from Sarychev. The aerosol from the Kasatochi eruption has a simpler C-to-S relation. The sulphurous fraction shows an increase with time, whereas the ash and carbonaceous fractions decline.

3.5 Effects of sedimentation and coagulation on the composition evolution

Figure 5 shows that there is a change in the relations of the components of the Kasatochi and Sarychev volcanic aerosol with its age. The relative increase of SO$_4$ is likely caused by the transformation of SO$_2$ into SO$_4$ particles. Also higher rates of removal of ash (and C) might contribute to the observed pattern. Since all samples older than two weeks were taken in the stratosphere or the tropopause region, where little wet scavenging occurs, the solubility of the particles had no or only a small influence on the rate of deposition. The impact of different sedimentation rates of ash and SO$_4$ particles was investigated by estimating their settling velocity. In the computations the particle diameters that carry most of the mass according to the particle mass distributions were applied. For the sulphate particles, spherical droplets of sulphuric acid solution with a diameter of 0.6 µm (Martinsson et al., 2005) (corresponding to 0.76 µm aerodynamic diameter) and a density of 1600 kg m$^{-3}$ (Yue et al., 1994) were used in the calculations. The diameter of the sulphate aerosol estimated by Martinsson et al. (2005) was obtained from the effective radius of stratospheric aerosol from lidar observations (Bauman et al., 2003) during a period with low volcanic activity. Thus the radius is underestimated for volcanic aerosol which usually exhibit larger diameters (Bauman et al., 2003; Deshler et al., 2003). Ash particles usually have substantially larger diameters (Schumann et al., 2011). The 2 µm aerodynamic diameter upper size limit of the aerosol sampler was thus used to estimate the upper limit in settling velocity of the ash. The thickness of the volcanic aerosol layers from the Sarychev and Kasatochi eruptions, through which the volcanic aerosol has to settle, was estimated by locating the altitude of volcanic aerosol during the first week after the eruptions using CALIPSO lidar measurements. After some time the identified volcanic aerosol layers are assumed to have been horizontally mixed and contributed to a more or less homogeneous aerosol layer. Therefore a cumulative altitude distribution of the volcanically influenced air from 10 km altitude and upwards was calculated, by summing all events when volcanic aerosol was observed at a certain altitude, see Fig. 6. According to the above method about 85 % of the identified aerosol following the Sarychev eruption was injected to a height between 10 and 15 km. Therefore a 5 km thick layer was assumed to have been produced. The aerosol layer formed by the Kasatochi eruption was less homogeneous with 75 % of the aerosol located between 10–13 km and the remaining aerosol extending up to ~20 km. During the 2 months we followed these volcanic clouds, the 2 µm ash particles fall a distance of about 10 % of the thickness of the volcanic aerosol layer produced by Sarychev and about 17 % of the lowest 3 km of the volcanic aerosol produced by Kasatochi. Since the aerosol samples were collected in the lower part of these layers, at 10–11.3 km, there should thus still be large amounts of 2 µm ash particles, originating in the
upper part of the volcanic aerosol layers. Bearing in mind that the sulphate sedimentation was underestimated and that of ash was overestimated, this simple estimation suggests that the difference in deposition velocity between ash and sulphate particles only has minor importance for the relation between the measured ash and sulphate concentrations on the timescale considered here.

In addition, coagulation of particles needs to be considered as it can enhance the sedimentation velocity and can grow particles to diameters outside the collection range of the sampler. However the particle concentrations in samples collected more than one week after the Kasatochi and Sarychev eruptions are low, ∼22 ng m$^{-3}$ ash and ∼156 ng m$^{-3}$ SO$_4$ in the first sample collected following the Kasatochi eruption. Calculations based on thermal coagulation (Hinds, 1999), points that to the effects of particle coagulation is very small in the concentrations encountered in these volcanic clouds. In order to simplify the estimates of coagulation, the case of monodispersed ash and sulphate particles of the same properties as described for the sedimentation calculations was used. The resulting change in the number concentration both from coagulation of ash and of sulphate particles is less than 1 % during the 2 months considered. Coagulation thus is estimated to be of minor importance because the aerosol concentrations in the observed clouds are too low for that process to be efficient.

3.6 Sulphur dioxide conversion rate in volcanic clouds

To further evaluate the evolution of the volcanic aerosol the sulphate and ash components were studied more in detail. In Fig. 7 the ratio of Fe/S shows the relation between the ash and sulphate components as a function of time after the eruptions. As the difference in sedimentation velocity of ash and sulphate particles in the 0.08–2 µm size range were estimated to be of small importance, the decreasing trend of Fe/S is likely explained by the conversion rate of SO$_2$ into sulphate aerosol. The residence time of SO$_2$ can thus be estimated from the decrease in the Fe/S ratios. From the reaction of SO$_2$ with OH, which mainly controls the conversion into sulphate aerosol (Weisenstein et al., 1997), an exponential decay rate of the number concentrations of SO$_2$ can be derived (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006);

$$C_{n,SO_2}(t) = C_{n,SO_2}(0) e^{-kt}.$$  

where $k$ is the loss rate constant. Since the depletion rate $C_{SO_2}^n(t)/dt$ of SO$_2$ molecules equals the production rate of SO$_4$, the mass concentration ratio of Fe and S can be expressed as;

$$\frac{C_{n,Fe}}{C_{n,SO_2}(t)} \propto \frac{C_{m,Fe}}{C_{m,S}(t)} = A 1 - e^{-kt}. $$  

where $C_n$ and $C_m$ denotes number respective mass concentrations. The constant $A$ is the mass concentration ratio of Fe from ash and total S from SO$_2$ that is eventually converted to sulphate. Since the composition of volcanic aerosol depends on the eruption characteristics (magma composition, explosivity, temperature, gas release etc., Mather et al., 2003) aerosol from different eruptive events cannot be expected to have similar Fe/S ratios. Still most samples collected following the Sarychev and Kasatochi eruptions show large similarities in their Fe/S ratio with respect to age. Thus Eq. (2) was fitted to the Fe/S ratio in Sarychev and Kasatochi eruptions.

---

**Fig. 6.** Cumulative altitude distributions of volcanic injections above 10 km the first week after the Sarychev and Kasatochi eruptions. The distributions was deduced from the number of observations of volcanic aerosol layers in CALIPSO lidar measurements as a function of altitude, see the text for further details.

**Fig. 7.** Mass ratio of iron to sulphur in aerosol samples influenced by three volcanoes (marked by different symbols) vs. time since the start of the eruptions. The line shows a fit to the Fe/S ratio for the samples influenced by the Sarychev and Kasatochi eruptions. Samples shown with open symbols have been excluded from the fit.
samples, assuming similar emission ratio of Fe/S in the eruptions. The logarithm of the Fe/S ratios was used in the fitting to avoid over representing the large ratios appearing the first two weeks after the eruptions. Changed emissions during the eruptions as well as atmospheric conditions that affect mixing and transport also influence the composition of the aerosol. As stated earlier, the ash component was rather simple to recognize within two weeks after the eruption, and thereafter it was more influenced by other sources. Such influences could explain some of the deviations from the decreasing trend in Fig. 7. Also deviations from the average background concentrations used in the corrections have to be considered. Samples taken more than 100 days after the eruptions show large deviations from the general tendency, probably as the result of dilution of the volcanic cloud and mixing, and are excluded from the fit. One younger Sarychev sample shows large deviation compared to other samples collected at approximately the same time, and has therefore also been excluded.

Samples from the Eyjafjallajökull volcanic cloud was not included in this fit. As was seen in Fig. 5, the relative concentration of sulphate is low in samples from the Eyjafjallajökull eruption compared to the samples following Sarychev and Kasatochi, likely due to the large emissions of fine grained ash in the Eyjafjallajökull eruption (BGVN, 2010). In addition these samples were collected close to the eruption which implicates short time for conversion of SO$_2$ into sulphate aerosol. However the residence time of SO$_2$ in the troposphere where these samples were collected are considerably shorter than in the stratosphere, only hours to few days (McGonigle et al., 2004; Carn et al., 2011), leading to rapid conversion into sulphate aerosol. These samples should therefore not follow the same decay as those collected at higher altitudes. Also no background correction was made for the Eyjafjallajökull samples as mentioned earlier. An additional important aspect is initial processes in the volcanic cloud that lead to growth by aggregation and rapid sedimentation of fine ash particles (Rose et al., 2001). Such processes could be of importance during sampling in the Eyjafjallajökull volcanic clouds because they were only 1–2 days old.

The residence time of SO$_2$ (1/k) in the tropopause region and LMS after the eruptions of Kasatochi and Sarychev was from the fitted curve estimated to be 45±22 days (mean ± standard error). The value of A, representing the ratio of total Fe and S was estimated to 0.0036 corresponding to a final ash/SO$_4$ mass ratio of approximately 0.016 for particles in the 0.08–2 μm size range considered here.

4 Discussion

Previous estimates of residence time of SO$_2$ for the volcanic cloud of Kasatochi span from 9 days (Krotkov et al., 2010), to 18 days (Karagulian et al., 2010) and up to 62 days (Jurkat et al., 2010). The residence time of SO$_2$ following the Sarychev eruption has been estimated to 11 days (Haywood et al., 2010). Thus there is a large spread in estimated residence times. Estimations of the conversion rate of SO$_2$ following the Pinatubo eruption are less dispersed; 35 days (Bluth and Doiron, 1992), 33 days (Read et al., 1993) and 25±5 as well as 23±5 days (Guo et al., 2004). Except in the work by Guo et al. (2004), uncertainty of the estimated residence time has not been given. Thus it is difficult to compare the validity of our estimate to others. While earlier estimates obtained for the Pinatubo eruption (satellite based) and by aircraft observations for Kasatochi (Jurkat et al., 2010) lie within our uncertainty limits, the results based on satellite observations of the Kasatochi and Sarychev volcanic clouds are considerably lower. The spread in estimated residence time, both between similar and dissimilar methods, underscore that it is valuable to perform calculations of SO$_2$ residence time in different volcanic clouds and by different methods, and not only rely on the more consistent results from the Pinatubo eruption.

For the Kasatochi and Sarychev eruptions, it seems like the aircraft observations of volcanic clouds (Jurkat et al., 2010; this study) result in longer residence times than the satellite based measurements (see above). Haywood et al. (2010) argue that the detection limit of the IASI satellite measurements could lead to somewhat underestimated residence time (up to 50%). Measurements following the Kasatochi eruption based on particle detection by OSIRIS on board the satellite Odin corresponded to a SO$_2$ residence time of approximately 30 days (Bourassa et al., 2010). This points to that the difference between the Kasatochi measurements is connected to whether the measurements are based on detection of SO$_2$ or particles rather than satellite or in situ. Heard et al. (2012) modelled SO$_2$ and aerosol optical depth (AOD). Their results were compared with satellite observations from IASI and OSIRIS for the eruption of Sarychev. In their model SO$_2$ remained longer and the particle concentration rose faster than in the observations. The detection limit of the satellite SO$_2$ retrieval was suggested as a possible cause for the faster decrease of SO$_2$ in observed data, while for the AOD the inadequately modelling of nucleation were proposed as the main reason for the earlier peak of the AOD in the model as particle reached the optically active accumulation mode to fast.

Aircraft measurements suffer from the difficulties to follow a volcanic cloud as it ages, and the sampling of volcanically influenced air at one position cannot be guaranteed to be representative for the whole volcanic cloud. The methodology used in this study demands that the ratio of ash and SO$_2$ injected into the UT/LMS by the volcanoes were constant and that influence from coagulation has declined before the first measurement used in the estimate of the residence time. These assumptions are likely simplifications, where the former causes scatter in the data whereas coagulation would tend to cause a shorter estimate of residence time than the actual one. One important difference between
the aircraft and satellite observations is that while the in-situ measurements are constrained to a well-defined altitude, the remote sensing SO$_2$ instruments observe the whole atmospheric column. The altitude of the Kasatoki plume is estimated to 12.5 ± 4 km by Karagulian et al. (2010) and 10–12 km by Krotkov et al. (2010). Mixing with tropospheric air, where residence times are shorter, cannot be excluded and would have affected the satellite based estimates. Krotkov et al. (2010) suggest the rather low altitude of the Kasatoki plume and the dynamic UT/LMS in the extra tropics as an explanation for why they derive a shorter SO$_2$ residence time (9 days) compared to the one observed after the Pinatubo eruption, that injected material well into the stratosphere.

Finally differences in the actual residence times following the eruptions of Sarychev and Kasatoki compared to that following Pinatubo may well be caused by differences in the abundance of OH. The latitudinal dependence could thereby be of significance as Pinatubo is located in the tropics that following Pinatubo may well be caused by differences in the eruptions of Sarychev and Kasatoki compared to the mid-latitudes (Gross and Khalil, 2000), where the Kasatoki and Sarychev volcanoes are located, leading to longer residence times. Since the eruptions occurred in June (Pinatubo and Sarychev) and August (Kasatoki), there should be negligible differences in the OH concentration due to seasonal variation in the UV flux. An important factor is likely to be the altitude for which these estimates were made, since OH concentrations increase strongly above ~20 km (Gross and Khalil, 2000). The results obtained in this study and by Jurkat et al. (2010) are based on aircraft measurements at altitudes of 7–12 km, which is just below the center of the volcanic cloud as observed by satellites. The volcanic cloud that was observed by satellite following the Pinatubo eruption was injected well into the stratosphere to altitudes of ~25 km (Guo et al., 2004). Thus the longer residence times measured by aircraft might be typical for the altitude and latitude considered.

5 Conclusions

Volcanic aerosol have been collected in the tropopause region and lowermost stratosphere following major eruptions of the Kasatoki and Sarychev volcanoes, and in the troposphere in the volcanic cloud from the Eyjafjallajökull eruption in 2010. The main components of the volcanic aerosol were found to be sulphate, ash and carbonaceous material, where the source of the latter is proposed to be low-altitude tropospheric air that is entrained into the volcanic jet and plume. In samples collected in the volcanic cloud from Eyjafjallajökull ash and sulphate contributed approximately equal amounts to the total aerosol mass (~45 %). In samples collected following Sarychev and Kasatoki ash was a minor part of the aerosol (1–7 %) while sulphate (50–77 %) and carbon (21–43 %) were dominating. These fractions changed with the age of the aerosol. In this study we could follow the evolution of volcanic aerosol during more than twice the residence time of SO$_2$ in a volcanic cloud. The first samples collected 1 and 1.5 weeks after the eruption of Kasatoki and Sarychev consisted of 14 % and 5 % ash relative to the mass of sulphate, respectively. After 10 and 11 weeks the ash component was still identifiable, but had decreased to about 2 % relative to the sulphate mass for both eruptions. The ash/sulphate ratio of aerosol collected following the Kasatoki and Sarychev eruptions showed a decreasing trend. From this decay the residence time of SO$_2$ in the tropopause region and lowermost stratosphere was estimated to be 45 ± 22 days. Previous estimates of SO$_2$ residence time following the Kasatoki and Sarychev eruptions by different methods based on SO$_2$ or sulphate detection as well as in situ or remote sensing from satellites, are of the same magnitude although distributed over a rather wide range from 9 to 62 days. In contrast more consistent residence times was observed from satellite measurements following the large eruption of Pinatubo in 1991. This emphasizes that it is more difficult to measure the conversion rates of SO$_2$ after intermediate eruptions. The difficulties could be connected with variability in composition, detection problem and/or the altitude distribution of SO$_2$ after the eruptions.
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Sources of increase in lowermost stratospheric sulphurous and carbonaceous aerosol background concentrations during 1999-2008 derived from CARIBIC flights
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ABSTRACT

This study focuses on sulphurous and carbonaceous aerosol, the major constituents of particulate matter in the lowermost stratosphere (LMS), based on in situ measurements from 1999 to 2008. Aerosol particles in the size range of 0.08-2 μm were collected monthly during intercontinental flights with the CARIBIC passenger aircraft, presenting the first long-term study on carbonaceous aerosol in the LMS. Elemental concentrations were derived via subsequent laboratory-based ion beam analysis. The stoichiometry indicates that the sulphurous fraction is sulphate, while an O/C ratio of 0.2 indicates that the carbonaceous aerosol is organic. The concentration of the carbonaceous component corresponded on average to approximately 25% of that of the sulphurous, and could not be explained by forest fires or biomass burning, since the average mass ratio of Fe to K was 16 times higher than typical ratios in effluents from biomass burning. The data reveal increasing concentrations of particulate sulphur and carbon with a doubling of particulate sulphur from 1999 to 2008 in the northern hemisphere LMS. Periods of elevated concentrations of particulate sulphur in the LMS are linked to downward transport of aerosol from higher altitudes, using ozone as a tracer for stratospheric air. Tropical volcanic eruptions penetrating the tropical tropopause are identified as the likely cause of the particulate sulphur and carbon increase in the LMS, where entrainment of lower tropospheric air into volcanic jets and plumes could be the cause of the carbon increase.

Keywords: lowermost stratosphere, elemental composition, volcanic aerosol, sulphurous aerosol, carbonaceous aerosol

1. Introduction

Aerosol particles play an important role in the radiation balance of the earth, with cooling and warming effects depending on particle composition. The combined aerosol effects are complex and estimated to provide a net negative radiative forcing (IPCC, 2007), which implies cooling of the earth surface. Because of the complexity and the scarcity of measurement data, the associated uncertainties are still large. Hence, it is important to learn more about particle chemical and elemental composition, not only for assessing the direct radiative effects, but also with regard to aerosol microphysical properties and, ultimately, cloud formation.

The major part of the particulate mass in the stratosphere is carried by submicrometer diameter particles (Deshler, 2008). Sedimentation velocities for such particles at these altitudes are low compared to the residence times of the air masses (Martinsson et al., 2005). Also for the upper troposphere (UT) and lowermost stratosphere (LMS), transport of air masses is of particular relevance for particles and precursor gases. We first briefly summarise some of the main
aspects of the dynamics affecting this region of the atmosphere. The lower bound of the LMS is the tropopause and the upper one the 380 K isentropic surface (Hoskins, 1991; Holton et al., 1995). Large-scale transport in the stratosphere occurs via the Brewer-Dobson (BD) circulation (Brewer, 1949; Dobson, 1956), in which tropical tropospheric air is first transported upwards to the tropical stratosphere and subsequently polewards, to descend finally through the LMS into the extratropical troposphere. Air reaching the tropical stratosphere can undergo fast transport (month) to mid-latitudes in a transitional branch or be moved diabatically upwards in deeper branches of the BD circulation (years) (Gettelman et al., 2011). The downward mass flux across the 380 K isentrope varies with season. In the northern hemisphere, a maximum is found in January and a minimum in July (Appenzeller et al., 1996). The subsidence through the LMS takes months, resulting in a seasonal maximum of stratospheric influence at the tropopause in May (Tang et al., 2011). In addition, direct two-way mass exchange between the UT and LMS, through the extratropical tropopause, occurs along isentropic surfaces (Dessler et al., 1995; Sprenger and Wernli, 2003). The LMS can thus be regarded as a mixture of air from the troposphere and the stratosphere. Mixing of air in the LMS creates concentration gradients of trace gases (Lelieveld et al., 1997; Zahn and Brenninkmeijer, 2003) and particulate matter (Martinsson et al., 2005).

Studies on stratospheric aerosol composition started with Junge et al. (1961). They found a water-soluble sulphurous component, subsequently identified as sulphuric acid and water (Rosen, 1971), formed via gas to particle conversion of mainly OCS and SO2 (Crutzen, 1976; Weisenstein et al., 1997; Martinsson et al., 2005). SOC photo-oxidises at high altitudes, within the deep BD branch, while SO2 oxidises at all altitudes in the stratosphere. A recent study by Bruhl et al. (2012) argues that OCS is the major source of non-volcanic particulate sulphur in the stratosphere, while Chin and Davis (1995) advocated that the emission rate of OCS alone is insufficient to explain the large amounts of particulate sulphur in the stratosphere. It remains unclear to what degree SO2 from fossil fuel combustion penetrates the tropical troposphere because of difficulties to distinguish its contribution to the stratospheric aerosol from that of OCS and volcanism (Solomon et al., 2011).

Large volcanic eruptions represent the strongest source of variability in stratospheric aerosol as they can inject substantial amounts of particulate matter and SO2 into the stratosphere (Robock, 2000). The eruption of Mount Pinatubo in 1991 was observed in the tropics (Dutton and Bodhaine, 2001) and delayed by more than half a year in the stratospheric column at mid-latitudes (Trickl et al., 2013). It perturbed the stratosphere for several years, with an estimated global surface cooling in the order of 0.5°C (McCormick et al., 1995) the year after eruption. A large decline in the aerosol load of the stratosphere was then observed in the following years (Deshler et al., 2006), until reaching a period of near-background conditions in the late 1990s.

LIDAR measurements (Hofmann et al., 2009) indicated increasing amounts of particulate matter in the stratosphere at mid-latitudes in the northern hemisphere after the year 2000. Vernier et al. (2011b) used satellite observations to address this increase and found that the trend increased after year 2005 in connection with volcanic eruptions, reaching the tropical stratosphere. The volcanic aerosol was eventually transported to mid-latitudes (Vernier et al., 2009), increasing the aerosol abundance in both the northern (Hofmann et al., 2009; Bazhenov et al., 2012) and southern hemisphere (Nagai et al., 2010). Solomon et al. (2011) estimated the effect of the stratospheric volcanic aerosol for the time period 2000–2010, to have had a mean radiative forcing of $-0.1 \text{ W m}^{-2}$. In addition to the direct injection via explosive volcanic eruptions, Bourassa et al. (2012) found evidence that the eruption of the tropical volcano Nabro in 2011 reached the UT and was lifted to the lower stratosphere, by the South Asian monsoon, where the effluents were transported to the extratropical stratosphere within 4 weeks of the eruption. Neely et al. (2013) later found that the contribution to the stratospheric aerosol load in this period from anthropogenic emissions and that of transport within the South Asian monsoon to be small, further validating volcanic eruptions in the tropics as the main cause of perturbation.

In addition to sulphate, a carbonaceous component in stratospheric particles was observed more recently (Murphy et al., 1998) and was found to be a large fraction of the UT/LMS aerosol (Nguyen and Martinsson, 2007; Schmale et al., 2010). Using electron microscopy, PIXE (particle-induced X-ray emission) and PESA (particle elastic scattering analysis), Nguyen et al. (2008) found a mixture of sulphurous and carbonaceous components in UT and LMS particles, with LMS particles containing a framework of carbonaceous material. Martinsson et al. (2009) and Schmale et al. (2010) found a large carbonaceous component in the aerosol from the Kasatochi eruption. In a recent study, based on model results and satellite measurements of extinction ratios from SAGE, Bruhl et al. (2012) suggest that organic particulate matter contributes a significant fraction to the light extinction in the LMS, as particulate sulphur concentrations from the model are insufficient to fully explain the observed light extinction in the stratosphere.

In situ measurements for elemental characterisation of particulate matter in the tropopause region are scarce. CARIBIC (Civil Aircraft for the Regular Investigation of the atmosphere Based on an Instrument Container,
In this study, the LMS background or close-to-background aerosol is investigated using the CARIBIC platform. For this purpose, datasets from the period 1999–2002 and 2005–2008 are used, spanning almost a decade (data after 2008 are omitted from this study as the LMS became perturbed by a direct injection of volcanic aerosol in Aug 2008). These data for sulphurous and carbonaceous fractions of LMS particles provide, as far as we know, the longest time series on particulate sulphur and the first long-term quantitative measurements of the particulate carbon content in the tropopause region. Aerosol concentrations are presented relative to the position of the tropopause, as temporal trends, seasonal differences and inter-annual variations. In addition, the chemical composition of the carbonaceous component is presented as stoichiometric ratios of oxygen to carbon, and aerosol sources are discussed and identified.

2. Methods

The first generation CARIBIC measurements (CARIBIC phase #1) (Brenninkmeijer et al., 1999) using intercontinental flights were performed in 1997–2002 on board a Boeing 767–300 ER from LTU International Airways providing the first long-term in situ observations of the chemical composition of aerosol particles, combined with particle number and trace gas concentrations. The present CARIBIC system (CARIBIC phase #2) is the second generation consisting of a 1.6-ton container with an extended scientific payload, sampling at cruise altitudes of 9–12 km (Brenninkmeijer et al., 2007). This new CARIBIC container is installed in a Lufthansa Airbus 340–600 on a monthly basis for four consecutive flights, since May 2005 (no aerosol samples were collected in the period May 2002–April 2005). This aircraft is equipped with a sophisticated inlet system for gases and particles. In situ measurements of aerosol particles and of trace gases (e.g. O$_3$, CO, NO/NO$_2$, VOCs, gaseous and condensed water) are carried out. Collected air samples are analysed for greenhouse gases, hydro- and halo carbons (Brenninkmeijer et al., 2007; Schuck et al., 2009; Baker et al., 2010; Oram et al., 2012). Monthly measurement flights depart from Frankfurt for destinations in South East Asia, East Asia, Southern Africa and North and South America, thus covering a large geographical area, mainly in the northern hemisphere.

2.1. Aerosol sampling

The aerosol data presented in this work from CARIBIC phase #1 and #2 have been obtained using two different inlet systems. Based on experimental studies and modelling, the CARIBIC phase #1 inlet efficiency for particle sizes of 0.1–1 μm was estimated to be 90% (Hermann et al., 2001). The present CARIBIC inlet system is described by Brenninkmeijer et al. (2007). Its sampling efficiency is estimated to be 60% at 5 μm particle diameter (Rauthe-Schöch et al., 2012), and based on modelling and experience with other aerosol inlets, its efficiency is estimated be at least 90% for particles of 0.01–1 μm diameter.

Collection of aerosol particles was undertaken by automated impactors (Nguyen et al., 2006), implemented in the CARIBIC instrument containers, collecting particles of 0.08–2 μm aerodynamic diameters. The CARIBIC phase #1 (phase #2) impactors have 14 (16) channels for sequential and integral samples. Each sequential sample is collected during typically 150 (100) minutes corresponding to flight distances of approximately 2200 (1500) km at cruise speed. The integral samples [1 (2) out of 14 (16) samples] are collected for the purpose of checking for sample contamination. The air sampling volume for a sequential sample is approximately 0.09 (0.25) m$^3$ STP [standard temperature (273.15 K) and pressure (1013.25 hPa)]. Sampling is suspended during take-off and landing, whenever pressure exceeds 350 hPa, to prevent mixed samples of lower tropospheric (or even boundary layer) and UT/LMS aerosol particles. Particles accelerated in 0.5 mm diameter impactor orifices are deposited in four spots (phase #2), forming a square pattern with centre distances between spots of 1.3 mm, whereas the CARIBIC phase #1 sampler collected aerosol from a single orifice (Martinsson et al., 2001). The sampling substrate consists of a 0.2 μm thin AP1TM polyimide film, a material well suited for ion beam analysis (IBA) (Papaspiropoulos et al., 1999; Nguyen and Martinsson, 2007).

2.2. Analyses of aerosol particles

Analyses were undertaken with a 2.55 MeV proton beam at the Lund IBA accelerator. The IBA measurement techniques used are PIXE and PESA. PIXE (Johansson and Campbell, 1988) was used for elements with an atomic number larger than 13 and PESA for measurements of lighter elements (hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen). Analyses were run in two steps, using the technique described by Nguyen and Martinsson (2007). Typical elemental minimum detection limits (MDL) in units of ng m$^{-3}$ STP are 1 (hydrogen), 15 (carbon), 7 (oxygen), 2 (sulphur) and 0.1 (iron). The accuracy of PIXE and PESA is estimated to be 10% (Nguyen and Martinsson, 2007). Concentrations below MDL were set to MDL/2. The detection frequencies, that is, the fraction of the samples with elemental concentrations above the MDL are: 100% (hydrogen),
83% (carbon), 100% (oxygen), 100% (sulphur) and 50% (iron).

Films with low deposited aerosol mass occasionally lead to significantly higher MDLs compared to the majority of the samples in the PESA analysis as a result of problems in identifying the aerosol deposit spot, which prevents analysis. This MDL problem is primarily associated with short sampling times. MDLs, in ng m$^{-2}$, were derived from sampled mass density, in µg cm$^{-2}$, on the exposed films and are thus highly dependent on sampling time. Samples with sampling times shorter than 60 minutes (caused for instance by aircraft landings) were therefore excluded to prevent these effects of high MDLs on the data set.

The analytical system used for detection of carbon was developed after 2002. Hence, no analysis of carbon was possible for samples collected with the first generation collection system. The carbon data in the present study is thus obtained from measurements with the second-generation collection system running since 2005.

2.3. Ozone measurements

We use the concurrent CARIBIC in situ ozone measurements to assist the interpretation of the variations in particulate carbon and sulphur concentrations in the UT/LMS. Two ozone analysers are currently installed in the CARIBIC container; an accurate, dual-beam UV-photometer serving as a calibrated standard instrument and a fast solid state chemiluminescence detector. The accuracy was estimated to be 2% for 10 Hz measurements (Brenninkmeijer et al., 2007; Zahn et al., 2012), while the uncertainty for the first generation CARIBIC system was 4% or 4 ppbv, whichever was larger (Zahn et al., 2002).

2.4. The tropopause definition

The dynamical tropopause, based on potential vorticity (PV) with a typical threshold value of 1.5–3.5 PVU (Potential Vorticity Units; 1 PVU = 10$^{-6}$ K m$^2$ kg$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$) (Hoerling et al., 1991; Hoinka, 1997), is used for identifying samples collected in the LMS. PV values were derived from archived ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecast) analyses with a resolution of 1 × 1 degree in the horizontal at 91 vertical hybrid sigma-pressure model levels and calculated by the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute, de Bilt, the Netherlands (KNMI). PV values were interpolated linearly in latitude, longitude, log pressure and time to the location of the aircraft and for each sample averaged over the duration of sampling. Samples at an average PV of over 2 PVU are accordingly regarded as stratospheric.

2.5. Exclusion of periods affected by direct injection into the LMS by extratropical, strong volcanic eruptions

Previous studies have shown a large impact on the LMS aerosol mass concentrations from volcanoes injecting directly into the LMS (Martinsson et al., 2009; Schmale et al., 2010; Andersson et al., 2013). The largest such eruptions in the period studied here (1999–2008) were Okmok (July 12, 2008) and Kasatochi (August 7–8, 2008), of which the latter strongly affected the LMS aerosol load (Martinsson et al., 2009). The first samples containing volcanic aerosol from Okmok and Kasatochi were collected by CARIBIC on August 15, 2008. Samples containing aerosol from these eruptions are excluded in our study. This refers to all LMS samples collected after August 15, 2008. After excluding samples affected by fresh volcanic clouds, this study on the background aerosol is based on 181 LMS samples, whereof 38 were from the period 1999–2002.

3. Results

3.1. Particulate sulphur and carbon concentrations in the LMS

Figure 1 shows the temporal evolution of particulate sulphur and carbon concentrations in the LMS for the period considered. The strong effect on the aerosol concentrations via a direct injection of volcanic aerosol into the extratropical LMS by the Kasatochi eruptions in August 2008, as reported by Martinsson et al. (2009) is evident, while the rest of the period represents an episode of low volcanic activity at mid-latitudes. Comparing the early sulphur data (1999–2002) with later data (2005–2008), a clear increase in concentration and variation is observed. Moreover, the concentrations increase substantially in the period 2005–2008, for both sulphur and carbon, with on average higher concentrations in 2008 than in any previous year investigated.

3.2. Vertical gradients and seasonal variations in the LMS

Ozone is formed deep in the stratosphere and is transported down to the LMS within the large-scale DB circulation. In the LMS, ozone has a chemical lifetime of >1 yr (Solomon et al., 1997; Smith et al., 2001); that is, it is basically an inert transport tracer and is solely diluted with inflowing ozone-poor tropospheric air, locally or via the lower BD branch. Thus, in the LMS ozone constitutes a reliable tracer for the degree of mixing with tropospheric air and an accurate measure for the distance above the tropopause (Sprung and Zahn, 2010). In Fig. 2, we use LMS
ozone concentrations, thus expressing distance to the tropopause, for the four different seasons. Increase in aerosol concentrations is investigated via a scatter plot of particulate sulphur vs. ozone to illustrate the vertical gradient of sulphur from the tropopause into the LMS. A linear fit is applied to the 1999–2002 data for comparison to the 2005–2008 data. This fit is based on data for all four seasons to obtain a significant number of results. Figure 2 shows the difference between the two periods much more clearly. For all seasons, over 90% of the observed concentrations in the period 05–08 is found to be higher than during 99–02, whereas measurements at lowest ozone concentrations, that is, close to the tropopause, show similar concentrations in the two periods. The difference between the periods is less pronounced during fall. In the period 05–08, the observed gradient is strongest during winter and decreases in strength more rapidly towards spring and summer.

Fig. 1. Temporal variations of concentrations of particulate sulphur and carbon (ng m⁻³ STP) in the northern hemisphere LMS. Red dots illustrate observations after the eruption of Kasatochi. The dashed line shows the geometric average particulate sulphur concentrations during 1999–2002.

Fig. 2. Concentration of particulate sulphur vs. ozone for stratospheric samples (potential vorticity > 2 PVU) collected in the northern hemisphere. Upper left: winter (December, January, February). Upper right: spring (March, April, May). Lower left: summer (June, July, August). Lower right: fall (September, October, November). A regression model (full line), with 95% confidence interval (dashed lines) based on the 1999–2002 data is used to facilitate the comparison to the 2005–2008 data.
During spring and summer, to reach significantly lower levels in fall.

### 3.3. Inter-annual variations

To further explore seasonality of particulate sulphur in the LMS, the distance from the tropopause needs to be considered. We consider this using PV, a meteorological parameter with a strong gradient from the tropopause into the LMS. Hence, the sulphur to PV ratio is used in Fig. 3b and is subsequently compared to the corresponding ozone and particulate carbon ratios. The O$_3$/PV ratio in the LMS is primarily determined by the seasonally varying subsidence of stratospheric air in the BD circulation and thus maximises in mid-latitudes in late spring (Tang et al., 2011), at the seasonal maximum influence from the stratosphere. We observe no difference in the average O$_3$/PV for the periods 99–02 and 05–08, indicating that no major changes occurred in the transport from the stratosphere during this time. A sine curve fitting is applied with the relative amplitude of 0.31, as shown in Fig. 3a, which holds throughout the period 1999–2008, corroborating the absence of major changes in transport.

The contribution by downward transport of sulphurous aerosol formed in the stratosphere is evaluated in Fig. 3b, using S/PV. To account for the increase in sulphur concentrations from 99–02 to 05–08, two sine functions are used with the same relative amplitude and phase as for the O$_3$/PV model. In the period 05–08, the S/PV shows considerable agreement with the seasonal variation of O$_3$/PV with two large deviations (end of 2006 and 2007), and a tendency of higher values during 2008 compared to the two preceding years. Whereas the contribution from the deep branch is expected to follow the phase of the model, transport of SO$_2$ and particles in the shallow BD branch can cause deviation from this seasonal pattern. The data show that this may have been the case. Interestingly, for carbon the picture seems more complicated, as the C/PV ratio (Fig. 3c) lacks any clear resemblance to that of O$_3$/PV (Fig. 3a). Some larger deviations are found at the end of 2006 and 2007 and during 2008. These deviations will be further investigated in the Discussion section.

### 3.4. Composition of carbonaceous aerosol

Besides the very presence of carbonaceous aerosol in conjunction with sulphur and its variability, any information on its actual chemical moiety is valuable. Optical measurements of black carbon in the LMS (Schwarz et al., 2010) showed concentrations in the range of 0.1–4 ng m$^{-3}$ STP. We are however dealing with concentrations that are up to two orders of magnitudes higher (Fig. 1), indicating that soot is only a minor constituent of the carbonaceous fraction in the LMS. The major part of the carbonaceous fraction is therefore likely to be organic.

By means of stoichiometric calculations we can use the PIXE and PESA elemental analyses to infer main properties of the chemical compounds in the samples. Previous CARIBIC measurements have shown that LMS particles have two major components, namely a sulphurous and a carbonaceous one (Nguyen and Martinsson, 2007). In addition several minor constituents can be found, with mineral particles from the earth’s crust being the most frequently observed. Figure 4 illustrates the stoichiometric ratios of

---

**Fig. 3.** Temporal trends of ratios to potential vorticity (PV) for a) ozone (ppbv PVU$^{-1}$), b) particulate sulphur (ng m$^{-3}$ STP PVU$^{-1}$) and c) particulate carbon (ng m$^{-3}$ STP PVU$^{-1}$). Sine functions, based on ozone to PV ratios in a) are used in b) and c) to guide the eye.
4. Discussion

An upward trend of 5–6% per year in the background aerosol at 20–25 km altitude for the period 2000–2009 was observed using LIDAR measurements. Increasing coal combustion associated with sulphur emissions, primarily in China, was hypothesised as an explanation (Hofmann et al., 2009). However, Vernier et al. (2011b) used satellite observations to study the trend of increasing amounts of particulate matter in the stratosphere and found that several moderate volcanic eruptions with explosions reaching the tropical stratosphere had affected the aerosol load. In addition to volcanism, Vernier et al. (2011a) identified the South Asian summer monsoon as a likely transport path for aerosol and precursor gases to the tropical tropopause layer (TTL). The aerosol load in the TTL in that study was found to be fairly constant in the period 2006–2008, with a minor increase in 2008, discussed to be an effect of volcanic aerosol.

The particulate sulphur concentration increases from the tropopause into the LMS and is significantly higher at the 380 K isentrope than at the tropopause or the UT (Martinsson et al., 2005). The same pattern but magnified appears in the period 2005–2008 (Fig. 2). The increase in aerosol concentration in the LMS in the period 2000–2009 thus indicates transport from the stratosphere, rather than from local mixing of air from the UT.

The difference in sulphur concentrations between the periods 99–02 and 05–08 is smallest in fall (Fig. 2), when ozone and particulate sulphur concentrations minimises, indicating the lowest contribution from the deep BD branch. Air mass budget analyses based on aircraft data demonstrated a strongly varying seasonal partitioning of stratospheric and tropospheric air in the LMS with a minimum influence from the deep BD branch in fall (Hoor et al., 2005). In summer and fall, the LMS is flushed with ozone-poor air from the TTL (Bönisch et al., 2009), additionally reducing the impact from the deep BD branch. This further emphasises our finding that the particulate sulphur is of stratospheric origin and varies in phase with the downward flux within the BD circulation. Bönisch et al. (2009) found the LMS above the extratropical transition layer (ExTL) to be more connected to the stratosphere than to the extratropical UT. Hence, the composition of the LMS air is essentially dependent on transport that occurs above the 380 K isentrope, that is, mixing of the deep and shallow BD branches. The shallow BD branch transports air from the tropical stratosphere to northern mid-latitudes within about 1–2 months (Bourassa et al., 2012; Flury et al., 2013), whereas transport in the deep branch takes a year or more (Holton et al., 1995).

Air transported polewards from the tropical stratosphere, experiences different exposure to photo-chemistry depending on altitude and speed along the transport paths. Whereas sulphuric acid is produced from SO2 at all altitudes, ozone production and particulate sulphur production from OCS occur predominantly within the deep BD branch. Trace gas concentration distributions bare evidence of meridional mixing of air at high and low latitudes in the stratosphere (Gettelman et al., 1997). The ozone concentration at the 380 K isentrope varies by a factor of 2 (Fortuin and Kelder, 1998; Martinsson et al., 2005), with its maximum in March and minimum in September. That varia-

![Fig. 4. Oxygen to sulphur vs. carbon to sulphur molar ratios. The dashed line represents O/S = 4, and the full line shows the best fit, i.e. O/S = 4 + 0.2 C/S.](image-url)
have enough data to produce monthly averages. The \( S/O_3 \) that the approach used in Fig. 3b, based on the \( O_3/PV \) shallow branch, during summer (Lin and Fu, 2013). The \( O_3 \) concentration at the 380 K isentrope shows its seasonal variation is expected also in the concentration of sulphate aerosol formed from OCS, as it follows the deep BD branch, while transport of sulphate aerosol to the 380 K isentrope via the shallow BD branch can cause high \( S/O_3 \) ratios also during fall. Low ozone concentration in the LMS in winter concurrent with elevated particulate sulphur concentration is thus an indication of formation of particulate carbon, compared to particulate sulphur. It also indicates that other processes cause the variability in the carbon concentration. The \( O_3 \) concentration at the 380 K isentrope shows its seasonal minimum in September and maximum in March (Fortuin and Kelder, 1998; Martinsson et al., 2005). This seasonal variation is expected also in the concentration of sulphate aerosol formed from OCS, as it follows the deep BD branch, while transport of sulphate aerosol to the 380 K isentrope via the shallow BD branch can cause high \( S/O_3 \) ratios also during fall. Low ozone concentration in the LMS in winter concurrent with elevated particulate sulphur concentration is thus an indication of formation of particulate matter in \( SO_2 \)-rich air that was transported in the stratosphere to mid-latitudes by the shallow BD branch. Hence to study the importance of particulate matter formation and transport in the shallow branch we use the seasonal variations of \( S/O_3 \) (Fig. 5). For the period 05–08 we have enough data to produce monthly averages. The \( S/O_3 \) is once again seen to be significantly higher in the period 05–08 than in the 99–02 ratios with a strong seasonal cycle. In the period 99–02, the \( S/O_3 \) remained fairly constant with a small increase at the turn of the year. For 05–08, the \( S/O_3 \) shows a clear saw-tooth pattern with a rapid rise from September to December. This increase in the \( S/O_3 \) indicates production and transport of sulphurous aerosol within the shallow BD branch. Revisiting the strong particulate-sulphur-to-ozone gradient in Fig. 2 during winter, we conclude that this is the consequence of down-welling of air that was transported in the shallow branch, from the overlying stratosphere, while the gradient in spring and in summer corresponds to mixing also via the deep branch. Using Fig. 6, we can inspect deviations of particulate sulphur and carbon from seasonality in down-welling of \( O_3 \) from the stratosphere over a longer time span. During 05–08, there are periods (Fig. 6a) when \( S/O_3 \) values are similar to those of the period 99–02, in particular during July–October 2007. There are also large positive deviations from the geometric average of \( O_3/PV \) variation in the year 2007 (Fig. 2), two of the observations have \( O_3 \) and sulphur concentrations well above the average of the season. These were sampled on November 14–15, close to the end of the defined season and look more connected to the observations in the winter season. While sulphuric acid is generally considered the main component in stratospheric and LMS aerosol much less is known of the other large component; the carbonaceous aerosol. The following two sections will address the cause of high concentrations of particulate carbon, and of the temporal trends of particulate sulphur and carbon in the LMS aerosol.

### 4.1. Forest fires and biomass burning

Combustion of biomass emits large amounts of soot and organic trace gases that lead to secondary aerosol formation (Andreae and Merlet, 2001). Episodes of increased scattering ratios coupled to pyroconvection from forest fires have been observed at altitudes above the tropopause, remaining for a month or more. A number of authors (Jost et al., 2004; Fromm et al., 2005, 2010; Damoah et al., 2006) discuss the possibility and magnitude of forest fire injection of...
smoke particles into the LMS via pyroconvective transport. Based on optical measurements Fromm et al. (2008) estimate that a massive fire storm in Canada in the end of May 2001 injected a mass of smoke, corresponding to more than 5% of the background aerosol in the northern hemisphere lower stratosphere, that persisted until the end of summer. Such events are sporadic with uncertain occurrence frequency. Guan et al. (2010) estimate that approximately 140 plumes reached altitudes above 5 km, in the northern hemisphere, in the period 1979–2009, that is, on average less than 5 per year. Potassium (K) is one of the elements, besides carbon that is generally found in aerosol from biomass burning (Andreae and Merlet, 2001). Importantly, there is no correlation between C and K in the stratospheric CARIBIC samples ($R^2=0.004$), indicating that biomass burning had a negligible contribution to the LMS aerosol during the period considered here. The other large potential source of K in the LMS is crustal material. Besides K crustal particles also contain silicon, iron, titanium and calcium. Out of these elements, iron (Fe) is the element with the highest detection frequency in our samples. In Fig. 7, a scatter plot of Fe vs. K in stratospheric samples is used to study the possible impact of biomass burning and crust particles on the LMS aerosol. Aerosol from biomass burning would result in ratios $<0.1$ ng Fe/ng K (Andreae et al., 1998), while crustal material would be found at ratios $>1$ (Rudnick and Fountain, 1995). Only a few observations lie close to the 0.1 line (dashed), indicating that biomass burning has a minor impact on the LMS aerosol. A linear regression model shows a strong correlation between Fe and K, with an average ratio of 1.58 ng Fe/ng K. These observations give evidence that biomass burning is insufficient to explain the high carbon concentrations observed.

4.2. Impact of mid-latitude volcanism

Volcanic plumes bring high concentrations of particulate matter, SO$_2$ and other gases to the stratosphere. Gas to particle conversion of SO$_2$ in the stratosphere is fast compared to the residence times of the air mass and the entrained submicron particles. Volcanic injections of aerosol to the LMS from mid-latitude eruptions are expected to perturb the LMS for a few months or less depending on the altitude of the volcanic injection. Kasatochi’s eruption in August 2008 increased the sulphurous aerosol concentrations by a factor of two in the following months. The SO$_2$ emissions from Okmok were estimated to be 5% (0.1 Tg) of that of Kasatochi’s (2 Tg) (Yang et al., 2010; Thomas et al., 2011). In addition some minor eruptions on mid-latitudes

![Fig. 6.](image_url) Ratios of particulate sulphur and carbon concentration to ozone mixing ratio (Unit: ng m$^{-3}$ STP ppbv$^{-1}$), for a) particulate sulphur and b) particulate carbon for stratospheric samples. Full and dashed horizontal lines represent geometric averages for the periods 2005–2008 and 1999–2002, respectively. The February–August period is indicated by a grey background. The four discussed volcanic eruptions (Manam, Soufriere Hills, Rabaul and Kasatochi) are indicated by vertical lines.

![Fig. 7.](image_url) Mass concentrations of Fe vs. K (ng m$^{-3}$ STP) for stratospheric samples. Regression model shown by full line illustrating a ratio of 1.58 ng Fe/ng K. Dotted line shows Fe/K mass ratio of 0.1, a typical ratio for effluents from biomass burning.
were reported to have reached the tropopause region (Massie, 2014) in the period January 2005–August 2008. Satellite images (from OMI, GOME-2 and AIRS) tell that the SO2 emissions from any of these eruptions were at least a factor of five lower than that from the eruption of Okmok, implying a maximum perturbation of the LMS aerosol of less than 2% in the months following one of these eruptions. Hence, it is most unlikely that the increases in aerosol concentrations from the periods 99/02 to 05/08 (Fig. 3) are caused by mid-latitude eruptions.

4.3. Impact of tropical volcanism

Mixing in the extratropical stratosphere occurs as air from high altitudes descends and mixes with air at lower altitudes. As a result, aerosol and trace gases injected into the tropical stratosphere can reach mid-latitudes in a time scale of months by stratospheric low altitude meridional mixing, via the shallow branch of the BD circulation, and in 1–2 yr via the deep BD branch. The time of the year of a tropical volcano’s eruption is expected to affect the period of time for the effects to be observable in the LMS. Main effects from volcanic aerosol transported via the high-altitude branch may appear 2 yr after the eruption. Three tropical volcanoes had eruptions that reached the stratosphere in the time period 2003–2008, namely Manam, Soufriere Hills and Rabaul (Table 1). Based on the transport characteristics of the stratosphere the Manam eruption in January 2005 could affect the mid-latitude stratosphere primarily in 2005–2006, whereas the effects of the two eruptions in 2006 (Table 1) might be observable during late 2006, with the major effects in the downward transport in 2008. These patterns are essentially observed in measurements from the NASA satellite CALIPSO (Vernier et al., 2009, 2011b).

Volcanic aerosol is commonly considered to be composed of sulphate from the conversion of SO2, combined with a minor fraction of ash constituents (e.g. potassium, calcium, titanium and iron) even though large amounts of carbonaceous aerosol have been observed in volcanic clouds on several occasions. Martinsson et al. (2009) found particulate carbon-to-sulphur-ratios (C/S, in terms of mass) of 2.6 in fresh plumes in the LMS, decreasing to 1 when most of the SO2 from the eruption of Kasatochi had been converted, corresponding to an organic content of 25–50% (assuming all particulate carbon to have been organic). Measurements with mass spectrometric methods indicated organic fractions of 20–40% (Carn et al., 2011) and 20% (Schmale et al., 2010) in fresh and aged volcanic clouds, respectively. Hence, these studies indicate that particulate carbon is a major constituent of the aerosol in volcanic clouds, with a substantial effect on the stratosphere given the observations of a volcanically perturbed stratosphere in 2006–2008, as reported by Vernier et al. (2011b).

Despite a number of observations of elevated concentrations of particulate carbon in the LMS connected to volcanic plumes, little is known about the origin of this particulate carbon. In a recent study on volcanic aerosol, Andersson et al. (2013) argue, based on the global distribution of organic aerosol in the lower troposphere, that volcanic jets and plumes could bring large amounts of particulate carbon and organic trace gases to the tropopause region via entrainment of air from low altitudes. Entrainment of low altitude air to the tropical stratosphere, via jets from the three tropical volcanoes could be the cause of the observations of high particulate carbon concentrations in the present study, whereas particulate sulphur is expected from transformation of SO2 emitted from the volcanoes. The term ‘volcanic aerosol’ will therefore be used for attributing, not only sulphurous, but also carbonaceous aerosol in the following sections.

It is not possible to attribute every deviation in Fig. 6 to a specific event of volcanic activity, but the main patterns will be discussed. The elevated ratios of S/O3 and C/O3 during the end of 2006 and December 2007, suggest down-
ward transport of volcanic aerosol from the low altitude branch of the BD circulation, carrying aerosol from the Soufriere Hills eruption. Towards the end of 2006, in the build-up to the maximum downward transport to the LMS in December, Rabaul could also have contributed via the shallow branch of the BD. When downward transport increased during the end of 2007, the volcanic aerosol was located at higher altitudes (Vernier et al., 2009) compared to the end of 2006, and it therefore took longer for the volcanic aerosol to be transported to the LMS, resulting in deviations occurring later in the annual cycle than in 2006. The February–August periods for 2008 S/O₃ ratios are clearly elevated, and even more so for C/O₃ ratios compared to 2006 and 2007, in connection with the down-welling of aerosol from the 2006 eruptions of Soufriere Hills and Rabaul.

4.4. Inter-annual trends

The trend of increasing concentrations of particulate matter above the LMS, as reported by Hofmann et al. (2009) and Vernier et al. (2011b), should be expected to be visible in the particulate sulphur and/or carbon concentrations also in the LMS. The strong influence on the LMS aerosol from the Kasatochi eruption effectively eliminated the possibility to study background stratospheric aerosol after August 2008 (Martinsson et al., 2009), shown in Fig. 1. Our data have 3 yr of good coverage for the months February to the beginning of August for both sulphur and carbon, in the period 05/08, and for sulphur 2 yr in the period 99–02. This part of the year, which is also the part of the year when the LMS is strongly influenced by air from higher stratospheric altitudes, is used to study the evolution with time of particulate sulphur and carbon concentrations in the LMS. The time dependence of the ‘background aerosol’ concentration is investigated using Fig. 8a and b, where the averaged concentration ratios of particulate sulphur and carbon to ozone are plotted, for the February–August periods. The years 1999, 2002 and 2005 are excluded as they lack observations for several months, while the data in the February to August periods of the years 2000 and 2001 are combined in one average, because of the small number of data for these years. The observed ratios of S/O₃ and C/O₃ for the February–August periods are increasing from 2006 to 2008. This coincides with the influence from volcanic eruptions on the LMS as discussed above, and also found by Vernier et al. (2011b) in studies of the stratosphere.

The optical measurements on aerosol in the stratosphere used by Hofmann et al. (2009) and Vernier et al. (2011b) do not reveal the chemical composition of particulate matter, but rather capture the average optical effects of the particulate matter in the studied region. The trend revealed from the optical measurements might therefore be more connected to the sum of the concentrations of the major constituents rather than with individual constituents. Hence, the trend for the sum of the two major components of the LMS aerosol, the carbonaceous and sulphurous fractions, is investigated in Fig. 8c. The sulphurous fraction is assumed to be composed of sulphate, with a mass three times that of sulphur, while the mass of the carbonaceous fraction is represented by the mass of carbon. The ratio of the sum of carbonaceous and sulphurous mass concentrations to ozone [C + S/O₃] is shown in Fig. 8c for the February–August periods of 2000/2001, 2006, 2007 and 2008.

Overall, a doubling is shown in the S/O₃ from the 2000/2001 to the year 2008 (Fig. 8a). Hofmann et al. (2009) found an increase at 20–25 km altitude of 6.3% year⁻¹ in the mid-latitudes (Boulder, 40°N) over the years 2000–2009, corresponding to a total increase of 73%. The differences to our data can be caused by difference in altitude, time period studied or measurement method. The particulate mass
concentrations presented here are particle volume oriented, whereas optical methods are basically particle surface oriented with a complicated response to particle size, shape and chemical composition. Another reason is that the data presented here pertain to the time of the year when the influence from the deep BD branch is strong.

The steady increase in S/O3 in the LMS (Fig. 8a) combined with the sudden rise in C/O3 from 2007 to 2008 (Fig. 8b) indicates different compositions for stratospheric aerosol in 2007 than in 2008. A comparison of particulate carbon-to-sulphur-ratios (C/S) for these years, shows a significant difference in the geometric average of 0.66–0.99, with geometric standard deviations of 1.06 and 1.08, respectively (i.e. a 1-sigma-range of 0.62–0.70 and 0.92–1.08). Could this increase in the C/S be an effect of different aerosol compositions from the different volcanic clouds?

The time span for the tropical volcanoes impact on the stratosphere is expected to depend on their penetration depth into the stratosphere. Volcanic clouds reaching high altitudes are expected to affect aerosol via the deep BD branch, while aerosol injected to lower altitudes would follow the shallow branch. Based on CALIPSO observations Vernier et al. (2009) illustrated that aerosol from the Soufriere Hills eruption reached higher altitude ( > 20 km) compared to that from the Rabaul eruption ( ≤ 18 km), by the end of 2006. Hence, a larger fraction of the Soufriere Hills aerosol is expected to be transported via the deep branch, whilst the Rabaul aerosol would to a larger extent have been transported to mid-latitudes via the shallow BD branch. As the shallow branch transports air from the tropics to mid-latitudes within months, the deep branch affects the mid-latitude stratosphere after a year or more. The composition of the mid-latitude stratospheric aerosol, down-welling to the LMS in 2007, would thus be more connected to aerosol from the eruption of Rabaul, whereas the main effects of the Soufriere Hills aerosol would be visible during 2008. Studies based on satellite measurements (Stramska, 2009) and models (Spracklen et al., 2008) indicate higher regional organic aerosol concentrations in lower tropospheric air at the time of the Soufriere Hills eruption than for that of Rabaul. The eruption of Rabaul thus had a lower potential to entrain particulate carbon in the volcanic jet and plume. As these two eruptions emitted similar amounts of SO2 (Table 1) a higher C/S concentration ratio could be expected for the Soufriere Hills eruption in agreement with our observations.

5. Conclusions

The present work is based on measurements of LMS aerosol particle composition sampled by CARIBIC (Civil Aircraft for the Regular Investigation of the atmosphere Based on an Instrument Container, www.caribic-atmospheric.com) in the periods 1999–2002 and 2005–2008. IBA was used to derive detailed elemental concentrations, finding a sulphurous and a carbonaceous component to be dominant. The concentration of the carbonaceous component corresponded on average to approximately 25% of that of the sulphurous, in terms of mass, and could not be explained by forest fires or other types of biomass burning. Stoichiometric O/C ratios of 0.2 and the fact that the measured particulate carbon concentrations greatly exceed literature data on black carbon concentrations indicate that the carbonaceous aerosol is organic in nature.

Particulate sulphur showed a distinct concentration gradient from the tropopause into the mid-latitude LMS. The gradient was strongest during winter and weakest during fall, indicating transport from the stratosphere as the cause of high concentration of particulate sulphur in the LMS. The gradient was also significantly stronger in the period 2005–2008 than in the earlier (1999–2002) period. Variations in the particulate sulphur and carbon concentrations were compared to that of O3 to track the effect of transport from high altitudes of the stratosphere via the deep Brewer-Dobson branch. That comparison indicated an increased importance for transport of sulphurous aerosol via the shallow BD branch in the period 2005–2008 compared to that of the earlier period, suggesting oxidation of SO2 as a likely cause for the strengthening of the concentration gradient.

The elevation and the variations in aerosol concentrations in the period 2005–2008 are associated with varying concentrations of particulate matter above the LMS, depending on mainly three volcanic eruptions in the tropics, with plumes reaching the tropical stratosphere. Subsequent transport by the BD circulation then carried the volcanic aerosol to the LMS, resulting in the elevated concentrations of particulate matter observed by CARIBIC in the following years. Entrainment of air from low altitudes, with high concentrations of particulate carbon and organic trace gases, in volcanic jets and plumes is proposed as the cause of high concentrations of particulate carbon in the stratosphere, while sulphur is expected from the volcanic effluents. The eruption in 2006 by Soufriere Hills reached deeper into the stratosphere than Rabaul later the same year, causing a longer duration of the influence from Soufriere Hills. The higher C/S ratios during 2008 could thus be connected with higher concentrations of carbonaceous aerosol at low altitude around the Soufriere Hills volcano.

Comparison of aerosol concentrations in the LMS during the February–August periods of 2006, 2007 and 2008 reveals an increase of 30% from 2006 to 2008. The rate of increase over that period was stronger for carbon (70%) than for the other major constituent sulphur (23%), hence indicating that volcanism had a stronger relative impact on the concentration of carbonaceous than on sulphur-
rous aerosol in the stratosphere, although the increase in the absolute amount of sulphurous aerosol in the form of sulphate was larger than that of the carbonaceous aerosol.

Mass concentrations of sulphuric and carbonaceous aerosol, the two main components in the northern hemisphere mid-latitude LMS aerosol, increased in the period studied here. The former approximately doubled from the period 2000–2001 to the year 2008. This could to a large degree be attributed to intermediate volcanic eruptions in the tropics. Previous studies found an increasing stratospheric aerosol burden above 15 km altitude in the period 2000–2009, which potentially cooled the climate. This study extends these findings to the LMS.
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Abstract. Inter-comparison of results from two kinds of aerosol systems in the CARIBIC (Civil Aircraft for the Regular Investigation of the atmosphere Based on a Instrument Container) passenger aircraft based observatory, operating during intercontinental flights at 9–12 km altitude, is presented. Aerosol from the lowermost stratosphere (LMS), the extra-tropical upper troposphere (UT) and the tropical mid troposphere (MT) were investigated. Aerosol particle volume concentration measured with an optical particle counter (OPC) is compared with analytical results of the sum of masses of all major and several minor constituents from aerosol samples collected with an impactor. Analyses were undertaken with the following accelerator-based methods: particle-induced X-ray emission (PIXE) and particle elastic scattering analysis (PESA). Data from 48 flights during 1 year are used, leading to a total of 106 individual comparisons. The ratios of the particle volume from the OPC and the total mass from the analyses were in 84 % within a relatively narrow interval. Data points outside this interval are connected with inlet-related effects in clouds, large variability in aerosol composition, particle size distribution effects and some cases of non-ideal sampling. Overall, the comparison of these two CARIBIC measurements based on vastly different methods show good agreement, implying that the chemical and size information can be combined in studies of the MT/UT/LMS aerosol.

1 Introduction

The particles of the atmospheric aerosol have a broad spectrum of sources, where the anthropogenic contribution often can be difficult to quantify due to influences from natural sources at background conditions (Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008). Despite being trace constituents of the atmosphere, particles are of considerable concern, such as adverse health effects and premature deaths (Pope III and Dockery, 2006) and climate change (IPCC, 2013), where in the latter case the direct and indirect effects of atmospheric particles can act as to mask the climate impact of greenhouse gases (Schwartz et al., 2010).

In this study the aerosol at 9–12 km altitude is investigated, thus dealing with the upper troposphere (UT) and the lowermost stratosphere (LMS) in the extratropics and the middle troposphere (MT) in the tropics. The vast majority of all studies of atmospheric aerosol concerns surface conditions. Aircraft measurements and remote sensing from the surface (Mattis et al., 2010) or from satellites, such as the NASA satellite CALIPSO (Vernier et al., 2011), are used to study the aerosol at higher altitudes. Besides information on scattered intensity for a given wavelength, multi-wavelength measurements combined with assumptions on particle composition and shape has been used to estimate particle size distribution in the 0.1 to above 1 µm diameter range (Bauman et
al., 2003). Smaller particles cannot be detected by remote sensing, and therefore also most of the aerosol dynamics cannot be studied. In addition, aerosol chemical information is normally not available by remote sensing except in very special circumstances (Rinsland et al., 1994). Remote sensing thus needs to be complemented by in situ observations of particle size distributions and composition in order to study sources and processes forming the aerosol. Research aircraft and balloons have been used for in situ studies of particle formation (de Reus et al., 1998), particle size distributions (Deshler et al., 2003) and particle chemical composition (Huebert et al., 2004). Based on the use of in-service passenger aircraft, long-term aerosol observations have been undertaken from the CARIBIC (Civil Aircraft for the Regular Investigation of the atmosphere Based on a Instrument Container) platform for the years 1997–2002 and 2005 to present (Brenninkmeijer et al., 1999, 2007) concerning particle chemical composition (Martinsson et al., 2001) and particle number concentrations (Hermann et al., 2003).

Aerosol particles in the 9–12 km altitude region contain a significant fraction of sulfurous aerosol (Dibb et al., 2000; Xu et al., 2001; Martinsson et al., 2001, 2005; Kojima et al., 2004). The carbonaceous fraction is another major component of the aerosol in this region (Murphy et al., 1998, 2006; Nguyen et al., 2008, Friberg et al., 2014). Black carbon constitutes a small fraction of the total carbon (Schwarz et al., 2010; Friberg et al., 2014). Occasionally chemical elements connected with crustal matter and fires are observed (Papasiropoulos et al., 2002), which on rare occasions can have a strong influence on aerosol particle concentrations (Eguchi et al., 2009; Dirksen et al., 2009; Fromm et al., 2010). Particles from explosive volcanism have strong effects on the studied region at times, affecting the climate (Ammann et al., 2003; Solomon et al., 2011), stratospheric ozone (McCormick et al., 1995) and aviation (Gislason et al., 2011). The aerosol particles in volcanic clouds contain besides the ash component (Schumann et al., 2011; Andersson et al., 2013) large sulphurous and carbonaceous components (Martinsson et al., 2009; Schmale et al., 2010; Carn et al., 2011).

The size distribution of the aerosol in the lowermost stratosphere is also strongly influenced by volcanism (Bauman et al., 2003). Hervig and Deshler (2002) compared balloon-borne optical particle counter (OPC) measurements with satellite-based measurements of extinction for several wavelengths from SAGE II and HALOE and found good agreement during periods of strong volcanic influence, whereas the OPC registered considerably higher particle surface area than the satellites during periods with little volcanic influence.

The study presented here deals with two very different CARIBIC aerosol measurements. Particle volume is obtained by integrating the size distributions obtained from an OPC. Subsequently these results are compared with the aerosol mass from samples that were analysed with PIXE (particle-induced X-ray emission) and PESA (particle elastic scattering analysis) for concentrations of all major and several minor chemical elements. Together these different measurements can deepen our understanding of the atmospheric aerosol by this combination of chemical and physical information. However, to reach that goal an assessment of the degree of agreement between the two measurements is needed. Therefore this paper is devoted to the comparison of the total particle volume concentration obtained from the CARIBIC OPC and the total mass concentration obtained from the analyses of the CARIBIC aerosol samples.

2 Methods

The measurements presented here were undertaken from the CARIBIC observatory (Brenninkmeijer et al., 2007; www.caribic-atmospheric.com/) where a large number of trace gases are measured and aerosol particles are characterized with respect to size distribution and composition during monthly sets of usually four intercontinental flights at 9–12 km altitude. The CARIBIC system comprises an instrumented container that is connected to a multiple probe inlet system for trace gases and aerosol that is permanently mounted on the belly of a Lufthansa Airbus A340-600. Concentrations of CO, O₃, NO/NOₓ, VOCs, gaseous and condensed water are determined, and air samples collected are analysed for greenhouse gases, hydro and halo carbons (Brenninkmeijer et al., 2007; Schuck et al., 2009; Baker et al., 2010; Oram et al., 2012). Aerosol particle number concentration measurements down to a diameter of 4 nm are undertaken with three condensation particle counters (CPC, TSI model 7610; Hermann et al., 2003), and for the particle size distribution in the diameter range 130–1000 nm a 16-channel OPC (RON, KS-93) is used (Rauthe-Schöch et al., 2012). Furthermore, aerosol samples are collected for subsequent analysis with respect to all major and several minor constituents (Martinsson et al., 2001; Nguyen et al., 2006; Nguyen and Martinsson, 2007). Details of the inlet system are described by Brenninkmeijer et al. (2007). The efficiency of the aerosol inlet is estimated to be 60% for 5 µm diameter particles (Rauthe-Schöch et al., 2012). Based on modelling and previous experience the efficiency of the inlet is estimated to exceed 90% for particles in the size range 0.01–1 µm diameter.

This comparison of the CARIBIC OPC and the analytical results obtained from the aerosol sampler span 1 year from April 2011 to March 2012. The measurements were undertaken during flights from Frankfurt in Germany to north–south America (24 flights), western North America (14), the Indian subcontinent (8) and eastern Asia (2), thus spanning a large region from 120° W to 120° E and 10 to 75° N. The average flight altitude was 10 900 m with a span of 9500 to 11 900 m. For those samples collected in clouds the average air temperature was below 230 K, implying that the...
clouds were dominated of ice particles (Koop et al., 2000; Rosenfeld and Woodley, 2000). The meteorological modelling along the CARIBIC flight paths indicates that each sample affected by clouds encountered hydrometeors that in most cases consisted to 100 % of ice, the lowest fraction of ice being 99 % (http://www.knmi.nl/samenw/campaign_support/CARIBIC/). This is consistent with measured temperatures.

The aerosol sampling requires the longest sampling time of the two methods, thereby determining the amount of data available. For the investigated period of 1 year, 153 aerosol samples are available. This number available for comparison is lower by constraints that, of course, OPC data should be available and that uncertainties in total mass due to detection limit should be within ±5 % (described below). In addition, clouds were found to seriously affect the comparison. Therefore also measurements of gaseous and total water concentrations should be available for identification of samples collected in cloudy conditions. These requirements together reduce the number of samples available for the comparison to 106. The OPC – aerosol sampler intercomparison primarily deals with the integrated particle volume concentration obtained from the OPC \( (C_v) \) and the total aerosol mass concentration obtained as the sum of all major and several minor constituents of the aerosol samples \( (C_m) \).

### 2.1 Aerosol sampling and analysis

CARIBIC aerosol samples are collected by impaction on a 0.2 µm polyimide film, Proline-10, from Moxtek Inc., Orem, Utah, USA. The sampling unit contains three kinds of nozzles. Here nozzles connected the 14 channels that were sequentially activated for sampling and subsequent PIXE/PESA (Particle-Induced X-ray Emission/Particle Elastic Scattering Analysis) analysis were used. The typical sampling time for each sequential sample is 100 min. The collection efficiency of the sampler is 97 % ± 4 % for particles with aerodynamic diameter larger than 0.2 µm, and the 50 % cut-off diameter is 0.08 µm (Nguyen et al., 2006).

A cyclone separator placed up-stream of the sampler limits the upper particle size to 2 µm aerodynamic diameter. The penetration of the cyclone by particles smaller than 1 µm diameter has been measured to be 100 % ± 3 % (Nguyen et al., 2006). This cyclone is used exclusively for the aerosol sampler, implying that the OPC, to be described below, does not have the same definition of the upper size limit.

The collected samples were analysed for elemental composition by ion beam analysis (IBA). For sulphur (S) and elements with larger atomic number PIXE is used (Johansson and Campbell, 1988). The lower limit of the PIXE analysis of this study with respect to atomic number is connected with spectral interference, see Andersson et al. (2013) for further details. Hydrogen (H), carbon (C), nitrogen (N) and oxygen (O) are analysed by PESA. The analytical setup has been optimised with respect to sampling substrate and analytical parameters for PIXE (Papaspiropoulos et al., 1999) and PESA (Nguyen and Martinsson, 2007). During the time period of this study the detection efficiencies (i.e. the fraction of the samples where the element was detected) for H, C, N, O and S were 100, 96, 82, 95 and 100 %. Minor constituents were detected less frequently, like for instance potassium (K) 41 %, iron (Fe) 44 % and nickel (Ni) 30 %. The accuracy of the analyses is estimated to 10 % (Papaspiropoulos et al., 2002; Nguyen and Martinsson, 2007).

The total aerosol mass concentration (in ng m\(^{-3}\) STP; standard temperature and pressure) was obtained as the sum of all elemental mass concentrations. An element that was not detected in a sample was represented by the half of its minimum detection limit (MDL) which was added to the sum of the elements. When more than 5 % of that sum was from undetected elements (represented by half the MDL) the measurement was discarded, implying that the total mass concentration given has a ±5 % uncertainty due to elemental concentrations below the MDL. This requirement implied that only samples with detection of all the five major elements, H, C, N, O and S, were selected for this analysis. Uncertainties slightly larger than 5 % could appear for samples with a significant crustal component because some of the crustal elements, most notable silicon, are not analysed with adequate detection limits. This could lead to an underestimation of the crustal component by approximately 41 % according to average crust composition (Weaver and Tarney, 1984). For the two samples with the largest mass fractions of crust, containing 22 and 13 %, respectively, the total mass concentration could thus be underestimated by 9 and 5 %, respectively.

Combining the uncertainties of the sampling efficiency (4 and 3 %), elemental analysis (10 %) and effects from the minimum detection limit (5 %) the combined uncertainty of the mass concentration obtained from sampling and analysis becomes 12 %.

The aerosol sampler has demonstrated excellent properties in calibration procedures (Nguyen et al., 2006). Calibration results were obtained using liquid aerosol consisting of dioctyl serbacate (DOS) with traces of uranium. The performance of impactors is, however, sensitive to particle material as well as the amount of mass deposited. Solid particles can bounce off the sampling substrate, and in that way be lost. Bounce-off can be counteracted by the use of a coating of the impaction surface. Pak et al. (1992) showed that a coating of Apiexon-L grease needs to be more than 9 µm thick to obtain close to 100 % impactor collection efficiency for solid particles, whereas silicon oil shows more promising properties with rather high efficiency at 0.3 µm thickness. However, applying such a thickness would result in a factor of 2.5 thicker sampling substrate causing typically a factor 1.6 worse PIXE detection limits (if contamination in the coating process can be avoided). The effect on carbon detection can be expected to be much stronger, because the coating thickness variance will be added to that of the polyimide film which is low (Nguyen and Martinsson, 2007). Given the usually low
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UT/LMS aerosol concentrations and the short sampling time, minimum detections limits are very important. Therefore no coating of the impaction surface was used. This should not be seen as a general recommendation, but rather as an adaptation to a special measurement situation with respect to required detection limits and properties of MT/UT/LMS particles. Overloaded impactor substrates could suffer blow-off, where a sizable fraction of a solid or semi-solid deposit is blown away from the impaction zone. Impactors overloaded with liquid particles may wet the surface of the sampling substrate, causing a drift of deposited material away from the impaction region. Mass deposited away from this region might be outside the area where the analytical beam impinges on the sample. That mass will not interact with the beam thus causing too low measured concentrations.

In order to study the influence from the distorting effects on the aerosol samples of this study, all the 106 samples were photographed using a Canon EOS 550D with an EFS 15–85 mm lens. A photodiode placed behind the sample was used for illumination. The images were systematically evaluated based on the appearance of the deposit. Evidence of bounce-off could be found for one group of samples. Liquid samples wetting the surface outside the impaction region could also be observed, whereas no signs of large features at the outer part of the sample indicative of blow-off were obtained from any of the samples. Each of the four orifices of the impactor nozzle should produce a deposit, thus causing a square pattern of four deposits with a distance of 0.9 mm to the centre of the sampling substrate. The samples were classified in four basic groups. The first group, type 1, contains samples with no deviation from the ideal appearance, see Fig. 1a. Some samples contain low amounts of deposited mass, making identification of secondary deposition pattern more difficult. Type 1 samples are subdivided in normal (type 1.1) and low-loaded (1.2) samples. Frequently thin filaments of deposit stretching outside the regular impaction area were found (type 2, Fig. 1b). The type 2 samples are subdivided according to (2.1) wetting only inside the analytical beam area, (2.2) minor wetting outside the beam area and (2.3) considerable wetting outside the beam area. When the impactor jet meets the sampling surface the air flows out over the surface in all directions. Because of the fact that the present impactor contains four jets this outflow causes an interaction between the jets, causing secondary deposition of bounce-off-particles in between the ordinary deposition area. This is manifested by a deposition spot in the centre (Fig. 1c). In some cases a cross can be discerned, marking the outflow path of air from the central area. These type 3 samples were subdivided into three categories: (3.1) central spot discerned, (3.2) cross discerned and (3.3) cross clearly visible, in expected order of increasing severity of the bounce-off problem observed. Several images reveal tiny spots outside the central deposition area. This could be caused by imperfection of the polyimide film or it could be single particles that have bounced. A few samples have a large number of tiny spots outside the regular deposition area. When the number of spots over the 16 mm diameter polyimide film exceeded 15, the samples were classified as type 4. Otherwise they were classified according to the appearance of central deposit. An example of these type 4 samples is shown in Fig. 1d.

The different deposition types were summarized by a qualitative indicator (QI) expressing qualitatively the problem with losses for each sample based on the deposition pattern. QI = 0 are the samples where no significant losses are expected. The deposit types with QI = 0 are 1.1, 1.2, 2.1 and 2.2. Samples indicating discernible losses (QI = 1) comprise only type 3.1 samples. Sample deposits indicating more serious losses (QI = 2) include deposit types 2.3, 3.2, 3.3 and 4. Classification in these main and sub categories will be used in the evaluation of the comparison between the sampler and OPC.

To further substantiate the findings from images of the samples, use will be made of results from the elemental analysis itself. All samples are analysed in two steps, the first with a large ion beam area (5.5 mm diameter with beam current 150 nA and duration of 200 s per sample) used only for quantitative PIXE analysis. The second method, used for relative PIXE and PESA analyses, is based on a small beam (1 mm diameter). This small-beam analysis is based on three irradiations (beam current 15 nA with duration 3 × 200 s per sample), one over the aerosol deposit and two blank irradiations outside the main deposit area of the impactor at 4 mm distance from the deposit centre at opposite sides (Nguyen and Martinsson, 2007). These two internal blank measurements can be utilized to obtain an estimate of aerosol deposit outside the 5.5 mm diameter beam of the quantitative PIXE analysis. They should represent an area from the outer bound of the large beam to an outer bound where half of this doughnut area is inside a 4 mm radius. A circle with 4 mm radius has approximately twice the area of the beam in the slightly tilted sample plane (23°). Adding the same surface area outside the 4 mm radius, the blank spots can be

Figure 1. Photographic images of aerosol deposits from the CARIBIC aerosol sampler, where particles are collected from four impactor orifices. (a) Type 1: four spots of deposit (detected mass 100 ng). (b) Type 2: thin filaments of liquid aerosol out from the main deposit (670 ng). (c) Type 3: four spots and a secondary deposition pattern (92 ng). (d) Type 4: several small spots outside the deposition area (32 ng). The ellipse in (b) illustrates the beam size which is 5.5 mm vertically and 5.5/cos(23°) horizontally.
seen as to represent an area twice the size of the large beam, between diameters 5.5 and 9.5 mm. The estimated mass deposited is the areal density of an element (in ng cm$^{-2}$) multiplied with the surface area. To estimate non-ideal deposition outside the primary impactor deposition area the ratio between the mass deposited between 5.5 and 9.5 mm diameter ($m_{\text{det}}$) and the mass detected in the quantitative analysis within 5.5 mm diameter ($m_{\text{detr}}$) is formed. This ratio can only be formed for elements detected with PIXE because of the strong signal of H, C, N and O from the polyimide sampling substrate. The major aerosol constituent sulphur is detected with PIXE, and will therefore serve as the element used for estimation of deposition outside the main deposition area of the impactor. From Fig. 1c it is clear that secondary deposition is inhomogeneous in the vicinity of the impactor jets. It is not clear to what degree the secondary deposition pattern reaches outside the irradiated area of the sample. Therefore the $m_{\text{detr}}$ / $m_{\text{det}}$ ratios should be treated with some caution, especially for sample types 3.2 and 3.3. Additionally, this ratio only describes the aerosol components internally mixed with the sulphate aerosol. Components of other size modes, like crustal particles, may behave differently, as will be shown in Sect. 3.1. Samples with QI = 0, i.e. samples showing no visible imperfections in the deposition pattern, have $m_{\text{detr}}$ / $m_{\text{det}}$ ratios narrowly distributed around 0.03 indicating that 3% of the aerosol deposit was outside the 5.5 mm ion beam used in the quantitative PIXE analysis. All samples were therefore corrected by that percentage to account for regular deposition outside the analysed area.

The analyses of the aerosol samples are undertaken in high vacuum of approximately 10$^{-5}$ hPa. The samples remain at this pressure for 6 h, the duration of both analytical steps for a batch of 21 samples. This will cause losses of chemical compounds with a vapour pressure larger than the order of 10$^{-7}$ Pa at room temperature (Martinsson, 1987; Deiters and Randzio, 2007). The main aerosol components observed in the analysed UT/LMS samples over the years are sulphurous and carbonaceous components, but sometimes also a significant crustal component can be observed. The sulphate compounds common in the atmosphere are not lost during analysis when particles, like in this study, are deposited onto a thin substrate, unless an external heating source is used (Martinsson and Hansson, 1988; Mentes et al., 2000). Among other common inorganic salts of the atmospheric aerosol, sodium chloride is stable during analysis, whereas ammonium nitrate will evaporate, if present. The occasional crustal component is expected to remain in the sample during analysis. The atmospheric carbonaceous aerosol component contains a broad range of vapour pressures. Therefore a definition of what is analysed is of need (Martinsson, 1987). In this case the IBA analytical definition most likely deviates from that during the OPC measurements, implying that the amount of carbonaceous aerosol determined by IBA could be smaller than the amount present during the OPC measurements.

### 2.2 Optical particle counter

For CARIBIC, a KS-93 OPC (RION CO., Ltd., Japan) was modified and applied for the first time onboard aircraft. The KS-93 has a diode laser with 830 nm wavelength, a lower detection limit of about 120 nm particle diameter, a robust synthetic quartz optical cell and is relatively small in size (135 x 280 x 150 mm), which makes it all well suited for airborne atmospheric research. The modified OPC is mounted together with the flow control system and the data acquisition in a 19" rack unit. For data analysis the signals of the three OPC internal amplifiers are recorded with a real-time data acquisition system (PXI, National Instruments, USA) with 3 µs resolution. As the signal of one particle has an average duration of about 60 to 90 µs, each pulse is resolved with 20 to 30 data points. This data acquisition allows a free choice of the sampling time and number of channels. For the present analysis particle pulse heights were sorted into 16 channels and averaged over 300 s. For CARIBIC, the KS-93 signal output is improved by applying particle free sheath air (0.135 L min$^{-1}$) around the aerosol sampling air (0.015 L min$^{-1}$). In this configuration the CARIBIC OPC yields reliable data for particles larger than about 130 nm (optical diameter). The largest particle diameter which can be size-resolved is between 1.0 and 1.3 µm and depends on the particle refractive index and the respective calibration curve. However, as can be seen in Fig. 8, most of the volume distributions in the UT/LMS have their maximum in the particle size range between 300 and 600 nm. Hence the analysis in this study does not strongly depend on the OPC upper particle diameter limit. For the present analysis a theoretical response function based on spherical particles and the Mie theory was used (van de Hulst, 1981; Bohren and Huffman, 1983). This curve was related to the signal output by calibrating the OPC with latex and ammonium sulfate particles in the laboratory. Note that the OPC also counts particles larger than the upper size limit, but cannot determine their exact size. These particles are assigned to the largest particle size channel, which is therefore biased and not used in the analysis here. Uncertainties of the OPC data evaluation originate mainly from the "unknown", hence to be estimated particle refractive index, and the accuracy of the sampling air flow. They amount to ∼ 10% in particle size and ∼ 19% for the particle number concentration. Due to the cubed dependence of the particle volume on diameter the combined uncertainty of Cy becomes 50%. For CARIBIC, the refractive index was calculated using literature values of the UT particle chemical composition (44% H$_2$SO$_4$, 44%, (NH$_4$)$_2$SO$_4$, 10% organic carbon and 2% soot) and a mixing rule to 1.479-0.0143i. This refractive index was applied for the whole OPC size range. Additional information of the OPC unit is given in Rauthe-Schöch et al. (2012).
2.3 Additional methods

Besides the data from the OPC and the aerosol sampler, measurements of water are used to identify measurements that were influenced by clouds. The CARIBIC inlet system houses a forward-facing inlet tube for total water (H$_2$O$_{tot}$; being the sum of cloud water/ice and gaseous water) and one sideways-facing inlet tube for gaseous water (H$_2$O$_{gas}$) only. These two inlet lines are connected with two water vapour sensors, a chilled mirror frost point hygrometer (FPH) measuring total water (time resolution 10–180 s) and a two-channel photoacoustic laser spectrometer (PAS) detecting H$_2$O$_{tot}$ and H$_2$O$_{gas}$ (time resolution: ∼5 s). The PAS data are calibrated post-flight using the FPH data showing a total uncertainty of approximately 0.5 K (verified by regular laboratory-based cross-checks to high precision FPH instrument MWB LX-373). The calibrated PAS data have a precision of 2 % or 0.5 ppmv (whichever is higher).

We use the dynamical tropopause to differentiate between tropospheric and stratospheric air. This tropopause is based on the strong gradient in potential vorticity (PV) in the tropopause region (Hoerling et al., 1991; Hoinka, 1997). The PV along the flight track was obtained from archived European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analyses with a resolution of 1 × 1 degree in the horizontal and at 91 vertical hybrid sigma-pressure model levels. The PV was interpolated linearly in longitude, latitude, log pressure and time to the position of the aircraft. Based on PV, air masses were classified as tropospheric for average PV < 1.5 PVU (potential vorticity units; 1 PVU = 10$^{-6}$ K m$^2$ kg$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$), and as belonging to the tropopause region for 1.5 < PV < 3 PVU. The samples taken in the LMS are subdivided in three groups of varying depth in the horizontal and at 91 vertical hybrid sigma-pressure model levels.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Examination of outlying data points

To shed light on the causes of outlying C$_V$/C$_{m}$ ratios, the measurement situation, elemental composition features, size distribution and aerosol sample deposit patterns will be scrutinized. First the special case of sampling in clouds will be studied. Based on the CARIBIC measurements of gaseous and total water mixing ratios, intercepted clouds are detected (Brenninkmeijer et al., 2007). Figure 3a shows the C$_V$/C$_{m}$ ratio related to the cloud ice concentration. Approximately half of the samples were obtained without any contact with clouds. The degree of cloud contact of the other samples varies strongly (note the logarithmic scale). When the cloud ice concentration is high, several measurements show high C$_V$/C$_{m}$ ratios. The aerosol inlet is designed to collect particles of a few micrometre in diameter or smaller. When the inlet approaches particles at a cruise speed of 230 m s$^{-1}$, large particles that hit the leading edge of the shroud or, less likely the inlet cone itself, can disintegrate adding artificial particles to the sampling airstream (Korolev et al., 2011). Because the leading edges and rim of the CARIBIC inlet have a surface-coating of nickel, we evaluated the connection between nickel elemental concentration and cloud ice concentrations. Figure 3b demonstrates a strong correlation for cloud ice concentration above 5 ppmv with aerosol sample nickel mass fractions larger than 0.05 %, indeed showing that, besides break-up of ice particles, the inlet contributes nickel when measuring inside clouds. This group of 10 samples will be further investigated, starting with photographic images of the aerosol samples to inspect the deposition patterns of the samples.

Out of this group of 10 instances four occurred in the tropics, five in the extra-tropical UT and one in the tropopause region. Figure 4a contains indeed a very incoherent message on the connection between deposition pattern and cloud influence or C$_V$/C$_{m}$ ratio. Four of the samples show clear signs of losses based on a non-ideal deposition pattern (QI = 2; one type 3.2 and three type 4), four show traces of secondary deposition and the remaining two samples are classified as QI = 0 samples. The two samples most affected by clouds, sample No. 1 and 2, have deposition pattern type 4. They also have the two highest C$_V$/C$_{m}$ ratios. The type 4 samples...
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Figure 3. (a) Dependence of the ratio of particle volume to mass concentrations from OPC and IBA measurements (\(C_V/C_m\)) respectively, on average cloud ice concentration during each sampling period. (b) The latter related to the mass fraction of nickel in the samples. Note, in order to display zero cloud ice concentration in the logarithmic scale, \(10^{-3}\) ppmv was added to each data point.

Figure 4. (a) Aerosol deposition pattern for samples affected by ice clouds. Numbers on bottom of pictures are measurement number, cloud ice concentration (ppmv) and OPC volume to IBA mass concentration ratio (\(C_V/C_m\); cm\(^3\)/g). The numbers in the top left corners show the aerosol deposit classification and their colour indicates air mass type according to the legend of Fig. 3. (b) Particle volume size distribution for measurements affected by clouds. Numbers in legends are measurement numbers in (a). (c) \(C_V/C_m\) related to particle volume fraction in the four OPC channels of the largest sizes (555–900 nm). The colour of distributions in (b) and markers in (c) corresponds to bottom text colours in (a).

are, as will be shown later, rather unusual, suggesting that the artefact particles generated at the inlet have a high probability for bounce-off and become spread over the surface. The volume size distributions of Fig. 4b are typical of artefactual particles due to particle break-up in clouds and do not appear in the absence of clouds. High values of the \(C_V/C_m\) ratio (Fig. 4c) are connected with high concentrations of large particles. It is also clear that there is a strong correlation between nickel in the aerosol samples and cloud ice concentration (Fig. 3b) likely originating in collisions between ice particles and materials of the walls of the inlet (Murphy et al., 2004). However, the amount of nickel collected in the sampler is much less than the signal registered in the OPC channels for large particles. Bounce-off could cause reduced collection efficiency of these newly formed, solid particles in the aerosol sampler. Another difficulty arises from the fact that the OPC measurements are based on the assumption of a sulphate-dominated aerosol, thus causing large sizing uncertainties for nickel particles due to the use of inadequate refractive index in the data evaluation. Additionally, nickel has a large density (8.9 g cm\(^{-3}\)) implying that the cyclone in front of the sampler catches particles approximately a factor of 3 smaller in terms of geometrical diameter compared to 2 µm aerodynamic diameter cut-off. Hence it is likely that a large fraction of the particles registered by the OPC is outside the range of the sampler, thus further adding to the uncertainties. It is clear that the large diameter channels of the CARIBIC OPC are severely affected by clouds, as are the CARIBIC nickel concentration measurements from the aerosol samples.

Measurements where the crustal component is significant were identified from the iron concentration and its relative concentration to potassium, calcium and titanium. Six samples have a relative iron concentration (\(C_{Fe}/C_m\)) larger than 0.3 %, corresponding to a crustal fraction (\(C_{crust}/C_m\)) of approximately 6 % according to average crust composition (Weaver and Tarney, 1984). The deposition patterns of crust-containing samples (Fig. 5a and, for sample No. 1, Fig. 4a) all show signs of losses. Five of the samples have QI = 2 and the remaining sample QI = 1. The \(C_V/C_m\) ratio is connected with the deposition pattern to a higher degree than the cloud-influenced samples. The size distributions of measurements with a strong crustal component are shown in Fig. 5b. The size distribution of the cloud-affected measurement (No. 1) differs markedly from the other crust-influenced measurements with high concentrations of the largest particles artificially produced in the inlet. Yet, all but sample No. 12 show high concentration in the OPC channel for the largest particles. Crustal particles usually are larger than
sulphurous/carbonaceous particles indicating that the crustal particles mainly appear in the OPC channels for the largest particle sizes. Crustal particles differ significantly from the sulphate OPC calibration substance in refractive index as well as in particle shape, implying that the uncertainty of the OPC sizing of the crustal particles is large. The density of crustal particles is comparatively high, usually around 2.7 g cm\(^{-3}\). This increases the probability that particles in the upper channels of the OPC are outside the upper aerodynamic limit of the aerosol sampler. The balance of these circumstances indicates that a mismatch in particle size range of the OPC and the aerosol sampler contributes to the high \(C_v / C_m\) ratios as well as non-ideal collection of crustal particles demonstrated by the deposition patterns.

The ratio of carbon (C) to sulphur (S) mass concentration varies by a factor of more than 100 between the samples in this study. Such variability in composition will of course affect the refractive index of the particles. Here samples with mass concentration ratio \(C/S > 5\) will be examined. The mass of sulphate aerosol composed \(H_2SO_4 - (NH_4)_2SO_4\) can be estimated to be 4 times the mass of S, implying that the carbonaceous component in these samples most likely is larger than the sulphuric fraction. Six of the 106 samples in this study had \(C/S\) mass concentration ratios larger than 5. Three of these samples were affected by clouds and one contained crust, which strongly affect the results of the comparison between the OPC and the sampler. The remaining two samples (Fig. 6a) show rather faint deposition patterns, the deposit of sample No. 16 being barely visible. Both of them are classified as type 1.2. These two measurements differ markedly from the cloud-affected and crust-containing samples with respect to size distribution (Fig. 6b) by showing a mode of small particles (most clear for sample 16). This indicates that a fraction of the particles escapes detection in the OPC while collected by the sampler having a much lower cut-off. This could be the cause of low \(C_v / C_m\) ratios. Also deviations of the actual optical properties from the refractive index assumed in the size attribution could be significant for these carbon-rich particles, e.g. underestimation of the soot fraction would lead to underestimation of \(C_v\).

After the examination of the influence from clouds, crust and \(C/S\) composition 11 of the 17 outliers with respect to \(C_v / C_m\) ratio have been identified. The remaining six outliers are shown in Fig. 7. It is clear that the sampling failed to produce quantitative collection for samples 18–20 (Fig. 7a). The remaining measurements (No. 21, 22 and 23) show good sampling characteristics. The size distribution of sample 23, (Fig. 7b) indicates that a significant fraction of the particle volume can be found on particles smaller than the lowest size channel of the OPC, thus causing a low \(C_v / C_m\) ratio. The other two measurements (21 and 22) were taken in the LMS and display unusually large particles. This point will be discussed further in the next section.

### 3.2 Problems connected with the size distributions

To further evaluate the relation between the measurements with the OPC and the aerosol sampler, the size distributions will be examined. Difference in size range between the OPC (measuring 130–900 nm optical diameter) and the sampler (80–2000 nm aerodynamical diameter) could cause mismatch between the measurements, as discussed above. Assuming that the OPC measurements approximately resemble...
the geometrical diameter the measurements would have the same upper size limit for particles of density of 5 g cm\(^{-3}\). A lower density, usually true for atmospheric aerosol particles, would move the upper OPC limit downwards in aerodynamical size. In Fig. 8 particle volume size distributions are shown for all measurements not shown in Sect. 3.1 arranged according to the measurement region, i.e. UT, MT and LMS. It is clear that all measurements indicate that the particle volume outside the upper size limit of the OPC is small, implying that problems with mismatching upper size limits usually are small outside clouds (Fig. 4a) and in measurements with a strong crustal component (Fig. 5b).

The lower limits in particle size of the OPC and the impactor coincide at a particle density of approximately 0.4 g cm\(^{-3}\). This low value implies that size distributions with large volume in the channel for the smallest particles might be underrepresented in terms of total particle volume from the OPC. Some size distributions show high concentrations in the two smallest particle channels without having a dominant mode of larger particles. These distributions could be expected to be most affected in the \(C_V/C_m\) ratio by particle volume outside the lower OPC measurement limit. In the tropics three measurements were taken in the fresh volcanic cloud from the eruption of Nyamurgira (DR Congo) in November 2011 with particle volume (and mass) concentrations similar to those deep into the LMS, see measurements 26, 27 and 28 in Fig. 8a (red vertical scale). These measurements together with 29 and 32 have \(C_V/C_m\) ratios of 0.69, 0.79, 0.80, 0.90 and 1.3 cm\(^3\) g\(^{-1}\). The low \(C_V/C_m\) ratios together with the size distributions of the measurements in the fresh volcanic cloud thus indicate some particle volume outside the OPC measurement range. All the measurements from the extratropical UT (Fig. 8b) have size distributions that indicate particle volume outside the lower size limit. However, the size distributions alone cannot explain variability in the \(C_V/C_m\) ratio of 0.77–1.4 cm\(^3\) g\(^{-1}\), for example distributions 34 and 38 (the smallest and largest \(C_V/C_m\) ratio in this group) are similar both in terms of the distribution of small particles and relative particle volume for large particles. Measurements from the tropopause region (Fig. 8c) in some cases, in particular measurements 40, 43, 45 and 51, show significant concentration in the two lowest OPC channels without a dominant mode of larger particles. The respective \(C_V/C_m\) ratios are 0.83, 0.89, 1.0 and 1.2 cm\(^3\) g\(^{-1}\). All the measurement numbers are arranged in order of increasing \(C_V/C_m\) ratio in each of Fig. 8a–f. Presence of particles outside the lower size limit thus cannot explain the variability in the \(C_V/C_m\) ratio for measurements in the tropopause region. Finally, in Fig. 8d–f it can be seen that problems with particle volume outside the lower particle size limit are minor for the LMS aerosol. In conclusion it is clear that most size distributions from the MT tropics and the UT extratropics, and some of those from the tropopause region, indicate particle volume outside the lower size limit of the OPC, although it is not a major factor behind the variability of the \(C_V/C_m\) ratio. Measurements taken in the LMS do not indicate this problem.

Figure 8. Particle volume distributions from the OPC for measurements without influence from clouds, high crustal or carbonaceous fractions. The legends show measurement number. (a) Tropics middle troposphere. Measurements 26–28 are shown on the axis to the right. (b) Extratropical UT (PV < 1.5 PVU). (c) Tropopause region (1.5 < PV < 3 PVU). (d) LMS 3 < PV < 5 PVU. (e) LMS 5 < PV < 7 PVU. (f) LMS PV > 7 PVU.
In addition to investigating the conditions at the lower and upper size limit of the OPC, patterns associated with the volume mean diameter (VMD) will be examined. Figure 9 shows the \( C_V / C_m \) ratio related to the VMD. There is no clear correlation between these parameters for the tropospheric and tropopause region measurements. For measurements taken in the LMS weak correlation is found in the PV range 3–5 PVU, whereas the 5–7 PVU and PV > 7 PVU ranges show a clear correlation, i.e. when VMD increases from 270 to 360 nm (where most of these measurements are found) the \( C_V / C_m \) ratio in the LMS increases from 0.7 to 1.2 cm\(^3\) g\(^{-1}\). Two of the measurements (red stars) in Fig. 9 are the two outliers (measurements 21 and 22 in Fig. 7) where no reason for the deviation could be found. Figure 9 indicates that the VMD is important for the observed deviation. As already pointed out, LMS size distributions show no sign of problems with the lower or upper size limits of the OPC measurements. However, the OPC response to particle size needs to be considered. Besides dependence on composition (refractive index) and particle shape, the calibration curve for a given composition is complicated. The range 0.7–1.2 cm\(^3\) g\(^{-1}\) in \( C_V / C_m \) ratio corresponds to approximately \pm 25\% around the central value. If for the present, we disregard problems with the aerosol sampling and analysis this would indicate 25\% particle volume measurement uncertainty, corresponding to a range of a modest 8\% in terms of particle diameter for particles deep into the LMS.

### 3.3 Problems in aerosol sampling and analysis

It is clear that problems in the aerosol sampling were responsible for some of the outliers with respect to the \( C_V / C_m \) ratio. The aerosol sampler collection efficiency shows excellent characteristics for liquid particles (Nguyen et al., 2006) and the errors from the PIXE and PESA analyses are small. However, solid particles could affect the sampling efficiency. Therefore all sample images not already dealt with in the previous sections (i.e. Figs. 4–7) will be investigated with respect to deposition pattern to find out to what degree the sampling suffered from losses.

Figure 10 shows the aerosol deposits of the samples taken in the tropical middle troposphere, the extratropical upper troposphere and the tropopause region. Ten tropical samples do not belong to the categories of outliers that were presented in Sect. 3.1. The aerosol sampling in the tropics usually worked well with seven QI = 0 (i.e. deposit types 1.1, 1.2, 2.1 and 2.2) samples and three samples with QI = 1 (deposit type 3.1), whereas none of the samples showed indications of severe losses (QI = 2; deposit types 2.3, 3.2, 3.3 and 4). Only five samples in Fig. 10 were taken in the extratropical UT. Three showed no signs of losses, one indicated minor losses and one major losses. Out of the 13 samples taken in the tropopause region, six showed no signs of losses, six minor losses and one sample indicated major losses. Overall, of the 28 samples from these three sampling regions 57, 36 and 7\% had QIs 0, 1 and 2, respectively.

The stratospheric samples are displayed in Fig. 11. Deposits with filaments wetting the surface of the polyimide film become more common in the stratosphere. Out of the 16 samples from the lowest stratmospheric level, 3 < PV < 5 PVU (Fig. 11), 12 show no signs of losses (QI = 0), three show minor losses and one indicates significant losses (QI = 2). Deeper into the stratosphere, the PV range 5–7 PVU, 23 samples are available. Seventeen are of QI = 0, three of QI = 1 and three of QI = 2. Further up in the stratosphere, PV > 7 PVU, 15 out of 16 have QI = 0 and the only sample with QI = 2 shows wetting of the sampling substrate that is deemed to cause significant losses (type 2.3). Together the samples from the three stratmospheric sampling levels have QI values of 0, 1 and 2 in 80, 11 and 9\% of the cases. Thus the fraction of the samples with major sampling problems is similar in the troposphere/tropopause and stratosphere, whereas a larger fraction of the stratmospheric samples showed no signs of reduced collection efficiency.

Table 1 provides further overview of the classification with respect to aerosol deposit of the samples. Out of the total of 106 samples, 67 have deposit types that do not indicate losses in the sampling (QI = 0), 21 indicates minor losses (QI = 1) and 18 more severe losses (QI = 2). Eighty-three samples do not belong to the outlier categories clouds, crust, large carbonaceous fraction or the outlier samples presented in Fig. 7. Out of these 83 samples 72\% show no signs of losses (QI = 0) and 8\% have deposition patterns indicating major losses (QI = 2). It is clear that \( C_V / C_m \) shows a dependence on QI which is stronger when all samples are considered in comparison with when the four outlier
Table 1. Classification based on photographic images of all samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>No. Samples</th>
<th>(C_V / C_m^{b})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Excl. outliers (All)</td>
<td>Excl. outliers (All)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 1 – the expected pattern</td>
<td>1.1 medium–high-loaded samples</td>
<td>26 (30)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2 low-loaded samples</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>[0.63] (0.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2 – wetting of sampling substrate by liquid</td>
<td>2.1 wetting only within beam area</td>
<td>28 (29)</td>
<td>0.89 (0.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2 minor wetting outside beam area</td>
<td>5 (5)</td>
<td>0.89 (0.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.3 considerable wetting outside beam area</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>[1.3] (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 3 – secondary deposition pattern</td>
<td>3.1 central spot visible</td>
<td>16 (21)</td>
<td>1.0 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.2 cross visible</td>
<td>3 (7)</td>
<td>1.1 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.3 cross clearly visible</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
<td>[1.1] (2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 4 – large number of particles outside main deposit</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2 (7)</td>
<td>1.4 (2.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative Indicator (QI)</td>
<td>0 types 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2</td>
<td>60 (67)</td>
<td>0.87 (0.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 type 3.1</td>
<td>16 (21)</td>
<td>1.0 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 types 2.3, 3.2, 3.3, 4</td>
<td>7 (18)</td>
<td>1.2 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All QI all types</td>
<td>83(106)</td>
<td>0.93 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(a\) Referring to all samples except samples in the categories cloud, crust, C / S composition and “outliers” presented in Sect. 3.1 and to all samples in the study, respectively. \(b\) Geometrical average (cm\(^3\) g\(^{-1}\)) for each category. \([\ ]\) marks \(C_V / C_m\) of categories containing only one sample. \(QI\) Qualitative indicator on the degree that the relation between measured to actual concentrations for the aerosol samples could be affected.

It is clear that the deposition pattern based on qualitative classification of the samples in part can explain variability in the \(C_V / C_m\) ratio. Thereto we will briefly compare these results with measurements outside the regular 5.5 mm diameter proton beam used for quantitative analysis as explained in Sect. 2.1. Figure 12a shows the ratio of estimated, undetected sulfur mass outside the beam area of 5.5 mm diameter and the mass detected within the beam area, \(m_{udet} / m_{det}\), in relation to particulate S concentration. Small, filled symbols indicate that particulate S was not detected in the two blank spots. These samples are represented by half the detection limit. It can be seen that particulate S could not be detected in the blank spots for samples with QI = 0 when the concentration was less than 100 ng m\(^{-3}\) STP. This is also true for most of the QI = 1 samples (type 3.1), whereas most of the QI = 2 samples show detection with high \(m_{udet} / m_{det}\) ratio in that concentration range. For samples with particulate S concentration higher than 100 ng m\(^{-3}\) STP the \(m_{udet} / m_{det}\) is low with a few exceptions. When relating \(m_{udet} / m_{det}\) to the \(C_V / C_m\) ratio for the samples where particulate S was detected in the blank spots a high degree of consistency can be found (Fig. 12b). \(m_{udet} / m_{det}\) is in all but one case low when the \(C_V / C_m\) ratio is low, and the deposit types are to a high degree of QI = 0 and 1. In the other end both the parameters usually are high and almost all samples have QI = 2. The agreement between the different measures further supports the consistency of the two different CARIBIC aerosol categories are excluded see Table 1. The average \(C_V / C_m\) of the latter samples belonging with QI = 0 is 0.87 cm\(^3\) \(g^{-1}\). The average of all the 83 samples is 0.93 cm\(^3\) g\(^{-1}\), implying that the 23 samples with QI = 1 and QI = 2 increase the average \(C_V / C_m\) by 6 %.
measurement methods. The $m_{\text{udet}} / m_{\text{det}}$ ratio also provides an internal measure on the quality of a sample with respect to non-ideal effects in sampling with impactors.

### 3.4 Apparent particle density

To avoid bias from the outlier categories they are not retained in the data set used to further investigate the relation between the particle volume from the OPC and the mass from the sampling and analysis. The 83 measurements that did not belong to the outlier categories were all in the $C_V / C_m$ range of 0.55–1.55 cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$. Figure 13 shows $C_V$ related to $C_m$. It is obvious that these measurements correlate well over approximately a factor of 50 in $C_m$ and $C_V$ ranges. The relative spread in the data (logarithmic scale) is essentially independent of the concentration, implying causes other than statistical for the variability within the 0.55–1.55 cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$ range. By computing the geometric average (for consistency not the arithmetic average) of the ratio between $C_m$ and $C_V$ an estimate of the density of the aerosol particles is obtained. This apparent particle density becomes 1.08 g cm$^{-3}$. It is clear that non-ideal sampling affected some of the measurements. Removing these measurements result in the density 1.15 g cm$^{-3}$. The main components of the UT/LMS aerosol are sulphurous and carbonaceous aerosol. Occasionally the aerosol also contains a significant crustal fraction. The density of pure sulphuric acid is 1.84 g cm$^{-3}$, which could be somewhat lowered by mixing with water. Other possible forms of sulphate are ammonium bisulphate and ammonium sulphate with densities of 1.78 and 1.77 g cm$^{-3}$, respectively.

The $C / S$ elemental concentration ratio varies between 0.3 and 30 in the samples of this study. The carbonaceous fraction is to a large degree organic (Friberg et al., 2014). Probably the organic component acts as to lower the density of the particles, but likely not down to 1.15 g cm$^{-3}$. Previous measurements at remote location (Saarikoski et al., 2005; Kannosto et al., 2008) and an urban location (Hu et al., 2012) estimate the density of sub-micrometer atmospheric particles to approximately 1.5 g cm$^{-3}$. The apparent density of 1.15 g cm$^{-3}$ from this study is 30% lower, thus calling for a discussion of the patterns behind this apparent density.
The measurements with the OPC and the elemental analyses of the samples are undertaken at approximately the same temperature. However, the analyses are undertaken in high vacuum, which can induce losses of organic material from the samples (Sect. 2.1). The composition and therefore the volatility of the organic fraction of the aerosol are not known. Therefore the losses during analysis cannot be estimated directly. The average carbon-to-sulphate mass ratio in samples of this study is 0.37, the ratio being higher in the troposphere (0.75) than in the stratosphere (0.26). To increase the apparent density to a value of 1.5 g cm$^{-3}$ by increasing the carbon concentration in an attempt to reach more plausible value, the carbon concentrations need to be multiplied by approximately 2. This would increase the carbon-to-sulphate mass ratio average over all samples to 0.8, and for stratospheric samples carbon to sulphate mass ratio would become larger than 0.5, which is not in line with studies based on another analytical method (Murphy et al., 2006, 2007). In addition, studies of volcanic aerosol based on CARIBIC aerosol samples (Martinsson et al., 2009) agree well with studies based on other methods (Schmale et al., 2010; Carn et al., 2011) in the relation between the carbonaceous and sulphurous fractions of the aerosol. The increase of the carbonaceous fraction to reach 1.5 g cm$^{-3}$ density would bring our volcanic measurements into disagreement with the mentioned other studies.

Losses of organic material would thus only explain part of the difference to previous observations at other locations. The uncertainties of the mass from the aerosol samples disregarding evaporative losses, is estimated to 12 %. The combined uncertainty in the number concentration and particle size combine to 50 % uncertainty in the particle volume determinations from the OPC. Taking the combined uncertainties of the two measurements into account, the observed apparent density is not deviating from previous observations.

4 Conclusions

Two aerosol measurement methods aboard the CARIBIC platform for studies of the upper troposphere (UT) and the lowermost stratosphere (LMS) were compared. The particle volume concentration ($C_V$) obtained from the CARIBIC optical particle counter (OPC) and total mass concentrations ($C_m$) obtained from aerosol samples analysed for all major and several minor constituents by ion beam analysis were compared by forming the ratio of the two measurements ($C_V / C_m$). 89 of the 106 measurements investigated have a $C_V / C_m$ ratio confined to a rather narrow interval of 0.55–1.55 cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$. Problems in the aerosol sampling were identified by photographic images of the deposition pattern, where secondary deposits indicate non-ideal sampling characteristics. Out of the 17 measurements outside the usual $C_V / C_m$ range of 0.55–1.55 cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$, six were connected with ice particles forming artificial particles in the inlet severely affecting total particle volume collected by the OPC and, in most cases, the aerosol deposition pattern of the samples. Three of the outliers were caused by non-ideal sampling of crustal particles and to some degree by problems with refractive index of the OPC and mismatch of the size ranges of the two measurements. Two of the measurements that were dominated by carbonaceous aerosol were below the usual $C_V / C_m$ range because part of the size distribution was below the lower size limit of the OPC, and, probably due to a mismatch of the refractive index of the actual particles and that used in the OPC calibration. Of the remaining six measurements three showed poor sampling efficiency and the fourth mismatch in size range. The remaining two samples could be associated with the complicated relation between particle size and OPC signal, which was manifested by a correlation between particle volume mean diameter and the $C_V / C_m$ ratio.

84 % of the measurements have $C_V / C_m$ ratios within the range of 0.55–1.55 cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$. The volume and mass concentrations span approximately a factor of 50 without significant change in relative residuals, thus indicating causes other than statistical for the variability. From this correlation the apparent average density of the particles was estimated to 1.15 g cm$^{-3}$ after removal of 6 % bias from non-ideal sampling effects of the impactor. This apparent particle density is lower than previous estimates by 30 %. The combined
uncertainties of the two methods, however, accommodate this difference. Visual inspection and classification of the samples aerosol deposits was found to be an efficient means to identify samples where non-ideal sampling appeared, which was corroborated by the $C_V / C_{OP}$ ratio. The analytical methodology utilizing blank spots of the sample provided further insights to the problem of non-ideal impactor sampling. This method can be applied routinely with minimal effort, thus providing the means to significantly reduce problems, however moderate in this study, from impactor sampling imperfections.

In conclusion, two methods based on widely different principles were inter-compared over a range of a factor of 50 in atmospheric aerosol concentration. The composition expressed as the ratio between the two main aerosol components in the aerosol particles, carbon and sulphur, varied over a range of a factor 100 thus further illustrating the variable components in the aerosol particles, carbon and sulphur, varied over a range of a factor 50 in this study, from impactor sampling imperfections.

The analytical methodology utilizing blank spots of the sample provided further insights to the problem of non-ideal impactor sampling. This method can be applied routinely with minimal effort, thus providing the means to significantly reduce problems, however moderate in this study, from impactor sampling imperfections.
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Significant radiative impact of volcanic aerosol in the lowermost stratosphere

Sandra M. Andersson, Bengt G. Martinsson, Jean-Paul Vernier, Johan Friberg, Carl A.M. Brenninkmeijer, Markus Hermann, Peter F.J. van Velthoven & Andreas Zahn

Despite their potential to slow global warming, until recently, the radiative forcing associated with volcanic aerosols in the lowermost stratosphere (LMS) had not been considered. Here we study volcanic aerosol changes in the stratosphere using lidar measurements from the NASA CALIPSO satellite and aircraft measurements from the IAGOS-CARIBIC observatory. Between 2008 and 2012 volcanism frequently affected the Northern Hemisphere stratosphere aerosol loadings, whereas the Southern Hemisphere generally had loadings close to background conditions. We show that half of the global stratospheric aerosol optical depth following the Kasatochi, Sarychev and Nabro eruptions is attributable to LMS aerosol. On average, 30% of the global stratospheric aerosol optical depth originated in the LMS during the period 2008–2011. On the basis of the two independent, high-resolution measurement methods, we show that the LMS makes an important contribution to the overall volcanic forcing.
Early 21st century global warming has been overestimated by almost all simulations of historical climate change in the latest phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5). This divergence between simulated and observed warming rates could be evidence of serious model errors in the climate sensitivity to anthropogenic greenhouse gas increases, or to systematic model deficiencies in representing natural internal variability. It has been shown that tropical Pacific cooling due to increased subduction and upwelling and variations in solar and volcanic aerosol forcing contribute to the discrepancy because they are not realistically described in CMIP5 simulations of recent climate change. Volcanic eruptions induce ‘persistent variability’ in the stratospheric aerosol layer. Sulfur dioxide from volcanic eruptions forms sulfate particles that reflects sunlight back to space, exerting a cooling effect. The CMIP5 historical simulations did not account for observed increases in volcanic aerosol loadings after the year 2000.

Most satellite-based estimates of global stratospheric aerosol optical depth (AOD) rely on occultation and other limb viewing measurements made at altitudes above the 380 K potential temperature level (on average, above 15-km altitude). These data have been used in a wide range of different climate studies, but do not include the lowermost stratosphere (LMS). The LMS lies between the 380 K potential temperature level at ~17-km altitude in the tropics and 14 km at mid-latitudes and the underlying tropopause (coinciding with the 380 K potential temperature level in the tropics and at ~10 km at mid-latitudes in winter (summer)), and constitutes over 40% of the stratospheric mass. The stratosphere above 380 K potential temperature is connected to the troposphere by an upward flow across the tropical tropopause via the Brewer–Dobson circulation. At mid- and high latitudes, the LMS receives seawater-subsiding stratospheric air at higher altitudes, and is also affected by tropospheric air crossing the extratropical tropopause. These flow patterns cause characteristic concentration gradients of trace gases and aerosols.

Volcanic aerosols reach the LMS either by direct injection in the extratropics or by transport from above via the Brewer–Dobson circulation.

Global estimates of the contribution from volcanism to stratospheric aerosols have historically been performed by limb viewing satellite instruments, such as SAGE II (Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment), GOMOS (Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of Stars) and presently OSIRIS (Optical Spectrograph and Infrared Imaging System). Their long line of sight is obscured by the occurrence of clouds close to the tropopause and by dense volcanic clouds. These problems make it difficult to use OSIRIS for observations below 380 K potential temperature, and also limit the use of SAGE II.

Recently, it has been suggested that the LMS contributes significantly to stratospheric AOD. For the time period from 2000 to 2013, Ridley et al. estimated that 30–70% of the total stratospheric AOD was from volcanic aerosols in the LMS. The latter study made use of ground-based lidar retrievals, the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) of sun photometers, and balloon-borne measurements. The lack of vertically resolved aerosol information in the AERONET measurements limits their ability to reliably partition the tropospheric and stratospheric contributions to the AOD.

The results presented here rely on independent observational measurements from two different sources. The first source is the nadir viewing lidar on the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) satellite. This instrument measures from the stratosphere down to the ground with high vertical resolution, thus enabling aerosol observations in the upper troposphere (UT) and LMS. The second source of information is from analyses of aerosol samples collected by the IAGOS-CARIBIC program (In-service Aircraft for a Global Observing System—Civil Aircraft for the Regular Investigation of the atmosphere Based on an Instrument Container), a passenger aircraft-based observatory. IAGOS-CARIBIC was operational for most of the period 1999–2013, permitting study of the LMS in the Northern Hemisphere (NH). The global stratosphere up to 35-km altitude was investigated with CALIPSO during the period 2008 to early 2012, which covers several of the larger volcanic eruptions. We use the 2008 Kasatochi eruption to study the detailed post-eruption vertical structure of the LMS aerosol. Our study attempts to quantify the radiative influence of the LMS aerosol relative to the radiative impact of total stratospheric AOD (measured at a wavelength of 532 nm). In contrast to previous work, we explicitly resolve the vertical ‘fine structure’ of the aerosol loadings after a series of volcanic eruptions. During the period 2008–2011, volcanic activity was most pronounced in the NH. The Southern Hemisphere (SH) was generally close to background conditions during this period, showing radiative properties that can be explained by stratospheric circulation and stratosphere–troposphere exchange.

Results

IAGOS-CARIBIC observations. IAGOS-CARIBIC observations are performed regularly at altitudes of 9–12 km, which is in the free troposphere in the tropics and in the UT/LMS in the extratropics. Measurements during intercontinental flights provided sampling of the LMS in the NH. The majority of these samples (90%) were collected between 30° N and 65° N. To identify volcanic influence on aerosol sampled in the LMS, we use S/O₃, the ratio of particulate elemental sulfur to in situ ozone. This is a powerful tracer because the (non-volcanic) background S/O₃ ratio is set high in the stratosphere before transport into the LMS. The S/O₃ time series in the LMS (Fig. 1), obtained from near-monthly intercontinental IAGOS-CARIBIC flights, show clear evidence of influence from volcanic eruptions (Table 1). After a period of little volcanic influence during 1999–2002, large S/O₃ ratios (increases of up to a factor of 16 relative to background) were measured following three extratropical eruptions between 2008 and 2011. Elevated S/O₃ is also associated with a number of tropical eruptions between 2005 and 2012 (ref. 30). The effects of tropical eruptions on the mid- to high-latitude LMS region appear a few months to more than a year after the eruptions, due to the time required for transport from the tropics. In 2013, the LMS aerosol concentrations again approached the background levels of 1999–2002.

Volcanic aerosol from the eruption of Kasatochi in August 2008 (see insert in Fig. 1) was first measured by the CARIBIC observatory over eastern Europe 1 week after the eruption. Samples collected within 2 months after the eruption showed large variation in their S/O₃ ratios, while those collected after longer than 2 months were more homogeneous as a result of mixing in the atmosphere. Elevated S/O₃ ratios indicate that the LMS was influenced by Kasatochi at least until March 2009, seven months after the eruption. The S/O₃ ratios increased again following multiple eruptions of the Redoubt volcano in March/April 2009.

CALIPSO observations. While the majority of CARIBIC measurements are made at cruise altitude (between 9 and 12 km), CALIPSO scans the entire stratospheric aerosol column. The distribution of aerosol produced by the eruption of Kasatochi is clearly shown by the scattering ratio (the ratio of the measured scattering to the modelled molecular scattering), an optical equivalent to the mixing ratio (Fig. 2). The eruption injected ash...
and gases into two layers: one above 15 km that eventually spread over the entire NH, and one below 15 km in the NH LMS. During the first few weeks after the eruption, the amount of aerosol increased due to the conversion of SO₂ into sulfate particles⁵¹,⁵². The volcanic particles produced in the LMS had almost vanished by November 2008 through export to the troposphere, from where they were efficiently removed. The LMS volcanic aerosol concentrations increased again after subsidence of the upper cloud (Fig. 2), thus explaining the elevated S/O₃ ratios observed by CARIBIC in December 2008 (see inset in Fig. 1).

Most of the aerosol from the Kasatochi eruption is found in the lower volcanic cloud. This is clear from examining aerosol scattering averaged over the extratropics (Fig. 3), which is optically equivalent to the aerosol concentration. The lower volcanic cloud had a relatively short but very large effect on the aerosol concentrations in the LMS, lasting ~2.5 months. The subsequent effect from the upper branch prolonged the volcanic influence on the LMS.

Discussion

In addition to the Kasatochi eruption, the Sarychev and Nabro eruptions (Table 1) clearly increased the global stratospheric AOD between 2008 and mid-2012, both above and below 15-km altitude (Fig. 4a). At least four other volcanic eruptions also had
some influence on the stratospheric aerosol loading in this period. The contribution of the LMS to total stratospheric aerosol is evident from a comparison of the global AOD calculated for the 15–35-km altitude range (the range used in almost all previous studies) and the total AOD between the tropopause and 35 km (Fig. 4a). For August to November 2008, the lower limit for calculating the integrated AOD was set to 2 km below the tropopause to include the total effect from the Kasatochi eruption, since the aerosol produced partly resided in the UT (see above).

To estimate the impact from the three largest eruptions between 2008 and mid-2012, the background AOD and radiative forcing during this time period were set to the values in the relatively quiescent periods between the Kasatochi, Sarychev and Nabro eruptions. Time integration over the elevated AOD during the three periods (Fig. 4a) then provides the total influence (grey areas in Fig. 4a) for the duration of appreciable impact of an eruption. From the integrated stratospheric AODs without and with the LMS included for the Kasatochi, Sarychev and Nabro eruptions, we found that altitudes below 15 km accounted for large fractions of the integrated AOD from these eruptions, namely 68, 54 and 41%.

Next, we estimate the fraction of the total, global stratospheric AOD attributable to aerosol in the LMS ($f_{\text{LMS}}$) over the entire 2008 to mid-2012 time period (Fig. 4b). The fraction is low (generally 20–30%) in periods between the three main eruptions. The $f_{\text{LMS}}$ exceeds 50% 1 month after the Kasatochi eruption, and exceeds 40% after the Sarychev eruption. The Nabro eruption also yielded $f_{\text{LMS}}$ values >30%. Our results for the years 2008–2011 show an average $f_{\text{LMS}}$ of 30%. This result is at the lower limit of the previous estimate of 30–70% for the years 2000–2013 by Ridley et al.26. There are a number possible explanations for this finding. Ridley et al.26 estimated stratospheric AOD based on data from the AERONET network of sun photometers. Because AERONET does not provide vertically resolved AOD data, this method has to rely on a model of the vertical distribution of the tropospheric AOD to estimate the stratospheric AOD. The time resolution of this approach is also limited, and the AOD impact of individual eruptions cannot be clearly resolved26. The vertically resolved measurements from CALIPSO and IAGOS-CARIBIC permit a clearer separation between stratospheric and tropospheric AOD, and provide a new and independent assessment of the radiative impact of aerosol in the LMS.

In the following, we investigate $f_{\text{LMS}}$ of the two hemispheres. The $f_{\text{LMS}}$ is generally higher in the NH, and clearly shows an identifiable influence from the major eruptions (Fig. 4b). Three of the 4 years analysed display deep minima of $f_{\text{LMS}}$ in July to August, with the exception of 2009 (which is masked by the Sarychev eruption). This annual minimum coincides with the NH stratospheric winter/spring, which is linked to the strengthening of the subtropical jet17. The SH was influenced by the eruptions of Merapi and Puyehue-Cordón Caulle. The SH $f_{\text{LMS}}$ shows an annual variation pattern that is briefly disrupted in 2011 by the Puyehue-Cordón Caulle eruption. As in the case of the NH, the SH $f_{\text{LMS}}$ has minima during all 5 years. These are evident in January to March, coinciding with the SH LMS minimum in size. The small influence from volcanism in the SH makes further investigation of the stratosphere–troposphere exchange feasible, because a large fraction of the stratospheric aerosol is formed in the Junge layer from carbonyl sulfide (OCS). The fraction of the LMS air that originates in that part of the stratosphere varies over the year, from ~60% in the winter spring to 20% in the summer autumn3,34. With roughly 40% of the stratospheric air mass found in the LMS16, we estimate that the LMS fraction of the aerosol-rich stratospheric air varies between 12 and 27% over the year. This estimate agrees well both in size and seasonal variation with our estimate of the observed $f_{\text{LMS}}$ of the SH, indicating that...
during background conditions the LMS holds ~20% of the stratospheric aerosol. All of the volcanic eruptions studied here increased the relative importance of the LMS. Tropical eruptions can also be expected to increase \( f_{\text{LMS}} \). At background conditions, a large fraction of the stratospheric aerosol is formed from OCS in the deep branch of the Brewer-Dobson circulation at altitudes of 25–30 km, because intense ultraviolet radiation is required to oxidize OCS in a first step to form sulfuric acid aerosol. Formation of sulfate aerosol from volcanic SO\(_2\) takes place also at low stratospheric altitudes, which increases the aerosol transport in the shallow branch of the Brewer-Dobson circulation having a shorter residence time than the deep branch. A shorter residence time of the aerosol before entering the LMS increases the relative importance of the aerosol in the LMS.

Figure 4c shows the AOD of the SH and NH LMS obtained from CALIPSO LIDAR measurements, together with IAGOS-CARIBIC measurements of particulate sulfur. The IAGOS-CARIBIC measurements were taken in the NH, and were sampled in a strong concentration gradient arising from mixing of air across the extratropical tropopause. Because of this sharp gradient, the ratio to ozone (rather than the absolute concentration) is more representative of the volcanic additions to the LMS aerosol\(^{28}\). The IAGOS-CARIBIC measurements in proximity to volcanic eruptions exhibit large variability, which is subsequently reduced by atmospheric mixing. In contrast, the CALIPSO data are averaged hemispherically, thus smearing out small-scale spatial variability. This difference in spatial sampling is apparent after the Grímsvötn eruption, which causes a short but intense S/O\(_3\) peak in the aircraft measurements, but has only a small signature in the CALIPSO observations. The effluents of that eruption were injected in the UT and the tropopause region, thus explaining the rapid decline and the comparatively weak response in the CALIPSO measurements. In addition, most of the IAGOS-CARIBIC observations were made at latitudes \( \pm 55^\circ \) N, outside of the latitude limit for CALIPSO night-time measurements (see Fig. 2). Aside from this difference, the CALIPSO and IAGOS-CARIBIC measurements—which were made with completely different instruments—show similar temporal variability.

In the following, we investigate the contribution of volcanic aerosol in the LMS region to recent climate change. We estimate this contribution by calculating radiative forcing using AOD estimates integrated over both 15–35 km and the tropopause – 35-km ranges (Fig. 4d). Our calculations are a function of both season and latitude (Fig. 5). As in the case of the AOD results described earlier, the radiative forcing is integrated for the Kasatochi, Sarychev and Nabro eruptions. We find that 56, 44 and 23% of the total radiative forcing from these eruptions originated from below 15 km.

The relationship between AOD and radiative forcing is affected by a variety of factors, including the latitudinal and seasonal variation in cloud cover, surface albedo and solar zenith angle. The extratropical location of the LMS introduces a dependence of
Our results indicate that inclusion of the LMS increases the global stratospheric AOD by 45% and global radiative forcing by during the period 2008–2011. For Kasatochi, a clear elevation of the LMS was identified and removed using a 5% threshold on the depolarization ratio to create a cloud mask. The cloud mask was expanded upwards by 360 m to reduce the probability of missing faint upper edges of the clouds, and downwards towards the surface to remove attenuated signals from below the cloud. The final products used in this study are scattering ratios (measured total backscatter divided by calculated molecular backscatter) and aerosol scattering (measured total backscatter minus calculated molecular backscatter). The molecular scattering was modelled based on air and ozone molecule number concentration, using 0.80 to 0.84 latitude (°) 82° N and 82° S. The conversion factor between down to the aerosol layer.

Figure 5 | Radiative forcing sensitivity to stratospheric AOD. Geographical and seasonal dependences of the average net radiative forcing for ACE–2 at wavelength 532 nm. Tick marks relate to the first day of a month. Data are averaged over the period 2008–2011, and normalized by relative latitude area (°). The structures result from variability in daylength, upscatter fraction, surface albedo, cloudiness and transmission down to the aerosol layer.

radiative forcing on the seasonal variation in the number of sunlight hours. For Kasatochi, a clear elevation of the LMS AOD (defined here as the time period when the LMS AOD exceeded 50% of its peak value for a specific eruption) lasted from mid-August to the end of October. The influence of Sarychev extended from mid-2009 until the end of that year. This implies that both eruptions had their main impacts approximately centred on the time of the autumn equinox. The dominant part of the aerosol from the tropical Nabo eruption was advected north; Nabo’s main impact on the LMS AOD occurred from the end of August to mid-February. Since this time of the year is characterized by few daylight hours, the radiative impact of the Nabo eruption in the LMS region was markedly reduced. The eruptions studied here have clear geographical signatures (Fig. 4e). The NH extratropics were most affected by the three large eruptions described above, even in case of the near-equatorial Nabo eruption. A complete description of the volcanic aerosol loading from the total stratosphere, including the LMS region, will improve our understanding of the global- and region-scale climatic effects of recent volcanic activity. Such information will be useful for studies seeking to quantify the role of volcanism in the present ‘slow-down’ in global-mean surface warming.

The IPCC best estimate of volcanically induced radiative forcing (from ref. 35) is based only on stratospheric measurements above 380 K in potential temperature, resulting in an aerosol radiative forcing of $-0.11$ (−0.15 to −0.08) W m$^{-2}$ during the period 2008–2011. Our results indicate that inclusion of the LMS increases the global stratospheric AOD by 45% and global radiative forcing by $>30\%$ during this 4-year period. This substantially increases the estimated radiative forcing and surface cooling. These findings provide considerable motivation for repeating CMIP5 simulations of historical climate change with improved estimates of AOD for the total stratosphere.

Radiative forcing. A simple box model was used to calculate short-wave instantaneous radiative forcing ($F$) for AODs derived from CALIPSO data:

$$F = \frac{P_0}{s} \left(1 - f_x\right) \left(1 - A_T\right) f_B,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $P_0$ is the solar constant, $A_T$ is the cloud fraction, $f_x$ is the upscatter fraction, and $\delta$ is the AOD. For the calculations of two-way transmission ($\delta$) of incident light above an aerosol layer, the stratospheric aerosol was approximated as thin layers at 12.5 and 17.5 km altitude to represent average aerosol altitudes in the LMS and between 15 and 20 km. The net radiative forcing (including the long-wave component) is estimated to be 70% of the short-wave forcing. The monthly mean surface albedo and cloud fraction were obtained from the ECMWF ERA-interim meteorological reanalysis project. The two-way transmission was calculated at 532 nm as a function of solar zenith angle. Upscatter fractions for sulfuric acid particles as a function of particle size and solar zenith angle were deduced from Nemmes et al.\textsuperscript{46} Extinction coefficients of solar radiation on sulfuric acid aerosol were calculated, using the size distribution of background aerosol in 1999 (ref. 43). The extinction coefficients were used to integrate over the upscatter fraction for aerosol particles with radii in the range 0.289–0.679 μm.

The resulting radiative forcing is thus sensitive to variation in latitude and season through the dependence on daylight hours, solar zenith angle and the variation in cloud cover and surface albedo (Fig. 5), whereas the effect of the zenith...
angle on solar insolation and AOD cancel each other out. The sensitivity of the radiative forcing to the AOD is obtained from the distribution in Fig. 5, where the global average radiative forcing for AOD = 1 is ~ 23 W m$^{-2}$, consistent with data from literature.
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Abstract

The influence of downwelling stratospheric sulfuric aerosol on the UT (upper troposphere) aerosol concentrations and on cirrus clouds is investigated using CARIBIC (Civil Aircraft for Regular Investigation of the Atmosphere Based on an Instrument Container observations) (between 1999–2002 and 2005–2013) and the cirrus reflectance product from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). The initial period, 1999–2002, was volcanically quiescent after which the sulfuric aerosol in the LMS (lowermost stratosphere) became enhanced by several volcanic eruptions starting 2005. From 2005 to 2008 and in 2013, volcanic aerosol from several tropical eruptions increased. Due to consequent subsidence, the sulfur loading of the upper troposphere was increased by a factor of 2.5 compared to background levels. Comparison of S_{LMS} and S_{UT} during the seasons March–July and August–November shows a close coupling of the UT and LMS. Finally, the relationship between S_{LMS} and the cirrus cloud reflectance (CR) retrieved from MODIS spectrometer (on board the satellites Terra and Aqua) is studied. S_{LMS} and CR show a strong anticorrelation, with a factor of 3.5 increase in S_{LMS} and decrease of CR by 8 ± 2% over the period 2001–2011. We propose that the increase of S_{LMS} due to volcanism has caused the coinciding cirrus CR decrease, which would be associated with a negative radiative forcing in the Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes.

1. Introduction

The present study focuses on particulate matter collected in the upper troposphere (UT) and lowermost stratosphere (LMS) by the passenger aircraft based CARIBIC (Civil Aircraft for Regular Investigation of the Atmosphere Based on an Instrument Container) observatory. The transport of air enriched in ozone and particulate sulfur from the stratosphere into the troposphere can be monitored by CARIBIC throughout the seasons and years. Although the cruise altitude is nearly constant, the variable altitude of the extratropical tropopause allows the retrieval of vertical profiles across the tropopause and a sampling both in the UT and in the LMS. By this, CARIBIC can follow the fate of stratospheric aerosol. The sulfuric fraction is the major component of stratospheric aerosol. Recent studies find that the aerosol also contains significant amounts of carbonaceous species. In addition, small crustal components are found in stratospheric aerosol particles.

The two largest sources of sulfuric acid particles in the stratosphere are the photolysis/oxydation of OCS and SO2, with a minor contribution from direct injection of sulfuric particles from the tropical troposphere. SO2 forms sulfuric acid at all altitudes in the stratosphere via oxidation by radicals, while OCS is photooxidized chiefly at higher altitudes in the stratosphere. Injections of particulate matter via volcanism are by far the source inducing most variability in the stratospheric aerosol. Remote sensing at lidar stations in Boulder, Colorado, and in Mauna Loa, Hawaii, revealed a trend of increasing aerosol burden in the stratosphere (20–25 km altitude) in the period 2000–2009, which was later shown to be caused by volcanism in the tropics. The stratosphere’s increasing aerosol concentration has been found to cause a negative radiative forcing of −0.1 Wm⁻². Later studies...
[Andersson et al., 2015; Ridley et al., 2014] find that also volcanic aerosol in the LMS contributes significantly to the climate forcing in that period. These findings indicate that volcanism is a major cause for the deviations between the actual and predicted [Flato et al., 2013] global warming since year 2000.

The Brewer-Dobson circulation transports air from the tropical tropopause via the middle and upper stratosphere (deep branch) and quasi-horizontally (shallow branch) to midlatitude and high latitude [Holton et al., 1995]. The deep branch brings air with high concentrations of O₃ and sulfuric acid particles from the Junge layer to lower altitudes where it mixes with air from the lower branch. Whereas the deep branch transports air to midlatitudes within years, the shortcut via the lower branch requires only a few months.

The LMS is restricted downward by the tropopause, while its upper boarder is defined as the 380 K isentrope [Holton et al., 1995]. Stratospheric air with high concentrations of O₃ and particulate sulfur that reaches the LMS undergoes mixing with air from the troposphere. On a local scale, mixing through the tropopause results in a 2–3 km thick layer with strong vertical gradients of trace gases [Hoor et al., 2004; Pan et al., 2004], called the extratropical tropopause transition layer. Seasonality in the strength of the transport paths results in seasonally varying proportions of stratospheric and tropospheric air in the LMS leading to, for example, varying ozone concentrations during the year, with the highest concentrations in spring and lowest during fall [Zahn and Brenninkmeijer, 2003]. Via observations of trace gas concentrations, Bönisch et al. (2009) revealed a seasonal cycle in the mean age of air in the LMS, decreasing from spring to fall.

Mixing through the tropopause eventually leads to transport of sulfur-rich stratospheric aerosol to the midlatitude UT, where particulate sulfur concentrations are substantially lower compared to the LMS [Martinsson et al., 2005]. Sulfur compounds can also be transported from the surface by deep convection and warm conveyor belts and then lead to particle formation in the UT. Guan et al. (2010) report that large forest fires contributed to about 10 occurrences of pyroconvection, in 2006–2009, that could have transported biomass burning smoke to UT altitudes. Particles from this source type contain mostly carbonaceous matter with traces of metals such as potassium [Reid et al., 2005]. However, Murphy et al. (2006) found that UT particles generally contain mixtures of sulfurous and carbonaceous components. Most of them contained no potassium, suggesting pyroconvection to be only a minor source of UT aerosol. Investigating particle morphologies, Nguyen et al. (2008) established that the sulfurous and carbonaceous components are internally mixed residing in different parts of the particles.

Aerosol particles in the UT are involved in the formation of cirrus clouds. Cirrus ice crystals either form homogeneously via freezing of supercooled solution droplets or heterogeneously when water crystallizes directly on ice nuclei (IN) [Pruppacher and Klett, 1997]. Mineral dust and metallic particles have been proposed to be the main suppliers of IN in the UT [Cziczo et al., 2013; DeMott et al., 2003]. Soot particles may also act as IN but at lower temperatures than mineral dust [Hoose and Möhler, 2012]. Recent measurements indicate that soot IN concentrations from aircraft have been underestimated [Schumann et al., 2013], and the question whether soot particles from aviation affect cirrus properties has been the focus of several modeling studies recently. Gettelman and Chen (2013) found no effect on cirrus from aviation soot while Zhou and Penner (2014) found the soot to significantly alter the cirrus cloud properties. The different outcomes of the studies are caused by the different assumptions regarding the nucleation efficiency of soot. Besides soot, jet engines emit metallic elements [Agrawal et al., 2008] that might add somewhat to the concentration of IN in the UT. Coating of IN, by compounds such as sulfuric acid, has in laboratory experiments been found to decrease aerosol particle effectiveness to act as IN [Hoose and Möhler, 2012].

Homogeneous nucleation was for many years considered to be the dominant formation mechanism for cirrus clouds [Jensen et al., 2010], and in situ measurements of temperature, relative humidity, ice water content, particle size, and fall velocities have been found to confirm this [Mitchell et al., 2011]. However, a recent study, investigating ice particle residuals [Cziczo et al., 2013], indicates that heterogeneous freezing is the dominant mechanism for cirrus clouds over Central America and parts of North America. Heterogeneous ice nucleation has recently been incorporated in model studies of cirrus clouds [Barahona et al., 2014; Kuebeler et al., 2014; Storelvmo and Herger, 2014]. One such study, Barahona et al. (2014), finds homogeneous freezing to be the dominant mechanism globally except over central Asia, the Arctic, and the west coast of North America. However, Zhou and Penner (2014) find that if aircraft soot emissions...
provide additional IN, they could shift the freezing regime from homogeneous to heterogeneous freezing over North America, Europe, and the North Atlantic Ocean.

Whether or not volcanic aerosols injected into the stratosphere can affect cirrus clouds in the UT has been the topic of several research papers and the conclusions differ. One satellite study found an increase in high-level cloudiness after the El Chichon and Mount Pinatubo eruptions [Song et al., 1996], while other satellite studies found no changes in cirrus properties after the Mount Pinatubo eruption [Luo et al., 2002; Wylie and Menzel, 1999]. Moreover, modeling studies of the same event using only homogeneous nucleation theory find increased ice crystal number concentrations in cirrus clouds after the eruption [Karcher and Lohmann, 2002; Lohmann et al., 2003]. Recently, a satellite study by Campbell et al. [2012] found cirrus clouds formed by seeding from a stratospheric layer of volcanic aerosol from the Kasatochi eruption in 2008.

Cirrus clouds are estimated to have an overall larger impact on the long-wave than on the short-wave radiation, resulting in a net warming of the surface [Boucher et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2000]. Estimations of radiative forcing from cirrus clouds hold considerable uncertainties [Boucher et al., 2013] depending on a range of factors [Baran, 2009] including ice crystal shape, size, number concentration, cloud coverage, cloud thickness, and temperature [Fusina et al., 2007].

In recent studies we investigated variations in the LMS aerosol concentrations during periods of tropical [Friberg et al., 2014] and extratropical [Andersson et al., 2013; Martinsson et al., 2009] volcanism. We now investigate the influence on midlatitude UT aerosol concentrations of volcanic aerosol from the LMS, based on elemental analyses of aerosol samples collected by CARIBIC between 1999 and 2013. Perturbation of LMS aerosol by volcanism during these 15 years ranged from low to moderate. With the direct impact of volcanic aerosol in the UT/LMS having been addressed by Andersson et al. [2015], we now present a comparison between measured UT/LMS aerosol concentrations and MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) retrieved cirrus reflectance (CR), in the light of the indirect climate impact of volcanism.

2. Methods

The period 1999–2013 was covered by CARIBIC in a near monthly rhythm, except for the 2.5 year period mid-2002 to 2005, which was used for a transition from CARIBIC 1 (Boeing 767 ER aircraft, leaving Düsseldorf and Munich airports) [Brenninkmeijer et al., 1999] to CARIBIC 2 (Airbus A340-600 aircraft based in Frankfurt) [Brenninkmeijer et al., 2007]. The CARIBIC system is currently based on a 1.5t automated measurement container constituting a compact laboratory. The container is installed monthly for 2-6 consecutive flights in a Lufthansa passenger Airbus A340-600, which has been retrofitted for this task with a permanent inlet system having inlet probes for water vapor, cloud water, aerosol, and trace gases. So far about 100 publications deal with methods and results (www.caribic-atmospheric.com). The CARIBIC system is part of IAGOS (In situ Aircraft for a Global Observing System, www.iagos.org)

2.1. Air-Inlet for Aerosol Sampling

Different inlet systems were used for CARIBIC phases #1 and #2. The inlet used in phase #1 had an estimated sampling efficiency of 90% for 0.1–1 μm particles [Hermann et al., 2001]. The presently used system (phase #2) has a sampling efficiency of 60% for 5 μm particles and a high transmission (>90%) for submicron particles [Martinsson et al., 2014; Rauhe-Schöch et al., 2012]. A cyclone with close to 100% transmission for submicron particles [Nguyen et al., 2006] and a cutoff size of 2 μm are installed to reduce the influence from larger particles.

2.2. The Aerosol Sampler

Aerosol particles with aerodynamic diameters of 0.08–2 μm were collected using an automated aerosol sampler with close to 100% collection efficiency [Nguyen et al., 2006] based on the use of impactors. Particles were deposited on 0.2 μm thin AP1™ polyimide films [Papadopoulos et al., 1999]. Similar impactors were used during phases #1 and #2. The phase #2 (phase #1) device consists of 14 (12) channels for sequential samples. In addition, 2 channels were used to collect integral samples, to check for contaminations. Typical air volumes of 0.25 (0.09) m³ STP (standard temperature and pressure) were sampled during 100 (150) min or 1500 (2200) km flight distance. Sampling is suspended when the pressure exceeds 350 hPa (landing and takeoff cycles) to avoid sampling of aerosol from lower altitudes.
2.3. Aerosol Composition Analysis

Chemical characterization of aerosol particles was obtained using PIXE (particle-induced X-ray emission) [Johansson and Campbell, 1988]. Samples were irradiated by a proton beam of 2.55 MeV at the Lund ion beam analysis facility. Elemental concentrations were derived for elements with atomic numbers larger than 15, with an estimated accuracy of 10% [Martinsson et al., 2014; Papazysipoulou et al., 1999]. Here we focus on the sulfur data, which have a typical minimum detection limit (MDL; detection of an element with a confidence of 99%) of 2 ng m$^{-3}$ STP. Sulfur concentrations below MDL were set to MDL/2. Detection frequencies for sulfur were 99% (UT) and 100% (LMS).

2.4. Sampling in the Midlatitude UT/LMS

Because the CARIBIC aircraft collects samples in a narrow altitude interval (9–12 km above sea level), either the extratropical UT/LMS or the tropical middle troposphere is investigated. However, due to the movement of the tropopause level relative to the aircraft flight track, air masses with vertical distances relative to the tropopause from 5 km below the tropopause to 5 km above the tropopause are probed [Zahn et al., 2014]. At midlatitude and high latitude the tropopause is frequently crossed. In the present study, samples collected on latitudes south of 30°N were excluded to keep the influence from tropical air low.

2.4.1. The Dynamical Tropopause

We used potential vorticity (PV) to define the tropopause. PV values were derived from archived ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecast) analyses with a resolution of 1°×1° in the horizontal at 91 vertical hybrid sigma-pressure model levels. PV values were interpolated linearly in latitude, longitude, log pressure, and time to the location of the aircraft and for each sample averaged over the duration of sampling. Generally, PV values of 1.5–3.5 potential vorticity unit (PVU) [Hoerling et al., 1991; Hoinka, 1997] are employed for defining the dynamical tropopause. Here we use 2 PVU.

2.4.2. Classification of UT and LMS Samples

Samples with an average PV > 2 PVU were classified to be stratospheric, while UT samples were those below 1.5 PVU. The sampling time for the impactor is relatively long, sometimes resulting in samples representing air from both the UT and the LMS. To eliminate a bias in the UT aerosol concentration from samples partially taken in the LMS, samples collected at average PV lower than 1.5 PVU were excluded from this investigation, if the aircraft had crossed the tropopause (2 PVU) during the sampling interval.

2.5. Exclusion of Samples Affected by Fresh Volcanic Aerosol

Volcanic clouds reaching the UT/LMS can enhance the background aerosol concentrations tremendously. In the weeks following an eruption the emitted SO$_2$ is converted to sulfate and the resulting volcanic aerosol mixes at various degrees with the background. Moreover, fresh volcanic aerosol injected in the UT is susceptible to scavenging by precipitation formation. Therefore, samples collected within 30 days after volcanic eruptions that reached the extratropical UT/LMS (listed in Table 1) were excluded to prevent bias from patchiness in aerosol concentrations and influence from large ash particles. An extremely high particulate sulfur concentration was observed for one additional sample (August 2001). Trajectory analysis shows direct transport from the area of an eruption of Bezymianny, at the Kamchatka peninsula, Russia. Hence, this sample happened to have been collected in a fresh volcanic cloud was also excluded.

2.6. Contour Graphs

The geographical distribution of particulate sulfur concentration is illustrated by using a contour graph. It was produced by splitting each sample into 10 equidistant parts along the flight track, and the average position of the aircraft in longitude × latitude was calculated for each part, yielding 10 sample parts of typically 150 km along the flight route. These parts were assigned aerosol concentrations according to the analytical results and were sorted into and averaged on a longitude × latitude grid of 5°×5°, and a center-weighted 2-D smoothing was performed. Grid cells with fewer than 10 samples in their eight nearest surrounding grid cells were excluded to reduce the impact from regions where few observations were made. The data were then 2-D interpolated to 1°×1° (longitude × latitude) to form the presented graph. A similar contour graph was created illustrating the geographical variation of potential vorticity.
2.7. Satellite Measurements

We use satellite data of cirrus clouds from the MODIS instruments. One MODIS instrument is placed on the satellite Terra, launched in December 1999, and the other on Aqua, launched in May 2003. Terra has a descending orbit while Aqua has an ascending orbit and their equatorial crossing times are 10:30 and 13:30 local solar time [Platnick et al., 2003]. MODIS is a whiskbroom scanning radiometer with 36 wavelength channels spread between 0.620 and 14.4 μm. One of these channels, centered at 1.38 μm, was selected specifically for the study of cirrus clouds [Gao and Kaufman, 1995]. Incoming solar radiation at 1.38 μm is either reflected and scattered by the cirrus clouds or completely absorbed by the underlying atmosphere due to high water vapor absorption at this wavelength [Gao et al., 2002; Meyer and Platnick, 2010]. However, 1–10% of the atmospheric water vapor is normally located above the cirrus clouds which results in attenuation of the 1.38 μm signal. To quantify this attenuation, a scaling factor is calculated from the slope of scatterplots of the reflectance in the 1.38 μm channel versus the reflectance from a channel in the visible spectrum (0.66 μm) [Gao et al., 2002]. Each MODIS granule (2030 × 1354 pixels) is divided into 16 subgranules, and a scaling factor is calculated for each of these subgranules. The scaling factors are then interpolated to avoid a chessboard effect, and the reflectance from the cirrus clouds for each pixel is calculated [Gao et al., 2002; Meyer and Platnick, 2010]. Our analysis is based on the Level 3 monthly averaged CR with a resolution of 1° × 1°.

During dry atmospheric conditions not all solar radiation at 1.38 μm will be absorbed by the underlying atmosphere. Hence, reflection from the surface or lower lying clouds can contaminate the CR product [Meyer and Platnick, 2010]. The atmospheric water vapor product from MODIS has therefore been used to screen out dry atmospheric conditions. Similar results were obtained when using the total column water vapor from the ECMWF. The limit was set to 0.4 cm after recommendation from B.-C. Gao (personal communication, 2014) and investigation of the CR and atmospheric water vapor data. Since the same area is to be used for all monthly averages, pixels that have atmospheric water vapor less than 0.4 cm during the investigated years are removed from the entire data set. This was done for Terra and Aqua separately, but the areas included are very similar, see Figure 1. It is mainly continental areas over central North America and Asia, in particular ranges of high mountains, that are excluded but also some small ocean areas east of these continents. In order to compare the MODIS-retrieved CR against the CARIBIC measurements, only data from 30°N to 60°N are used to form average monthly cirrus products. Due to the latitude dependence of temperature and therefore atmospheric water vapor concentration, the fraction of pixels that are too dry increases with latitude. To avoid bias from this phenomenon, zonal averages were computed using 1° × 1° pixels. These averages were then weighted according to area in order to obtain the average CR for 30°–60°N. An estimation of the uncertainty in the averages was calculated using error propagation on the standard deviation of the daily mean of each 1° × 1° pixel. Internal checkups of the MODIS instrument on Terra were carried out.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eruption Date</th>
<th>Volcano</th>
<th>SO$_2$ (Tg)</th>
<th>VEI</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01-27-2005</td>
<td>Manam</td>
<td>0.09$^b$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05-20-2006</td>
<td>Soufrière Hills</td>
<td>0.2$^c$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-62</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-07-2006</td>
<td>Rabaul</td>
<td>0.2$^d$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>-4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07-12-2008</td>
<td>Okmok</td>
<td>0.1$^e$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-168</td>
<td>55.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08-07-2008</td>
<td>Kasatochi</td>
<td>2$^f$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-176</td>
<td>52.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06-12-2009</td>
<td>Redoubt</td>
<td>0.08$^g$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-153</td>
<td>60.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06-12-2009</td>
<td>Sarychev</td>
<td>1.2$^h$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>48.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05-21-2011</td>
<td>Grimsvötn</td>
<td>0.4$^i$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-17.3</td>
<td>64.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06-12-2011</td>
<td>Nabro</td>
<td>1.5$^j$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Volcanic explosivity index, from Global Volcanism Program [2011].
$^b$Prata and Bernardo [2007].
$^c$Carn and Prata [2010].
$^d$Carn et al. [2009].
$^e$Thomas et al. [2011].
$^f$Yang et al. [2010].
$^g$Lopez et al. [2009].
$^h$Haywood et al. [2010].
$^i$Clarisse et al. [2012].
During spring and summer year 2000. The data from this period were not used. The averaged Aqua CR values are somewhat higher (13–19%) than the Terra values. This could be caused by the later overpass time of Aqua which enables more convective activity and thereby larger contribution from cirrus anvils to the CR.

3. Results

3.1. Geographical Distributions of Sulfur and PV

CARIBIC measurements over the years cover latitudes 30°S to 70°N and longitudes 120°W to 120°E. Figure 2a provides a geographical view of the particulate sulfur concentrations at 9-12 km altitude for all samples, tropospheric and stratospheric. The concentration clearly depends on the geographical location of sampling. A strong latitudinal gradient of the concentration of particulate sulfur is observed, with higher concentration in the North Hemisphere (NH) midlatitudes, than in the subtropics. Martinsson et al. [2005] found a correlation of sulfur and PV in the LMS, due to downwelling of particulate sulfur from the higher altitudes. A comparison of the geographical distribution of particulate sulfur concentrations (Figure 2a) and that of the average PV during sampling (Figure 2b) indicates the possible stratospheric origin of high sulfur concentrations. Downwelling of sulfur-rich stratospheric air can strongly enhance the particulate sulfur mass concentrations in the midlatitudes tropopause region. The samples in the subtropics are somewhat influenced by stratospheric air, while the tropical samples are purely tropospheric. The gradient to the tropics could also be caused by other differences in source patterns as well as by more efficient wet scavenging of the hygroscopic sulfur particles in the tropics by deep convective clouds. The following sections deal with the coupling of the LMS and midlatitude UT.

3.2. Volcanic Influence on Particulate Sulfur in the Midlatitude UT

Over the 15 year time span considered, particulate sulfur concentrations in the UT and LMS vary by a factor of about 100 (Figure 3). In parts of this period the LMS serves as a reservoir of volcanic aerosol that eventually is transported to the midlatitude UT. To investigate a coupling between the UT and LMS we will group data depending on the magnitude of volcanic influence on the aerosol concentrations. In the LMS, the sulfur concentrations need to be normalized by PV in order to compensate for the strong gradient of sulfur in the LMS and to highlight deviations from the nonvolcanically influenced particulate sulfur distribution. UT data are scarce as most of the midlatitude...
samples were collected in the LMS. Thus, details in the variability in sulfur concentrations do not show as clearly in the UT as in the LMS. We will therefore use the LMS sulfur concentrations as a more distinct measure of the magnitude of the volcanic influence in the UT/LMS and divide the data into groups depending on the volcanic influence.

3.3. Grouping Data Depending on Volcanic Influence

The average S/PV ratio for the period 1999–2002 was low (Figure 3), indicating a time of low volcanic impact on the stratosphere [Martinsson et al., 2005]. However, particulate sulfur was affected by volcanic aerosol to various degrees after the year 2005. The 3 year period mid-2002 to mid-2005 was not monitored by CARIBIC but is known to have had little volcanic activity [Myhre et al., 2013].

In the period May 2005 to July 2008 the LMS aerosol was influenced by three volcanic eruptions in the tropics (Manam, Soufrière Hills, and Rabaul). They injected large amounts of SO2 (Table 1) into the tropical stratosphere [Vernier et al., 2011] that was subsequently, while being oxidized, transported to midlatitudes within the Brewer-Dobson (BD) circulation. Subsequent downwelling [Friberg et al., 2014] explains the observed increase in the LMS sulfur concentrations from the 1999–2002 baseline. A concomitant increase in UT sulfur concentrations is evident (Figure 3).

Figure 3 shows several large peaks in S/PV, starting with the Kasatochi explosion in 2008, which eventually decline [Martinsson et al., 2009] by transport across the tropopause into the UT. Extratropical volcanism then caused peaks of varying magnitudes in 2009–2010 [Andersson et al., 2013] and in spring 2011, followed by an eruption of the tropical volcano Nabro. Nabro emitted about the same amount of SO2 (1.5 Tg) as Kasatochi and Sarychev did (Table 1). After transport from the tropics to midlatitudes, downwelling through the LMS explains the observed rise in S/PV from late summer 2011. Volcanic clouds reaching the tropical stratosphere can affect the extratropical LMS for years via transport in the deep BD branch. However, the long-lasting perturbations after Nabro were limited to the first half of the year 2012, because most of the transport took place in the tropical transition layer or in the lower BD branch [Bourassa et al., 2012]. Finally, remaining aerosol particles from the Nabro explosion transported in the deep BD branch slightly elevated the concentration level in spring/summer 2013.

Next, the data are divided into the following groups: (1) background conditions, (2) samples affected by direct injections into the LMS, and (3) samples influenced by volcanic aerosol downwelling from the stratosphere from above the 380 K isentrope. Thus, we derive the following:

1. The years 1999–2002 as the period that represents background levels.
2. Midlatitude eruptions penetrating the extratropical tropopause can cause a large impact on the LMS that lasts for months depending on their penetration depths. The combined injections from Kasatochi, Redoubt, and Sarychev caused such perturbations in the period August 2008 to December 2009.

3. When volcanic clouds have reached the tropical stratosphere the aerosol can induce long-term impact on the LMS aerosol concentration by transport to midlatitudes in the deep BD branch. Over the 15 years studied here, such perturbations occurred during several periods, with largely varying magnitudes. These periods are split in two categories based on the volcanic eruptions' effect on the sulfur concentrations in the LMS, because averaging large concentration differences would complicate the forthcoming analyses. Category 3a represents periods strongly affected by volcanism (i.e., the period after Nabro's eruption, late summer 2011 to summer 2012), while category 3b combines an intermediately affected LMS (i.e., the periods May 2005 to July 2008 (until the Kasatochi eruption) and the year 2013).

In spite of the scarcity of UT data there are similarities in its variability in sulfur concentrations to that of the S/PV in the LMS. Peaks and periods of high S/PV in the LMS are reflected to some degree in the UT (Figure 3). For example, the peaks after the eruptions of Kasatochi and Sarychev, the decreasing concentrations from spring/summer to fall in 2006 and 2007, and the increased sulfur concentrations after the eruption of Nabro. These similarities indicate that the aerosol concentrations in the UT can be affected strongly by the LMS.

3.4. Impact on UT/LMS Aerosol From Tropical Volcanism
To explore the influence from tropical volcanism on the aerosol concentrations in the midlatitude UT we compare sulfur concentrations from the periods May 2005 to July 2008 and 2013 (Category 3b) to that of the period 1999–2002 (Category 1) (hereinafter termed periods 05-08/13 and 99–02, respectively).

The LMS contains a larger proportion of midstratospheric air in spring and summer, compared to fall when a large fraction of the LMS' air is of recent tropospheric origin [Bönisch et al., 2009]. Hence, in the period 05-08/13 elevated aerosol concentrations are expected in the LMS and midlatitude UT during spring when volcanic aerosol is brought down from higher altitudes, while concentrations in fall are expected to be more connected to the aerosol concentrations in the troposphere. We explore seasonal differences by combining data from the two periods into one season of large stratospheric influence (March–July) and one season with large tropospheric influence (September–November).

3.4.1. Latitude Dependence of Particulate Sulfur UT Concentration
The latitudinal distribution of UT sulfur is displayed in Figure 4, revealing a clear tendency of increasing concentrations from the tropics to higher latitudes. For March–July, this gradient is more pronounced in the periods 05-08/13 than during 99–02 (Figures 4a and 4b). A direct comparison of the March–July moving averages [Figure 4c] shows similar concentration levels in the tropics and part of the subtropics.
While the 05-08/13 periods show a steep increase with latitude, north of 30°N, the increase observed for the period 99–02 is not significant. This difference is largest at 45°N, which is the northernmost latitude for the average of 99–02, where the sulfur concentrations of 05-08/13 are twice that of 99–02. Hence, aerosol from tropical volcanic eruptions is detectable not only in the stratosphere but also in the midlatitude UT.

3.4.2. Seasonal Variation in the Midlatitude UT and LMS

The 05-08/13 data will now be further investigated in order to explore the origin of the particulate sulfur in the midlatitude UT and the cause of its seasonally varying concentrations. In Figure 5, the seasonally varying concentrations in the midlatitude UT are compared to the S/PV of different depths (PV levels) into the LMS. In the LMS, high S/PV is observed in spring (Figure 5a) [Friberg et al., 2014] with a reduction during summer that reaches a minimum around August–October. The maximum coincides with the downwelling of stratospheric air from the deep BD branch carrying particulate sulfur to the LMS. The minimum in August–October again illustrates the small contribution from the deep BD branch in the LMS during late summer and fall.

We observe large similarities in the variation of sulfur in the UT to that in the LMS with the maximum concentrations found in May. In Figure 5c, a comparison of the moving averages for the sulfur concentrations in the UT and that of the S/PV in the LMS shows that the seasonal variations span approximately a factor of 2. In fall, the S/PV values close to the tropopause are higher than at higher PV values. However, this is not caused by higher sulfur concentrations at the lower PV values. Instead, it is an effect of a very weak dependence on PV of the sulfur concentrations in the LMS during fall [Friberg et al., 2014], resulting in high S/PV for low PV values.

4. Discussion

The strong similarities in the seasonally varying sulfur concentrations in the LMS and in the UT (Figure 5) indicate a high degree of coupling of their aerosol concentrations. Combined with previous findings of perturbations of the LMS from tropical volcanic injections transported to the LMS, these findings point to a strong influence from volcanism on the UT particulate sulfur concentration during the years 05-08/13.

To further investigate the impact of volcanism and the coupling of the UT and LMS we will extend the study with a direct comparison of the sulfur concentrations in the UT with the S/PV values in the LMS.

4.1. Transport of Volcanic Aerosol From the LMS to the UT

4.1.1. Volcanic Impact in Spring/Summer

To compare LMS and UT concentrations directly one needs to account for the variability in the transport across the extratropical tropopause. We therefore use the March–July data for a comparison in the season of large stratospheric influence. To deal with the scarcity of observations in the UT we group the years together, based on each year’s average S/PV in the LMS, thus improving statistics. The years 2009 and 2011 are excluded in this comparison as midlatitude eruptions that reached the UT/LMS (Redoubt,
Sarychev, and Grimsvötn) occurred during the spring/summer. The year 2012 is excluded since only one UT observation is available. This results in four groups of years for comparison of the LMS and UT (2000–2002, 2010/2013, 2005/2006, and 2007/2008). The average sulfur concentrations in the UT and average S/PV in the LMS are compared in Figure 6 (dark yellow data points). Samples taken in air masses with PV values of less than 5 PVU are used here as they are expected to be more connected to the sulfur concentrations in the UT than those taken farther away from the tropopause [Bönisch et al., 2009]. A positive correlation ($R^2 = 0.73$), with a significance level of 85%, emerges with a factor of 2.5 increase in the UT concentrations, ranging from 13 ng m$^{-3}$ STP in the years 2000–2002 to 32 ng m$^{-3}$ STP in 2007/2008. This correlation further indicates that downwelling from the stratosphere affects the aerosol concentration in the UT.

4.1.2. Volcanic Impact in Fall

For data taken in the fall, we have the possibility to extend the UT/LMS comparison to include the years that were affected by direct injections to the LMS by extratropical volcanism. To gain better statistics we extend the fall season to include August. Aerosol samples collected in the August–November months after Kasatochi (August 2008), Sarychev (June 2009), and Nabro (June 2011) were all largely affected by volcanism. As Kasatochi exploded in August, samples from August and September 2008 are excluded.

The coupling between the LMS and UT is further explored via a comparison of the fall data (Figure 6, magenta data points) for the years when the LMS was strongly affected by volcanism (2008, 2009, and 2011) to that of the less affected years (2006, 2007, and 2012). Unfortunately, comparison to the period 1999–2002 is not possible, as only two observations of the sulfur concentrations in the LMS in fall are available. A linear regression of the fall data, results in a strong correlation ($R^2 = 0.95$) of high significance (>99%). The 2008 (Kasatochi) data are omitted in this calculation as only one observation from the UT is available. The strong correlation in fall, combined with the correlation found during spring/summer (see section 4.1.1), indicates that downwelling from the stratosphere strongly affects the particulate sulfur concentration in the UT. Interestingly, the slope in spring/summer is a factor 4 larger than in fall. The higher slope is attributed to increased stratosphere-to-troposphere transport [Sprenger and Wernli, 2003], resulting in a stronger influence from stratospheric aerosol in the UT.

4.2. Implications of Volcanic Impact on the UT

Whereas stratospheric aerosol affects Earth’s radiation budget directly, tropospheric aerosol can affect the budget also indirectly, namely, by altering the occurrence and properties of clouds. In the previous sections the variability of sulfur in the northern midlatitude UT was found to be caused (i) by the seasonally varying subsidence of high-stratospheric air and (ii) by the varying contribution of volcanic aerosol mixed-in from the LMS. Next we will investigate whether volcanism influences the radiation budget via interaction with cirrus clouds.

4.2.1. Comparison to the MODIS Retrieved Cirrus Reflectance

To explore a possible impact of downwelling stratospheric aerosol on cirrus clouds, the particulate sulfur concentration measured during CARIBIC is compared to the CR retrieved by MODIS (see section 2.7). Because of the scarcity of UT data we use the S/PV in the LMS as a reasonable proxy for the UT particulate sulfur, as validated above (using samples collected below 5 PVU as in Figure 6). Only the season with...
largest stratospheric impact on the UT/LMS (March–July) is investigated here. The comparison is illustrated as
time series (Figure 7a) of each year’s average S/PV from CARIBIC and CR from the Terra and Aqua satellites.
While no CARIBIC measurements were performed in the years 2003 and 2004, also the years 2002 and 2009 need to be excluded since too few months of CARIBIC data are available for these years.
The year-to-year changes of the CR of both satellites agree very well, in which the average Aqua values are~20% higher, see explanation in section 2.7. The year-to-year variability and the general trend in S/PV are
anticorrelated to CR; note the inverted scale of S/PV (Figure 7a). S/PV increases gradually from 2001 until
2011/2012 as a result of volcanism, whereas CR decreases. The increase in CR after the year 2012 coincides
with less volcanic aerosol in the LMS. Unfortunately, maintenance of the CARIBIC aircraft in the year 2014
resulted in too few measurement months to include that year in the comparison, but the volcanic activity
is known to have been low. The rate of CR decrease of Aqua is slightly weaker than that of Terra, which
could be caused by stronger influence of convection. Since the CR obtained by Terra is less influenced by
convective activity, it is expected to be more sensitive to changes in the UT/LMS conditions, which in this
case concerns changes in the sulfur concentrations. We therefore use the CR of Terra to illustrate the close
coupling of S/PV and CR as a scatterplot (Figure 7b). A linear regression reveals a good anticorrelation
between CR and S/PV ($R^2 = 0.63$) with a significance level of 99%, even though the two parameters
compared were obtained using fundamentally different measurement methods (the corresponding results
for Aqua are $R^2 = 0.74$, significance level of 99%). The relative decrease in CR between 2001 and 2011 is
8 ± 2%, while the particulate sulfur concentration in LMS increased by a factor of 3–4 during this time.

In Figure 8, the average CR during 2 years of low volcanic influence (2001–2002) is compared to the average
CR during the 2 years of highest volcanic influence on the LMS/UT (2011–2012). The observed CR is generally
higher over areas where convection is common since this gives rise to anvils (Figures 8a and 8b). This can be
seen in the eastern parts of the oceans where warm water is transported northward resulting in convection
and over the North American continent where convection also is common during this season. The CR
decreases from 2001–2002 to 2011–2012 for large parts of the NH midlatitudes, see Figure 8c, and the
largest decreases are found over Europe, the Atlantic Ocean, the North American continent, and the mid-
Pacific Ocean. Change in the location or decrease in convective activity over the eastern parts of the
oceans or the North American continent may cause a change in the CR (Figure 8c). However, limiting the
computations to areas without persistent convection slightly increased the correlation between the Terra
CR and S/PV. Hence, the anticorrelation seen in Figure 7b cannot be explained by a change in convective
activity. In the following section possible causes for the anticorrelation will be discussed.

4.2.2. Cloud Microphysics and Climate
Recent geoengineering (GE) studies suggest that increased stratospheric sulfurous aerosol concentration can
decrease cirrus cloud reflectance in a homogeneous nucleation regime. The GE aerosol increases
temperatures and decreases vertical velocities in the tropopause region, which reduce the ice crystal
formation rate, leading to optically thinner clouds [Kuebbeler et al., 2012].

Figure 7. (a) Time series of the geometric average S/PV in the LMS (S/PV$_{LMS}$, ng m$^{-3}$ STP/PVU) (note the reversed scale)
and the arithmetic average of the MODIS-retrieved parameter, cirrus reflectance (CR) from Aqua and Terra, for samples
taken below 5 PVU in the season March–July. (b) A comparison of S/PV and Terra’s CR as in Figure 7a. A linear regression fit
is shown as a dotted line.
Sulfurous aerosol could also shift the freezing mechanism of the cirrus clouds from homogeneous to heterogeneous. If the sulfuric acid is neutralized by ammonia, the downwelling LMS aerosol could act as IN \cite{Abbatt et al., 2006; Hoose and Möhler, 2012}. Increases in IN concentrations could shift the freezing mechanism from homogenous to heterogeneous, creating optically thinner cirrus clouds with fewer, larger ice crystals. Seeding of cirrus clouds have been found to make them optically thinner, except in pure heterogeneous freezing regimes \cite{Storelvmo and Herger, 2014}.

In a heterogeneous nucleation regime, a decrease in the amount of IN would reduce the number of ice crystals in the cirrus clouds, making them optically thinner. Sulfuric acid aerosol downwelling from the LMS may interact with some of the IN present in the UT, reducing their nucleation abilities and that way decrease the number of IN. Deactivation of soot IN from aviation could provide an explanation to the pronounced CR decrease over the Atlantic, North America, and Europe, as a large fraction of the soot emitted from the aviation corridor over the northern Atlantic ends up in this region \cite{Zhou and Penner, 2014}.

One of the discussed mechanisms, or a combination of them, may have caused the decrease in CR seen in Figures 7 and 8. A decrease in CR implies that the clouds are optically thinner and both reflect less shortwave radiation and absorb less longwave radiation. Because the latter effect dominates, a decrease in CR corresponds to a smaller greenhouse effect from cirrus clouds \cite{Storelvmo et al., 2013}.

The strong response of 8% decrease in CR to a 3.5-fold increase of S/PV in the LMS indicates a substantial radiative forcing. Making use of the fact that CR and cloud optical thickness (COT) are linearly dependent for thin clouds \cite{Meyer et al., 2007}, and the sensitivity of net radiative forcing to changes in COT according to Cirisan et al. \cite[their Figure 8]{2013} the maximum decrease of 8% of CR in the time period studied corresponds to approximately −2 Wm\(^{-2}\) in net radiative forcing at NH midlatitudes. This regional result pertains to the season March to July.

5. Conclusions

This study focuses on particulate sulfur in the Northern Hemisphere’s upper troposphere (UT) and lowermost stratosphere (LMS) in the period 1999–2013 measured by the CARIBIC observatory. Particulate sulfur...
concentrations varied by a factor of about 100 in this period, mainly as a result of volcanic injections. The sulfuric aerosol concentration in the UT was strongly connected to that in the LMS, as downwelling aerosol constituted the major fraction of the UT particulate sulfur concentration in the periods of volcanic influence.

During the 15 year time span, the UT/LMS was perturbed by volcanism to various degrees. The lowest sulfur concentrations were observed in 1999–2002, a volcanically quiescent period. The largest perturbations were found not only after extratropical volcanic eruptions, specifically in 2008 (Kasatochi) and 2009 (Sarychev), but also in fall 2011 to spring 2012 after an eruption of the tropical volcano Nabro.

In the periods 2005–2008 and 2013, the variability in sulfur concentration was dominated by downwelling of volcanic aerosol from tropical volcanism that was transported through the stratosphere. In that period, the LMS sulfur concentration peaked in May as a result of downwelling of air transported in the deep Brewer-Dobson branch. The same seasonal variation was found in the UT, illustrating a strong coupling of the LMS and the UT. Downwelling of volcanic aerosol was found to be more than double the spring and summer UT particulate sulfur concentrations compared to the background levels.

A comparison of sulfur concentrations to satellite observations of the MODIS retrieved cirrus reflectance (CR) from the satellites Terra and Aqua, for the season of largest stratospheric impact on the UT and LMS (March–July), resulted in strong anticorrelations ($R^2 = 0.63$ (Terra), $R^2 = 0.72$ (Aqua)). The CR and thereby the cloud optical thickness (COT) decreased by 8% in the period 2001–2011. During this time the particulate sulfur concentration increased by a factor of 3.5 in the LMS. The strongest reduction in CR occurs over North America, the North Atlantic, and Europe, where soot ice nuclei (IN) from aviation [Schumann et al., 2013] could shift the cirrus freezing mechanism from homogeneous to heterogeneous [Zhou and Penner, 2014], making deactivation of IN by volcanic sulfate aerosol a conceivable explanation for the observed reduction in CR. However, more research is needed to establish the definite mechanism.

Previous studies have shown that volcanism induced a significant radiative forcing after the turn of the millennium [Santer et al., 2014; Solomon et al., 2011] by the direct effect from stratospheric aerosol. New findings of the importance of LMS aerosol in this respect further increase this estimated forcing [Andersson et al., 2015; Ridley et al., 2014]. The tropical Pacific cooling [England et al., 2014; Meehl and Teng, 2014], variations in solar forcing [Flato et al., 2013], and volcanic aerosol forcing occurring after the year 2000 [Santer et al., 2014; Solomon et al., 2011] are not captured by the CMIP5 (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5) models used by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, resulting in overestimation of the global warming over the last 15 years [Flato et al., 2013; E differentiated from volcanic aerosol that can contribute further explanation of the mismatch of model results and observations.
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